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analyJical framework for the ,planning and control of maintenance 
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I 
of ce,tain basic maintenance decisions, and the means by which the 
I 
accouqting system and management accountant can facilitate the main-
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' tenande decision process. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
I 
Introduction 
I 
,he maintenance activity is an important and costly considerat on 
for eiterprises with heavy investments in plant and equipment. As 
manuf,cturing plants have become more highly mechanized and equipme t 
and t1ols have become more complex, skill requirements for maintena ce 
I perso~nel have steadily increased, resulting in rising payroll cost 
I 
and h,avy investments in maintenance equipment. These factors, alo g 
with tjhe profit squeeze of recent years, have highlighted the need or 
i 
impro~ed planning and control of the maintenance function. Such im 
I 
prove1*ents have been slow to develop as evidenced by- the following 
I 
obser~ations from the literature: 
I ' 
i 
I Maintenance represents a very significant portion of 
trtanufacturing expense and, yet, historically, it has been 
qne of the hardest.areas in which to develop realistic 
controls for establishing information for budgetary com-
1 . 
~arisons as well as actual cost reductions (44, p. 19). 
! 
' ! Maintenance has been viewed as a necessary evil of 
doing business and the associated cost has always been 
Jccepted without challenge •••• very few companies 
Hring to bear the necessary resources to control this 
~ortion of manufacturing costs (18, p. 40). 
~ •. , experience indicates that such maintenance objec-
tives are lacking in many companies due to management's 
dwn lack of interest and due to alleged difficulties 
~ncountered in planning, measuring, and controlling the 
maintenance function (55, p. 263). 
1 
Accountants are often not familiar with maintenance 
llnformation needs and accounting data ts frequently not 
tlustomized to assist in formulating maintenance policy 
163, p. 12). 
~n May, 1964, the National Association of Accountants publishe 
I 
NAA R~search Report No. 41, Control of Maintenance Costs, one of th 
few eitensive studies on the planning and control of maintenance 
activ1ties (63). This study reported on the accounting techniques 
that tihe accountant can use to provide managers with information th t 
I 
will Help them improvemaintenance cost control. The methodology e -
I 
I 
ployed in condui!tin.g this study consisted of a review of the t 
I 
i . 
literature and of a field study to collect information about 
! 
pract~ces of forty companies. These companies wera selected becaus 
i . 
2 
initi~l inquiries indicated that they had well-dev~loped and effect ve 
I 
' i 
maintenance cost control programs and, therefore, could make positi e 
I 
contr~butions to the study. 
i 
~he report findings indicated that the then current practices n 
I 
mainf~nance cost control left much to be desired. The summary of 
I 
findings section describes the "state of the art" as follows (63, 
i 
I 
p. 4-$): 
I I . 
I Maintenance policies have usually evolved from experience 
in rather haphazard fashion rather than being designed to im-
~lement specific maintenance objectives. Relatively few of th 
qompanies' participating in this study have written maintenance 
~olicies. Existing largely in. the minds of maintenance super-
.Jisors, uniformity and continuity in policies tend tobe lacki g. 
In part, this situation is attributable to lack of management 
dttention to maintenance. A ~ore important explanation may be 
~ound in the difficulties encountered in applying quantitative 
~nalysis to establish maintenance objectives. 
Basic techniques for controlling maintenance work include 
~rocedures for service requests, work orders,_ scheduling and 
~ispatching of work orders. However, the available evidence 
~!!c:~a!~!.these techniques are inadequately developed in 
I 
I 
I 
Budgeting practices observed in the field study serve to 
k ep total expenditures for maintenance within predetermined 
1 mits, but they do so with little consideration regarding the 
effectiveness ,of work done. 
I Although the companies visited considered maintenance cost a 
I . 
signiftcant problem, the field study showed a lack of clearly define 
· I b' · -· ih f ·1 d 1 h 1· maintenance o Jectives wt a consequent ai ure to eve opt e po 1 
cies a~d procedures needed t9 effectively control maintenance cost. 
3 
I NAA rerearchers attribu~ed this lack of objectives and policies too e 
or a c~mbination of (1) lack of management interest and (2) difficul 
ties ehcountered in quantitative analysis of the maintenance functio 
I 
! The field interviews suggest that the maintenance policies 
or the majority of cpmpanies visited could be improved if man-
a~ement would take a more positive attitude toward control of 
mi:lintenance services and costs. The view that maintenance op-
ekations are not susceptible to measurement and control should 
b~ rejected and, by applying the fundamentals of policy formu-
lftion and work planning guided by cost data, effective contro 
systems should be sought (63, p. 11). 
1 
Experience and intuitive judgement are relied upon 
h~avily in developing [maintenance] policies. Quantitative 
ahalysis is seldom used (63, p. 12). I . 
i Npt only did the study find that managers held a number of mis 
I 
concep~ions about the maintenance function, but the study also 
i 
discovbred that the accountant was not providing the information th t 
! 
managefs needed to plan and control maintenance activities. 
, _ 
I 
j The cost of maintenance and the need for effective 
cbntrol ·are viewed as significant problems by almost all 
the companies visited. Effective control over maintenance 
c1~sts requires, among other things, information on costs 
of the varied activities encompassed by maintenance.~-. It 
is the accountant's function to determine these costs in 
a manner conducive to the exercise of control. 
As a member of the management team, the accountant 
can assist in organizing the maintenance function and 
dleveloping adequate control procedures. His analytical 
~l~ills can also be employed advantageously in finding the 
most economical method when management is faced with al-
ternatives which affect future maintenance costs (63, p. 4). 
The accounting department supplied data in a few cases 
,or engineering studies which were made to assist in formu-
]ating maintenance policy. However, the accountant's role 
~s usually a minor orie and often he does not participate at 
J11. It seems reasonable to believe that the accountant 
dould make a positive contrib.ution to maintenance policy if 
tie were more familiar with maintenance problems and if the 
~ooperation between the two activities were improved. This 
qontribution could take the form of specially designed cost 
~eports and special studies to aid in maintenance planning 
ind control (63, p. 12). 
I 
I 
Purposes of the Study 
~he purposes of this study are (1) to develop an analytical 
! 
frame~ork for planning and control systems with special emphasis on 
i 
decisjjon characteristics, informational inputs, and accounting impl -
! 
catioJs, (2) to develop a general model of the mai~tenance decision 
i 
I 
systemi, (3) to analyze conceptually certain maintenance decision 
i 
4 
setti~s and specify their accounting information requirements, (4) to 
! 
presenlt quantitative methods or decision models that are specifical y 
I 
applic~ble to maintenance decisions, and (5) to make recommendation, 
I 
based pn the foregoing, on how the contribution of the management 
I 
accoun~ant and the accounting system to the maintenance planning an 
I 
I 
contro!l process can be improved. 
I Ai conceptual framework is necessary in order to isolate and de 
' I 
fine the relationships between the management decision function and 
I 
. i . 
the in~ormation function (accounting). From the discussion in the 
I 
preced~ng section, it is apparent that planning and control of main 
tenanc activities as currently practiced are generally not 
satisf ctory. This is partially due to lack of management attentio 
and to management misconceptions about the controllability of maint -
nance tosts. One of the hypotheses of this research is that 
I 
inadeluate management accounting :ata contribute significantly tote 
lack 1f maintenance cost control. Inadequacy of management accoun 
ting 1ata is due largely to a preoccupation, it?- existing r.esearch 
studils, with control techniques for specific ~roblems. A major ef 
fort iirected toward a conceptual analysis of the relationship of 
accouJting data tq the·optimization of maintenance decisions is not 
I 
avail,ble. This stUdy will attempt to develop such a conceptual 
framelork. 
I ! Organization of the Study 
I 
I 
I 
~he study contains an introductory chapter concerning the natu e 
i 
of th~ problem, and the objectives, significance, and limitations o 
i 
i the stjudy. The second chapter reviews the relevant literature re-
' 
'! 
lating to the maintenance function. 
! 
I Ln the third chapter, a framework for.analysis of planning and I 
I 
contro!l systems is presented which is oriented to managerial levels 
I 
I 
and delcision characteristics. Presentation of the framework is pre 
I 
I 
ceded ~ya review of relevant literature in systems 
I 
and or~anization theory, and decision theory. This review provides a 
I 
supporjtive base for the framework and is synthesized in the framewo 
i 
5 
A model-systems approach is employed to provide a systematic ration le 
I 
of thej maintenance function. Accounting, as the basic information 
1kccording to the AAA's Conunittee to Prepare a Statement of Ba ic 
Accoun~ing Theory, "He [the management accountant] should understan 
the information requirements well enough to be an intelligent suppl"er 
of relkvant data for use in the decision-making models if, indeed, ot 
the or~ginator arid manipulator of these models (6, p. 40)." 
I 
i 
I 
I 
syste for maintenance management, is analyzed as an integral part f 
the 4del. 
The fou~th chapter consists .of an examination of the maintenan e 
activ{ty, its goals, resources, and subsystems. A general model of 
I , . 
the m1intenance decision system is developed. Maintenance decision 
are cdtegorized in terms of specific decision settings and each dee 
I 
sion ,etting is anaiyzed in terms of (1) a statement of the problem 
(2) mdnagement's objectives in making the deci~ion, (3) the alterna 
I 
tives !available; (4) the decision variables and criteria, and (5) 
methoJs of analysis suited to the decision process. The informatio 
I 
requi~ements for the decision settings are speciff:!.d and the role o 
i ' 
the adcounting system in providing such informatio~ is delineated. A 
I . 
final lsection stresses the importance of (1) the recognition of cos 
I 
I 
6 
behav~or patterns attributable to different types of maintenance co ts 
and (2j) the use of appropriate cost concepts in maintenance decisio s. 
i 
~he fifth chapter reports results of field studies of current 
maint~nance management practices in selected petroleum refineries. 
I 
The fi!eld studies allowed an in-depth inquiry into the role of the 
I 
accounlting system in the maintenance planning and control functions 
I 
and prpvided the researcher with a practical insight into operation 1 
mainte~ance systems. 
' ~ final chapter summarizes the research, makes recommendations 
I j 
about how the accounting system and the management accountant can 
better serve the informational needs of maintenance management, and 
makes ecommendations for further research. 
Methodology 
lhe methodology includes library research, development of a co -
cept~l framew~rk, and an in-depth field study of the maintenance 
activ~ty in selected petroleum refineries. 
I 
i 
7 
'l;he purposes of the library research are ( 1) t"o provide the wri er 
! 
! 
with a'. comprehensive background in the theory and techniques relate 
to th~ topic; (2) to develop the essential requirements of an effec 
! 
tive ntaintenance planning and control program; and (3) to provide a 
basis lfor the formulation of the conceptual framework. 
I 
I The Cqnceptual Framework 
I 
i 
I 
I 
'Jjhe basic research strategy for development of the 
I 
work ,s the systems approach. The systems approach is characterized 
(1) d~finition of the system under consideration (i.e., when it is 
I 
I 
serve~ that a problem occurs in relation to a particular system, a s.t 
of th~t system must be preceded by a careful definition of its boun 
I 
ries ~nd content); (2) the systematic examination of objectives and 
I 
alter~ative ways of achieving these objectives; (3) data collection; 
; 
(4) mo!del building (models are constructed to represent the system nd 
i 
assist! in defining the relationships that exist within the system). 2 
~his study views the firm as a system and develops models of s -
I 
lectedj subsystems within that system. The firm is defined in gener 1 
I 
2 
or a de~ailed discussion of the systems approach, refer to Le 
(46, p. 128-146) and Churchman (17). The applicability of the syst 
approach to research dealing with internally reported accounting in 
formation is discussed in the AAA's Report of the Committee on 
Accoun
1
ting and Information Systems (5, p. 289-299). 
I 
I 
I 
terms 'as an open syste~ interacting with iti, supporting environment • 
. It is ~de up of a number of functional subsystems, each capable, in 
I 
theory I, of being isolated and defined for analytical purposes. The 
Subsyslems , which form the primary focus of this study are the mainte 
! 
i 
nance ~ystem and the accounting information system. The accounting 
I 
' 
systemj is a major component of the formal information system and its 
! 
role ih meeting the decision-making needs of maintenance management 
I 
I 
invest~gated in detail. 
8 
s 
I 
Tpe AAA's Committe~ on Accounting Theory Construction and Verif -
I 
cationj identified accounting as being the measurement-communication 
! 
i 
functi?n of the decision process (2, p. 60). The committee stresses the 
' 
intera4tion of the accounting function with decision models saying tha , 
i 
due tol this interaction, there is in a sense no separate theory of ac-
1 
countipg. The inference is that the accouµting system is a part of a 
I 
I larger I system and that neither accounting theory· nor the structure of c-
' i 
countipg systems can be isolated from the decision processes of the use s. 
i 
I~ the development of the conceptual framework, a detailed spe i-
: 
ficatibn of the decision settings faced by maintenance management is 
i 
I 
I prepar~d. Primary attention is then directed to the information re 
! 
I 
quiredi for these decisions. Turban indicates that current accounti g 
I 
I 
I 
systems do not provide adequate cost data (83). He describes the 
I 
! 
ventioral accounting system as being incomplete with regard to 
I 
mainte~ance and lists the following shortcomings: 
(1) Downtime losses are usually not computed. 
(2) Costs of non-maintenance work done by maintenance workers 
. are not segregated from true maintenance costs. 
( 1l3) Preventive maintenance expenditures and repairs expen-
' ditures are mixed. 
( 14) Cost centers of the conventional accounting system do not 
coincide with real maintenance cost centers. 
(5) An average maintenance cost per hour is used regard-
less of the skill involved (83, p. 73). 
Because of these weaknesses, this study includes a discussion of (1) 
cost oncepts appropriate to planning and control of maintenance 
9 
activ ties, and (2) the cost 
of mai~tenance costs and the 
i 
behavior attributable to different typ s 
consequent implications for analysis ad 
I 
contro1l. Wherever appropriate, these costs are included in the fra e-
work. 
I 
i 
The Fi~ld Studies 
I 
i The field studies were undertaken (1) to give the researcher a 
! 
perspeftive of operational maintenance systems and (2) to provide h m 
; 
with an essential base for researching the decision needs of mainte 
I 
i 
nance management. Unlike previous studies, the emphasis is on 
analys~s of the overall maintenance planning and control system and 
; 
the pr~mary maintenance decision settings, rather than enumeration 
defici~ncies in maintenance management techniques. 
! 
The field studies focus on the systematic relationships among 
I 
variour functions within the organization, particularly the mainte-
nance ~nd accounting functions. 
I 
i Ipformation sources for the field study include company inform 
I 
' tionall materials (policy manuals, procedural directives, budgets, 
I 
f 
perforin.ance reports, and the like), personal interviews, and observ -
I 
tion. I After obtaining the necessary permission to, conduct in-plant 
studier at the refineries, a questionnaire (see Appendix A) was pre 
pared rnd forwarded to each company. The purpose of the questionna·re 
was tol indicate the subject areas to be discussed at the time of th 
10 
field interviews. Different parts were addressed to personnel in 
vario s positions (e.g., maintenance superintendent, operations sup r-
visors, stores manager, accountants, etc.) in the organization. 
I~ order to obtain an adequate view of the maintenance activit 
! 
withi~ petroleum refineries, four refineries were included in the 
field !studies. The refineries selected differed significantly :i.n 
I 
size, ilocation, and organizational structure. 
I 
I 
I 
~easons for Selection of Petroleum Refineries for Use in the 
i 
Field lstudies. 
I 
I 
Ideally, the empirical findings for this type of 
study !should be drawn from in-depth studies of a broad cross-sectio 
i 
of indfstrial organizations. Due to resource and time limitations 
the pa~t of the researcher, such an approach was not feasible. The 
j 
alternative was to select a limited number of firms which were most 
I 
likely! to contribute positively to the research effort. 
I 
i 
Tre field studies provided a means for comparing the conceptua 
I 
framework with current maintenance management practices.' It is rea 
sonabl¢ to believe that such comparisons are more meaningful if 
! 
relate~ to companies having well-developed and effective maintenanc 
progrars than if related to companies which handle mainten~nce on a 
I 
crisis~by-crisis basis. Petroleum refineries can .be expected to ha e 
I 
I 
relatilvely well-developed, effective maintenance programs for the 
i . ' 
' follow~ng reasons: 
I 
(11) Their maintenance costs are significant, amounting to abo t 
one-ha~f the total spent on capital expenditures (52, p. 99). Henc, 
refinery management can be expected to emphasize maintenance planni 
I 
I 
I 
and cohtrol. Such emphasis is evidenced by the trend in petroleum 
I 
I 
11 
to upgrade the maintenance function to major status in the 
() Petroleum refineries are generally capable of bringing a 
full of resources to bear on the maintenance problem. 
Basic Assumptions of the Study 
i 
I Tpe underlying premises for this research are that (a) account ng 
I 
is thelmeasurement-communication function of the decision process, 
the ac. ounting system should serve as the basic information system 
I 
the plrnning and control functions and for the decision models and 
techniques used to implement these functions, and (c) the managemen 
I 
accoun~ant should be an active participant in, and contributor to, 
manage~ent decision process by making cost studies, assisting in th 
implemlntatiqn of quantitative decision techniques, and helping man 
agemen~ to recognize and identify cost concepts and cost behavior 
patter~s relevant to particular decisions, 
I 
, Limitations of the Study 
i 
Ai broad framework is developed for planning and controlling 
I 
maintehance costs, with a major emphasis on the relationship of 
I 
i 
accoun~ing information to the optimization of maintenance decisions. 
I An exh~ustive treatment to each area within this framework is beyon 
the s~pe of this study. 
De to the qualitative nature of the research approach, the co -
framework cannot be subjected to statistical investigation. 
mework'is not final; it is offered for testing through furth r 
I 
i 
researlch. It is emphasized that the purpose of the field study is 
I 
I 
I 
12 
not t "validate" the conceptual model. No individual can make as f-
ficiejt· number of thorough investigations to provide an adequate ba is 
for g1neralizing about all organizations, However, the cumulative 
evideice of a series of well-conducted investigations is a potentia 
sourci of such generalizations. 3 
I 
i 
I 
Significance of the Study 
durrently, there exists no generalized framework for analysis f 
maint~ance planning and control systems. Previous studies have pr -
I 
sentedl techniques and procedures for dealing with specific maintena ce 
I 
I probl~s. 
i 
To the extent that this fragmented approach has contribu ed 
to thej present unsatisfactory state of maintenance management devel p-
l 
ment, fl correlated framework offers definite possi'oilities for 
' 
improvbment. A unified and coherent framework will (1) provide a 
! 
i 
I 
reference base for the evaluation of both maintenance management pr c-
l 
I 
tices ~nd the associated accounting system in its servicing of the 
- I 
mainte~ance decision process and (2) serve as a guide to developmen 
I 
of imp~ovements. in the planning and control of maintenance costs. 
3 
or an elaboration on this point, see Anthony (9, p. 157-167). 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
i 
I Introduction 
~ coordinated body of literature has not emerged in the area o 
mainte~ance planning and control programs. Numerous articles, some 
I 
studief, and portions of chapt~rs in recent books have been devoted to 
vario~ aspects of the subject. There is, however, little evidence of 
I 
the ex~stence of a cohesive framework which attempts to correlate t e 
I 
I 
total ~equirements of an effective maintenance system. 
i 
' P~blications have generally dealt with specific maintenance pr 
! 
i 
I !ems (~.e., maintenance scheduling, preventive maintenance, budgeti g, 
i 
and mo~ivation) and with procedural techniques for dealing with sue 
I 
i problems. Nonetheless, there has been an implicit recognition oft e 
I 
need fbr a correlated framework for planning and controlling mainte 
i 
i 
nance ~osts. The NAA study stressed the need for cooperation and · 
i 
i 
coordi~ation of departments (production, maintenance, accounting, 
I 
I 
etc.) ~nd for overall cast analysis to improve maintenance cost con 
i 
trol (~3, p. 7). Articles by Ludwig (51) and Sisson (76) are typic 1 
I 
of manr appearing in industry publications which stress the de-isol -
tion olf maintenance management. 
i In general, the literature may be broadly categorized into pub i-
! 
' 
cation~ oriented toward the topics of: (a) accounting for maintena 
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and () maintenance management. Works dealing with maintenance man 
ageme t can generally be further subdivided into those emphasizing 
effecJive management practice and organization and those stressing 
i 
quant~tative or "operations research" applications. 
! 
Accounting for Maintenance 
i 
~side from the NAA study discussed previously, there have been 
I 
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few pJblications aimed at providing an extensive coverage of the roe 
I 
i 
of matjagement accounting in serving the maintenance decision proces • 
! Numerous articles have been written which stress the importanc 
of ef~ective presentation of information by the accounting departme t 
! 
as a ~ey element in contributing to control of various types of mai -
I 
tenande costs. Knobloch, et al., (44) describe the accounting 
' depar~ment's role in the Maintenance Work Authorization Control Pro 
I 
gram ~t the Babcock & Wilcox Company, Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. 
i 
i Manth~y (53) reports on a cost control system for routine and repe-
i 
. i. I • b tl.t V~ JO S. His system requires: (1) the use of a Time Task Rang 
i 
Techn~que to specify the manpower and material requirements, and th 
time Jange and cost of rou,tine jobs, and (2) the employment of spec al 
i 
rnaint~nance accounts and reporting procedures by the accounting 
I 
systeJ. According to Manthey (53, p. 38), the system "is reasonabl 
i 
! 
and responsive for most firms that do not have the means for a more 
! 
preciJe and formalized system." More recently, Harding (32) has pr -
posed a theoretical control system for maintenance scheduling which 
makes use of the computer to determine job assignments. He places 
I 
I 
respo~sibility on the accountants to provide assistance in estab-
job priorities, measuring efficiency, and communicating cos 
asurement data to operating management to aid in decision-
Accordingly, he underscores the need for "accountants to 
prepa e for an automated future." 
I 
I 
\ 
Maintenance Management 
i detailed study by Newbrough (66) in 1967 consists of a 
I 
~
1 
•• review of those techniques and related principles 
hat have proved highly satisfactory since their first 
pplication in 1929 and 1930 and which have since been 
~pplied to nearly every type of industry, including some 
oif the largest industrial organizations in the United 
I 
~tates (66, p. xi). 
i 
Newbrdugh's study emphasizes procedures and· techniques deemed to be 
I 
. I . , 
help£tjl to all levels of maintenance management. He gives little 
I 
attent!ion to the specific topic of accounting for maintenance costs 
or to ~intenance cost behavior. The study is made up of eighteen 
I 
I 
chapf~rs divi~ed into three main sections entitled Organizing, Moti 
I 
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vatin~, and Controlling', Included are two brief chapters th 
I . 
' . 
maint~rtance cost budgets and target costs for maintenance control. 
I 
Cost c:ontrol for spare parts and maintenance materials is also give 
I 
brief !attention. A twelve-page chapter on the latter topic is devo ed 
i 
almost! entirely to a discussion of such items as storeroom location 
! 
' storerbom organization, and types of stores records suitable for 
I . 
I 
small,I medium, and large-size companies. Virtually no mention is de 
of cos1t control oth'er than reference to use· of the minimum-maximum 
·1 . 
basis 6s a common means of gauging the amounts of materials, suppli s, 
and sp~re parts to be stocked. 
I 
I~ somewhat the same vein, an earlier book by Lewis and Pearso 
(49) ~s published in 1963. The preface of the book summarized its 
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objectives as follows: 
~ The basic purpose of the book is to record some of the practices developed and used by government and private in-
ustry, and the way in which they can be used as guides for 
the reader in the application of his own daily maintenance 
nianagement, to provide some general tested rules, and to 
1stablish some criteria to measure the effectiveness of the 
¥intenance management function (49, p. iv). 
I 
I Ijt is interesting to note th§lt the overall approach to mainte-
nance control as recommended by the authb.rs exemplifies the 
non-p rticipation of the accounting department in the decision-maki 
procesjs--a condition which appears to be quite prevalent. 
I few iD1stances where the accounting department is mentioned, its act'-
vity ~s confined to passively feeding data to the maintenance contr 
I 
group.I The latter group then has the responsibility for preparing 
comparlative and analytical reports for managerial decision needs. 
I 
! 
apparert decrease in the relative importance of the accounting syst 
i 
as a plrovider of decision-making information is discussed more full 
in Chabter III where consideration is given to the appropriate role 
I 
management accounting in serving the informational needs 
I 
Ailso to be included among the publications that are fairly com 
I 
prehen!sive in their coverage of the various aspects of the maintena 
operatlion is one published by the American Management Association ( ) 
I 
in 19613. It is entitled Modern Maintenance Management and consists 
! 
I 
a colllection of fourteen articles ( 142 pages) written by maintenanc 
! 
managers of several large industrial firms. The AMA asked these ma 
gers t put their experiences in writing "in order to produce a 
e 
practical and proven model of modern maintenance management (7, p. 6 ." 
The to~ics covered include: Organizing maintenance operations, eff c-
l . 
tive Tintenance planning; improved maintenance scheduling; 
i 
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applitiOn of critical path scheduling to maintenance; preparing t e 
I 
maintjnance budget; the maintenance work order procedure; maintenan e 
store 
I 
and spare parts control (four pages); mainti~nance training; p-
gradi1g skills; developing maintenance managers; measuring labor 
' producitivity; the development and use of labor standards in mainte-
, ' 
i 
nance;: measuring and appraising maintenance performance; the value 
preventive maintenance; and using electronic data processing in mai -
tenancf· As indicated, the contributors in most cases describe 
I 
problems encountered in their respective firms and discuss approach s 
I 
i 
taken :to solve such problems. Others give detailed descriptions of 
! 
aspect~ of their maintenance program. For instanc'e, one article 
sists pf seventeen pages devoted to a description of the preventive 
mainteµance program in use at the writer's place of employment, in-
cludin~ six pages of illustrative forms, reports and records. Such 
articl~s are no doubt quite useful and the experiences described ma 
provide useful insights which are transferable to similar situation 
I 
where the end result will be improved maintenance performance; how-
ever, the book falls short of its stated goal in that the articles 
: 
disconhected and do not result in a cohesive maintenance management 
framewprk. 
Jhrdine (40) and Morse (60) provide examples of publications 
which stress the application of quantitative, or management science, I. 
I 
technirues to maintenance problems._ Jardine's book is a collection of 
twelve papers presented at the Operational Research in Maintenance 
Sympos11-um held at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, in Decembe, 
i 
I 
1968. iMost of the papers are basically of a case-study nature. 
i 
illustrate the use of mathematical models to solve a variety of 
proble s (optimum crew-size, optimum overhaul policies, etc.) which 
are t~ically associated with the maintenance activity. 
~rse illustrates the application of quantitative analysis to 
deter line when preventive maintenance is 'advisable and the use of 
queuin'g models to optimize use of repair facilities and crew. Both 
and Morse emphasize the need on the part of their readers t 
recogn·ze that the techniques illustrated apply to "common" types o 
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proble seven though operational environments may differ. 
O~her articles dealing with the theoretical optimization of ce -
tain t~pes of maintenance decisions, such as spare parts provisioni 
and prbventive maintenance scheduling, may also be found in the iit 
eratur~ (50) (56). 
ll Summary 
Te foregoing examples are representative of the traditional 
I 
approafh to the examination of the maintenance planning and control 
activi'y. The emphasis generally has been on procedures and tech-
niques for coping with specific problems. Procedural aspects are 
indeed important; however, such an approach is unlikely to result 
in maximum cost-effectiveness for the firm as a whole. There is a 
I . . 
need for a planning/control framework which will take into account: 
(1) thl overall goals of the firm, (2) the'subgoals associated with 
functilnal units within the firm, (3) the interrelationships betwee 
maintelance and other functional units, (4) the information require 
ments.tf maintenance decisions and the timely provision of such 
information, and (5) the consequent implications for optimization 
of mailtenance costs. 
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oldman and Slattery (30) have published a study along the lin s 
a framework, but dealing with only a portion of the present 
topic. Their book represents "a first-attempt to draw together in 
syste s framework the emerging principles of maintainability engi-
neeri]g (30, p. 7)." Although primary attention is given to improv d 
cost-,ffectiveness of military systems, the authors do stress conce ts 
and plinciples associated with maintainability engineering and main e-
nance strategies as opposed to presenting cookbook solutions to 
specific problems. In addition, their work includes some discussio 
of the economics of maintainability-related decisions, and the char c-
teristlics of optimal maintenance policies. 
Tle foregoing discussion has pointed out the absence of a coor 
dinate~ body of literature in the area of maintenance planning and 
contro~ programs. The writer realizes that a comprehensive, detail d, 
treatm~nt of all aspects of the maintenance function is impractical; 
howeve~, a broad framework for analysis of the maintenance planning 
I 
and cottrol system is essential if maintenance-related decisions sr 
to be rptimized for the firm as a whole and if the accounting infor 
mationl requirements for such decisions are to be effectively 
determ~ned •. The following chapter is directed toward development o 
the reruirements of such a framework. 
CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING 
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Introduction 
I ]he literature review in the preceding chapter pointed out the 
lack ~fa correlated framework for planning and controliing the mai -
tenanle activity. In this chapter a generalized framework for 
analysis of planning and control systems is presented and described 
mework is basically that proposed by Anthony (9) and employe 
ently to one extent or another in the works of Blumenthal (1 ), 
(22), Ross (72), Sollenberger (77), and oth~rs. The initial 
s of the chapter, a~e devoted, however, to a brief analysis f 
the corceptual requirements of an analytical framework for planning 
and control systems--requirements which, it is proposed, are fulfil 
I . 
by Anthony's framework. The requirements were determined by 
the lilerature in the subject areas of organization theory, 
making, and information-communication theory. In addition, this 
chapter also contains an analysis of the role of management 
in facllitating the management function. 
Tle topics examined, in order of their presentation, are: (a) 
the syltems approach to management and organization, (b) the organi 
zation as a system, (c) the role of management in the. organization, 
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(d) i formation and the role of management accounting in serving a-
geria decision needs, and (e) a generalized framework for analysis of 
plann'ng and control systems. The discussions in (c) and (d) inclu e 
consi eration of the decision-making process and its central positi 
in botlh the management and accounting functions. 
· be foregoing sections are then summarized and synthesized int a 
generalized framework for analysis of planning and control systems. 
amework is then applied in Chapter IV to the maintenance pla -
d control sy~tem. 
Conceptual,Requirements of an Analytical 
Framework For Planning and 
Control Systems 
The Sy~tems Approach to Management and 
Organikation 
I 
S~veral concepts and theories have been proposed as a framewor 
for mahagement of organizations. Included among these concepts are 
decisi~n theory, information and communication theory, and systems 
analysfs, Also, one frequently reads of different "schools of mana 
ment": I the "operational" or "management process" i;;chool, the human 
behavitr school, the operations research or management science scho 
and th like. Since each of these concepts and ideas is related to 
the ma agement function, the ideal framework would permit the achie 
ment o a total synthesis of all of them (and perhaps others not 
mentiored) as they relate to the management of organizations. Such 
an "ideal" framework does not presently exist, nor is it essential for 
purpos s of this study. However, an approach to management is desi 
which swell-suited to the inclusion of a number of the 
tioned. Such an approach is suggested by Greenwood (31, p. iii-iv): 
·Research of the decision-making literature has resulted 
i five major findings that are either common to most deci-
s,· on theories or processes, or constitute maj ()r changes in 
eristing decision theories and practices. Fi::st among these, 
srstems analyses and systems models are found to be a basic 
cpmmon denominator of all decision processes.; Systems models 
provide prerequisite steps to the operations research infor-
mrtion models presented in _the annual planning decision . 
· sequence and for environmental, organizational behavior, and 
c~mputer decision systems. The systems approach also em-
ppasizes analysis of problems for the firm as a whole versus 
mrre specialized problems for which "closed" computerized 
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~
thematical models may be readily developed. Second, "in-
rmation" is found to be the primary ingredient upon which 
1 types of problem solving-decision making processes de-
p~nd, requiring therefore the development of organizational 
~nagement information systems. Communication-information 
ifput and output flows are integral to almost every step in 
the decision process, and we also find these information . 
ffows to be the essential ingredient in all operations~ 
rrsearch, environmental, organizational behavior, and 
computer decision systems and models. 
A1though the emphasis in Greenwood's book is on decision theory, 
his relarks indicate that a systems approach to management and orga 
zationlwould facilitate consideration of the decision process as wel 
as infi;mation and communication needs. 
TL Systems Concept, A system is "an organized or complex whol 
-1 
an assemblage or combination of things or parts forming a complex or 
unitart whole" (42, p. 4). Emery (25, p. 1) and Anthony (9, p. 4) 
give s[milar definitions and, along with Lee (46, p. 9-20), make a 
distin tion between natural and man-made systems. Lee defines four 
subcla ses of the latter: procedural, physical, social, and concep-
tual. Churchman (17, p. 1-30), after defining a system as "a set of 
parts oordinated to accomplish a set of goals," outlines five basic 
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consi,erations which the scientist believes must be kept in mind wh n 
thinkfng about the meaning of a system: 
I 1. the total system objectives and, more specifically, 
the performance measures of the whole system; 
I 
2. the system's environment: the fixed constraints; 
3. the resources of the system; i 4. the components of the system, their activities, oals and measures of performance; 5. the management of the system. 
ohnson, et al., (41, p. 5) define a system as "an array of co -
ponen s designed to accomplish a particular objective according to 
plan.' This definition, combined with the observations of Churchma, 
is particularly suitable for purposes of analyzing the complex busi 
ness trganization. It indicates the existence of objectives, a 
purposeful arrangement or design, and a plan of action for achievin 
. I 
the o jectives. Johnson amplifies his definition by presentation o 
a mod 1 of a basic system (Figure 1). 
nformation 
Energy 
tterials 
TRANSFORMATION 
Products 
>1~--=~Ideas 
Services 
OUTPUT ~NPUT 
~ource: Johnson, R.A., W. T. Newell, and R. C. Vergin. 
Operations Management: A Systems Concept. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1972. 
Figure 1.· Model of a Basic System 
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tis readily seen that the. resources and outputs listed in 
Figur I 1 pertain in particular to business organizations. Other' ty es 
of reJources and outputs would be applicable to other types of 
syst~. Any elementary system model will, however, be composed of 
combinations of three basic elements--input, conversion (or trans-
formajion), and output (54, p. 57). 
~dels. Inherent in the systems concept is the use of models. 
Accorfng to Sta= (78, p. 31), "a model is a simplified represents 
tion ( reality." Although there are many types or categories of 
model~, the type which is used primarily in thfs study is the schem -
I 
tic ~del described by Hapeman (35, p. 33): 
I Schematic models represent a greater degree of abstrac-
t1ion from real phenomena than physical models. Examples of 
~chematic models are organization charts, flow charts, block 
~iagrams, and other pictorial abstractions. Whereas physi-
cal models are constructed to represent objects in a system 
~ich are easily observable, schematic models offer greater 
~
lexibility in that they can represent relationships which 
re conceptual. An organization structure does not physically 
xist, a flow chart does not physically exist, and a block 
d~agram does not physically exist, yet they provide meaning-
£ 1 symbolic representations of relationships which do exist 
Jen though they are not physical objects. · 
Such odels are useful in depicting the boundaries of systems under 
study. They provide a means of expanding or contracting the level f 
detail in accordance with the need of the investigator. In general 
models provide a means of abstraction which aids communication. Th 
schematic model is employed in the following sections to conceptual ze 
the i ortant characteristics, relationships, and interactions of 
variouls systems and functions. Other types of models, particularly 
mathe tical or "management science" models, are discussed in 
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Chapt r IV in conjunction with specific decision settings where the r 
use i indicated. 
The O anization as a S stem 
n viewing the business organization as a system, it becomes a -
paren1 that it really constitutes a collection of systems, or 
subsy terns as illustrated in Figure 2. 
basic notion of the systems approach to management and organ -
zatio is the interrelationship of the parts or subsystems of the 
The starting ·point of the approach is a set of goals 
and t e focus is on the achievement of these goals and optimization of 
the i relationships for the system as a whole rather tha 
for single subsystem. The concept of management by sys.tern offe s 
advantages over the typical functional approach (discussed n 
the f !lowing section). First, explicit recognition is given to th 
total (organization) as well as the separately definable sub 
syste s. As shown by Figure 2, the latter includes both subsystems 
ident .lfiable with particular activities or operations (e.g., produc 
tion, marketing, engineering, accounting) and other subsystems whic 
l 
are not identifiable with a single operating function (e.g., planni g/ 
control systems, information and conununication systems), but pervad 
the e]tire syst~m--as indicated 
syste s approach offers a means 
by the grid lines. 1 Second, the 
of accomodating the complexity of 
he distinction between operating systems and pervasive syste s 
is clearcut in all cases. For example, the accounting system 
.be ciated with particular operations (e.g., the collection and 
ing of data and transmission of reports), but it is also a p rt 
information system which pervades the firm. 
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,Environment~l Forces 
The Firm 
Inputs! 
Perv~ive Subsystems (e.g., the 
planning/control system and the 
infir,,,ation/communication system): 
i~ 
Sourc: Original 
Outp ts 
Operational Subsystems: 
Figur~ 2. A Conceptual Model of the Business Organization as a Sys em 
moder organization. 2 It provides a framework, for systematic consi 
derat .Ion of the hierarchy of systems, _including the goal-subgoal 
relat onships. Finally, the concepts of information theory and de-
cisio theory, which have themselves been proposed as a basis for 
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manag, ment of organizations, can be readily incorporated into the 
systejjs approach. In other words, the systems approach to manageme t 
embra es properly designed information systems for decision-making. 
asically, then, the systems approach implies a perspective in 
which the firm is viewed as a set of activities that must be coordi 
nated. A complete expansion of this view implies that an analysis f 
any o eration must include all other operations that relate to or i -
fluen e the operation under study. Such an expanded analysis would be 
impractical. On a practical level, the systems approach does imply an 
investigation of an operation or system in as broad a context as po -
sible. At some point (exactly when may have to be subjectively 
deter ined), further investigation becomes impractic~l because the 
an investigation, as measured by improved systems 
efficiency, are insignificant. 
Management in the Organization 
the preceding section, it was mentioned that the systems 
e term "organization" as used hereafter applies to "adminis 
tered rganizations" as opposed to organizations viewed broadly as 
oup of persons associated together." Anthony (9, p. 9) des-
administered organizations as those having the following fou 
charac eristics: 
() they exhibit sustained collective action, 
() they are integral parts of a larger system, 
(B) they have specialized, delimited goals, and 
( 1) they are dependent upon interchange with the larger syste. 
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appro ch entails viewing the organization as a set of activities th t 
must lfo coordinated. The "coordinating" is accomplished via the ma -
agemeJt function as indicated by the following qhotations: 
I Management involves the coordination: of human and 
aterial resources toward objective accomplishment. 
Management is the primary force within organizations 
hich coordinates the activities of the subsystems and re-
ates them to the environment (43, p. 6). 
Management is the process by which individual and 
roup effort is coordinated toward group goals (23, p. 4). 
Essentially, management is the process whereby these un-
~elated resources [men, machines, and money] are integrated 
lnto a total system for objective accomplishment (42, p. 14). 
~asically, the task of management can be described as that 
~f allocating the system's resources to its subsystems such 
~hat its goals are achieved (5, p. 297). jhe overall job of the manager, then, is to create within the r-ganiz tion the environment which will facilitate the accomplishment of 
its o jectives. 
o developments in the theory of management are of particular 
for purposes of this study. One of these is the classical 
view f management in which attention is focused on certain funda-
which are considered essential if an 
is to attain its goals. The second development is associate 
with he systems view of the organization and the recognition that 
are basic differences in the orientation of the managerial sy -
different levels in the organization. 
Certain managerial functions have come o 
be re arded as more or less universal regardless of the manager's 
place in the organization structure or the type of organization in 
which the manager is engaged. These various functions or processes 
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have een classified or identified in a number of different ways. he 
commo ly listed functions include forecasting,:planning, organizing 
staff."ng, directing, coordinating, controlling 1, and communicating. 
·\· ' 
Fayol (72, p. 35) listed five ,'.'elements" of management which he mai -
taine were universal. They were: planning, organizing, commandin, 
coord'nating and controlling. Lee (46, p. 119), on the other hand, 
names only one which is "always recognized," that being the element of 
decis"on-making. Anthony (9, p. 129-147) provides a summary of the 
vario s classificational breakdowns that have been employed by diff r-
ent sJudents of management. . 
Jlthough the number of functions listed may be expanded by som 
write~s and reduced by others, the two functions of planning and co -
t;ol Jre virtually always included. Even those who would cover the 
entir~ process with the one concept of decisioO-making generally di -
tingujsh the planning and control processes in any analysis of 
managjrial activities. As mentioned above, Lee (46, p. 120-129) ta es 
this Jpproach (listing decision-making as the one managerial functi n), 
but ilediately f~llows up with a discussion of (a) planning decisi ns 
and (b) the decision-making aspects of control processes. 
For purposes of this research study, an elaborate classificati n 
of ma9agerial functions is not essential. There seems to be no goo 
reasonl for deviating from the practice encountered most frequently n 
the accounting literature of giving primary emphasis to.the twin fu c-
tions f planning and controlling (55) (57) (58) (74). However, no 
effort will be made to maintain a precise use of terms in 
gard. Explicit consideration of distinct managerial functio s 
is not necessary for purposes of this study. 
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, s noted above, the managerial functions are considered to be 
' 
unive1 sal regardless of the managerial level. The orientation towa d 
the·£ nctions, however, differs depending on the types of decisions 
faced by the manager. Since this study will ultimately focus on 
tain ypes of maintenance decisions, it is important that these 
diffe ences in orientation be considered. 
erial Levels. It has been recognized in recent years tha 
there are basic differences in the orientation of managers toward t e 
perfo mance of their managerial functions dependirig on both their 
manag ment level and the character of the decisions which they must 
make. 
rst and Rosenzweig (43) view the firm as,an open socio-techni al 
syste. They identify three managerial levels in the hierarchical 
struc ure of the complex business organization: the technical, or 
tion level, the organizational (managerial) level, and the 
ins ti or community level. These levels are distinguished a 
fol lo 
The technical system is involved with the actual task 
erformance in the organization. In the business firm, 
he technical functions involve the actual production and 
istribution of the products or services--the task perfor-
nce activities of the organization. The technical system 
snot just involved with physical work but includes many 
ypes of technical activities utilizing knowledge. For 
:
1
xample, research and development, production control, mar-
klet research, operations research, and many accounting 
functions are part of the technical system. 
The second level, the organizational, coordinates and 
tegrates the task performance of the technical system. 
primary function of management at this level is to inte-
ate the input of material, energy, and information to 
e technical level. 
The institutional level is involved in relating the 
a
1
ctivities of the organization to its environmental system. 
e organization must continually receive supporting inputs 
i 
Jrom the society in order to carry on its transformation 
lcUvities (43, p. 129). 
iast describes the managerial system as spanning the entire or-
ganiz!' tion by directing the technology, organizing resources, and 
relat'ng the organization to its environment. He explains the dif-
ferencies in orientation at these three levels. 
jhe technical level i.s concerned primarily with economic-
dechnical rationality and tries to create certainty by 
'klosing the technical core" to many variables. Thompson 
!~.ays, "Under norm. s of rationality, organizations seek to eal off their core technologies from environmental in-luences. Since complete closure is impossible, they 
eek to buffer environmental influences by surrounding 
their technical cores with input and output components." 
'!:he closed system view is applicable to the "technical 
dore" of the orga,nization. 
I By contrast, at the institutional level the organi~ 
~ation faces the greatest degree of uncertainty in terms 
tjf inputs from its environment over which it has little 
or no control. Therefore, management at this level 
slhould have an open-:1system view and concentrate on adap-
tive and/or innovative strategies. The organizational 
manager operates between the technical core and the in-
s!titutional level and serves to mediate and coordinate 
the two. This level transforms the uncertainty of the 
epvironment into the economic-technical rationality nec-
e1ssary for input into the technical core (43, p. 129-130). 
A!ccording to Kast, recognition of these levels permits a usefu 
I 
differel ntiation in the types of managers necessary at the three 
levels .. These differences are classified in terms of the task per-
formed:, point of view, techniques employed, time horizon, and 
decisifn-making. Table I summarizes these differences. Note that 
Table I shows that the decision-making strategy differs for various 
managerial levels. As will be explained later in the context of 
Anthony's framework, this has significant implications for design of 
i 
both tp.e planning and control system and the accounting system. 
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Type of 
Manager 
Technical 
Organizational 
Institutional 
TABLE I 
THE MANAGERIAL SYSTEM: TECHNICAL, ORGANIZATIONAL, 
AND INSTITUTIONAL LEVELS 
Task 
Technical 
rationality 
Coordination 
Deal with 
uncertainty, 
.relate organi-
zation to 
environment 
Viewpoint 
Engineering 
Political 
Conceptual 
and 
· philosophical 
Technique 
Scientific management, 
operations research 
Mediation 
Opportunistic 
surveillance, 
negotiate with 
environment 
Time Horizon 
Short' run 
Short run and 
long run 
Long run 
Decision-
Making 
Strategy 
Computational 
Compromise 
Judgmental 
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ecision-makin. It has previously been suggested that decisi n-
maki~ is the most pervasive of the managerial functions. Further 
evidejce of the prominence of decision-making in managerial activit 
is pr]'vided by the following quotations: 
Decision-making is the root process of all managing. 
tis the generalized activity--common to all management 
(78, p--:---i 17) • 
All managerial activity might be considered decision-
aking •••• If all behavior results from decision· 
aking and if managing is a particular kind of behavior, 
hen managing is decision making. Obviously there are 
ther useful ways to view management--concentration on 
lrocess or functions, for example. But decision making 
~s one of the most important tasks of managers. It per-
vjades the performance of all managerial functions (43, 
• 344). 
Control, like administration and management, is sub-
Ject to a variety of definitions or shades of meaning. 
9ertainly it is one of management's most important functions, lunning a close second in importance to decision making (47, • 2) • 
yert and March's A Behavioral Theory of the Firm (19) is in 
reali ya theory of decision-making within business organizations. 
this primacy of decision-making, it is essential that specifi 
consi eration by given to decisions and the decison process in form 
latin, the requirements of an effective planning and control system 
regard, it is of interest to examine the definition of a de 
cision, the factors which characterize a decision, and the conceptu 1 
phases of the management decision process. 
decision is a choice from among alternative courses of actio 
(41, 21). The American Accounting Association's Committee on Fon-
of Accounting Measurement lists five factors which 
erize a decision·: 
(1) A purpose entity distinguishabl~! from its 
nvironment, which possesses preferences for survival 
nd achievement of its objectives; 
(2) two or more alternatives open to the entity, 
hich is capable of choosing and executing one of them; 
(3) Jtates of nature not controlled by the entity 
hich influence the outcome of a selected alternative; 
(4) expected outcomes which are the:consequences 
nticipated after execution of an alternative; and 
(5) expected .E_ayoffs which are the evaluation of 
utcomes based on the preferences of the entity (3, 
• 12) • 
ecisions may also be charac~erized in terms of their degree o 
struc ure. Simon (75, p. 5-6) takes this approach, and categorizes 
decis"ons as programmed or nonprogrammed. Decisions are categorize 
as pr grammed "to the extent that they are repetitive and routine, 
the eJtent that a definite procedure has been worked out for handli 
them slo that they don't have to be treated de novo each time they 
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occur." Nonprogrammed decisions are described as "novel, unstructur d, 
and consequential." 
Decision-making comprises three main phases: finding occasion 
for king a decision; finding alternative courses of action; and 
choosi g among courses of action (75, p. 1). Johnson (41, p. 21) 
lists six elements in the decision process: (1) problem definition 
(2) ditcovery of alternative courses of action, (3) evaluation of 
alter tives, (4) selection of course of action, (5) implementation 
of decision, and (6) information feedback of results. These steps 
are portrayed in Figure 3. 
e American Accounting Association's Committee on Accounting 
Construction and Verification (2, p. 63-66) has pointed out 
ediction and prediction models are an inherent part of the 
n process since decisions must relate to future actions. Th s, 
Problem 
Definition 
Alternative 1 
Alternative 2 
• 
• 
• 
Alternative n 
-
-
Expected 
Consequences 
Expected 
Consequences 
• 
• 
• 
Expected 
Consequences 
Information feedback 
Implementation 
Source: Richard A. Johnson, William T. Newell, and Roger C. Vergin. Operations Management: A 
Systems Concept. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Comapny, 1972 
Figure 3. Flow Diagram of the Decision-Making Process 
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a slightly expanded, but still quite simplified model of the manage-
ment Jecision process might appear as in Figure 4. Observe that th 
decisJon-maker is viewed as the processor of inputs (information) ad 
I 
i that i;he outputs are decisions. Actually, the decision maker, whet er 
an inJividual or group, constitutes a "black box" (33, p. 29-33), ad 
his cjmplex inner workings are subject to a good deal of speculatio. 
HowevJr, it is useful to recognize that prediction is a vital part f 
the d~cision-making process because information requirements, and t e 
ease with which they may be satisfied, will differ depending on the 
types of predictions and decisions being made. Observe also that t e 
diagram implies that decision-making is an iterative process rather 
than simply a chain of sequential activities. At any stage in the 
process, new information may arise and the feedback of this new inf r-
1 
matiori may result in changes or modifications at prior stages. 
Iin addition to conceptualizing the decision process as in Figu , e 
4, it (is also useful to represent the decision process as a functio . 
Ijiri, Jaedicke, and Knight (39) use this approach to concentrate o, 
the rdle of accounting information in decision-making. They descri e 
the d~cision process as characterized by decision inputs, decision 
outpu1s, and a decision rule. Decision inputs are the variables co,-
sidered by the decision maker in making his decision. A decision r le 
associates inputs with decisions (outputs). Selection of a decisio 
rule ~s made within the context of a set of objectives. Using as a 
examp]e a decision with one assumed input, the decision rule, h, is 
repre1ented symbolically as: 
z = h(x) 
~~~~~~~---+NPUT FReeE~ OtlT.'B'l'~Ff-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
----1 Information 
II'\ 
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Figure 4. A Model of the Management Decision Process 
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where x represents a variable for the input and z a variable for th 
outpu. Of course, there are typically several inputs to the deci-
sion- some of which are control.lable and some noncontrollable. For 
this eason, the equation might be chang~d to read: 
z = h(x,y) 
The 1 tter x represents all controllable, independent variables; y 
repre ents the noncontrollable, independent variables (external fac 
tors); and z, the dependent variable, represents the objective 
(usua ly the "optimum" alternative). If values are assigned to x ad 
y, th n the equation can be solved. 3 
or purposes of this study, recognition and specification oft e 
contr llable and noncontrollable independent variables (inputs) is 
impor ant for two reasons. First, most functions are complex and d 
pende cies exist among the independent variablips. Consideration of 
these interrelationships enhances the probability of achievement of 
objec Secondly, there are significant accounting measurement 
prob! ms associated with the ass~gnment of values to the variables. 
In a heoretical clarification of the relationship between. the 
' 
accou ting process and the decision process, Ijiri, et al., (39, 
p. 19 -197) explore conditions under which accounting methods affec 
decis They point out that accounting data.are generally surro 
gated decision inputs. 4 Their findings indicate that accounting 
3 he equation may be useful even where the variables cannot be 
quantified since it provides a systematic view of relationships. 
principal input is one upon which the decision maker wants o 
base his decision ultimately. A surrogated input serves as a 
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tiox1 impacts not only on the quality of managerial decisions 
reliability as a surrogate, but may in some circumstanc s 
to define the goals and decision procedures·of the manager(s). 
The nner in which accounting information impinges upon the decisi n 
maker and the decision process is at present poorly understood. 
Never,heless, a systems approach to decision making should tend to 
mini ze the dysfunctional consequences of accounting information. 
Thee phasis on goal-subgoal relationships within the firm should 
serve to reduce the probability that accounting information might· 
cause the decision maker to restrict his goals and alternatives to 
ones other than 
Infoltion and 
those which are most useful for the organization. 
the Role of Accountin in 
Servi Decision Needs 
in the preceding section, there is an indelible link 
b if i dd .. 5 etwe n n ormat on an ecisions. Indeed infor~ation can appropr -
ately be referred to as the fuel of the decision process. This 
resea ch study is ultimately concerned with information requirement 
which are to be met by the accounting system, as opposed to those mt 
by other parts of the firm's information system~ In this context, t 
substi ute for the principal. As such, it is a decision input upon 
which he decision maker bases his decision only to the extent that 
rogate reflects a principal. For further elaboration, see 
Ijiri, et al., (39) pages 218-222. 
avidson and Trueblood describe the tie between the accountin 
proces and the decision-making process as basically one of informa 
tion, 13aying, "In its broadest and most fruitful sense, accounting s 
an infbrmation or data-providing function--and information of one k"nd 
or ano 1 her is required at each stage of the problem-solving process" 
(20, p. 578). 
I is necessary that as,sumptions be made as, to the place of accounting as 
a part[of the organization's formal information system and the approl 
priate i role of the management acco,untant as a participant in the 
I ' . . 
decisifn process. After·defining and specifying the objectives of 
managerent accounting, these assumptions are set forth. 
The Objectives of Management Accounting. According to McFarlan 
I 
(57, pl 2), "Management accounting encompasses the entire range of 
economic information needed by those who manage a business enterpris 
and b) those who provide its capital. 11 This definition implies that 
all acbounting is management accounting and thus departs from the 
tomaryj distinction between financial accounting and managerial 
accounting McFarland (57, p. 93) does distinguish external reporti g 
I . 
from irternal reporting, but he prefers to view external reporting as 
I 
an int~gral aspect of management accounting. 6 The American Accounti g 
Associ~tion's Connnittee to Prepare a Statement of Basic Accounting 
Theoryj (6, p. 38) states that "the objective of accounting for inter-
nal use is to provide information to persons within an organization 
that ehables them to make informed judgments and effective decisions 
which ~urther the organization's goals." The Connnittee offers the 
follow[ing definition: 
AAA's Connnittee on Foundations of Accounting Measurement 13, 
p. 3-1[2) distinguishes between "equity accounting" and "operational 
accoun:ting." Operational accounting is viewed as a subset of manag -
ment ~nformation systems and refers to accounting designed to aid 
manage~ent decision making as well as investment decisions by inves 
tors. ! It is also referred to as "accounting for resource allocation" 
or "accounting for economic decisions." Operational accounting foe 1es 
on thJ predictive value of information whereas "equity accounting" o-
cuses on the reconciliation of various interested parties of the 
organ~zation. 
I 
I Management accounting is the application of appropri-
'te techniques and concepts in processing the historical 
and projected economic data of an entity to assist manage-
Jent in establishing plans for reasonable economic objectives 
Jnd in the making of rational decisions with a view toward 
~chieving these objectives (6, p. 39). 
It is readily seen from the foregoing definitions and from 
perusing the initial chapters of textbooks on cost and managerial 
accounting (2l1) (36) (55) (58) (74) that the emphasis is on serving 
the i1formational needs of management brought about by the problems 
they face and the solution techniques they use. This emphasis form 
the bJsis for consideration of the scope of the accounting informa-
tion ystem. 
~he Accounting Information System. The American Accounting 
I Association's Conunittee on Accounting and Info.rmation Systems, (5, 
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p. 28,-296) considered the question of how accounting fits into the 
firm', overall information system in their 1971 report. The conunit 
tee points out that "developments in information and management the,ry 
and technology are making the boundaries between what is and what ii 
not 1 lccounting' increasingly dim." On the premise that accounting 
does have some concepts, problems, and characteristics which differ 
from 1ther information activities, they distinguish the accounting 
system as follows: 
lhe Conunittee considers the Accounting Information System 
tlo be that portion of the formal information system con-
derned with the measurement and prediction of income, wealth, 
Jnd other economic events of the organization and its sub-
~arts or entities. 
! 
· jh~s viewpoint places some boundaries (however imprecise) on t e 
accou.t1ng system and it is an adequate distinction for purposes of 
this ~esearch. 
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committee (5, p. 298) also provides a simple model (Figure 5) 
!, ; 
useful for depicting the relationship between the accounti g 
info tion subsystem and the remainder of the total system. The 
model as developed by the committee, is applicable to any informat·on 
subsy tern; however, the only change necessary to make it apply spec -
fical y to the accounting system is to restrict the data collected 
(i.e. the events and objects observed) to that which is economic i 
naturL Figure 5, the information subsystem (bounded by the broken 
lines] co~ists of the activities of collecti~, p~ce~s~g, storag 
and r1trieval, and transmission of data. The signals transmitted 
the dJcision maker(s) comprise one input to the decison process. 
commi,tee (5, p. 298-299) describes the remainder of the system. 
ased on the information derived from these signals, his 
revious experience, and his goals, each decision maker 
elects resource allocations which are to be implemented. 
he resource allocations actuaily implemented and the 
nvironment at the time of these allocations determine 
he firm's outcomes. They also effect [sic] the resources 
vailable and the environment for future periods. The 
nformation system makes observations on some of the 
vents and objects which make up the organization's re-
ources, resource allocations, outcomes, and environment; 
t also records data which represent descriptions of what 
as observed. 
They Jllso point out that the process is repetitive, indicating the 
exist nee of a time dimension which is not depicted in Figure 5. 
e 
Accou The appropriate function of accounting in the manageme t 
control process is not well defined and there are seve al 
different philosophies concerning just how active a role the manage 
ment accountant should assume (3, p. 5-6). The AAA's Committee on 
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Figure 5. A Functional Model of the Information Subsystem 
and Its Role in the Total System 
Accofting and Information Systems (5) lists six basic activities 
which have been included in the traditional concept of the account-
ant'siactivities and responsibilities. 
~. Perform and facilitate the attest function. 
2. Keep records on economic performance and related third 
3. 
J· 
5. 
1' 
party needs. 
Provide an ove.rall management control function. 
Perform a number of operating duties involving financial 
management. 
Design and manage information systems. 
Provide information for a variety of decision-making 
purposes (5, p. 295). 
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'fhe committee cites evidence indicating that the current info -
mation environment (which has resulted from developments in EDP and 
theirlimpact on information handling; theoretical developments ins s-
tems Jnalysis and control, communications theory, information 
econolics, measurement theory, and decision theory; and the consequ nt 
eleva,ion of the information system function in the organization) ht• 
dramatically decreased the accountant's importance in relation to tie 
perfo,mance of the last three activities, all of which relate to mar-
agement accounting. They call on the accounting profession to choo e 
in a Jational and informed manner the role it wishes to have in the 
devellping area of information management. The inference is that 
failure to take an active role will result in further erosion of the 
accou,ting function. 7 
'11he basic assumption of this study is that the management 
accounting system is an important subset of the firm's formal 
7 . 
~he committee (5, p. 344-350) makes no explicit recommendatio 
on this matter; however, it is made clear that "the Committee h7lie1es 
that accounting in the broad sense of the term can and should rise o 
the chljllenge and opportunities of the developing information techn -
logies and take the lead in information management." 
I 
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infor t:f.on system 'and should serve as the basic information system 
forte management planning and control functions and for the vario s 
decis on models used to implement these functions. This is in acco d 
with !he AAA's 1966 Statement (6, p. 40) as emphasized in the fol-
lowin assertion: 
The breadth of management's scope and hence the 
requirements placed on information involve the manage-
ent accountant not only in his own technology and in 
conomics but in the behavioral and management sciences 
reas as well. Management is increasingly involved in 
sing quantified data in areas where qualitative judg-
ent prevailed a decade or two ago. When this requires 
measures and techniques based on other disciplines, the 
ijianagement accountant must be prepared to fulfill these 
4eeds. He should understand the information require-
ments well enough to be an intelligent supplier of 
televant data for use in the decision-making models if, 
indeed, not the originator and manipulator of these 
Jodels. At the minimum, the accounting system must 
rovide the means to evaluate the appropriateness of 
he information needed and in no case should the ac-
ountant be merely the passive supplier of untreated 
ata. 
' A Generalized Planning and Control Framework 
Oriented to Decision Characteristics 
he preceding sections of this chapter have dealt with topics nd 
consi erations which should be taken into account in the design of n 
effec ive planning and control system and in the design of the 
acco~
0
ting information system if it is to make a positive contribu-
tion the management decision process. 
e purpose of this section is to present a generalized planni g 
and c framework suitable for application to large industrial r-
ganiz and to investigate the means by which the operation of he 
accou ting system can be properly integrated into the planning and 
6 
system via consideration of decision characteristics. Pri y 
e will ,be placed on Anthony's (9) framework for analysis of 
g and control systems, the basic features of which are des-
below. 
e elements of systems theory, management and organization 
theory, and decision-making which have been previously discussed 
Anthony framework and are synthesized in that framework, 
realizes that any brief presentation of support·ve 
is likely to suffer some distortion by condensation. 
of information needs and the role of management accounting 
the basis for expanding Anthony's framework to suit the maj r 
ive of this study, i.e., the conceptualization of the role of 
the nagement accounting system in satisfying the information need 
ated with: different general categories of decisions and,, ulti 
, with specific decisions within those categories as they rel te 
to thJ maintenance activity. Anthony attempted to provide a broad 
frame ork for analysis of planning and control systems which would n-. 
able he making of valid generalizations about managerial activitie 
and dJcisions b~sed upon the characteristics which distinguish thos 
managJrial activities and decisions. The writer's aim is (1) to ap ly 
that Jramework--expanded to include its implications for the 
accouJting in.formation system--to a particular operational system 
(mainjenance) within an organization and (2) to investigate, within 
that ramework, specific decision settings, specific information an 
comm.u ication needs, and specific means by which the accounting sys em 
can met the informational needs associated with the decision proce s. 
The Decision Framework 
for examining the information requirements 
rial a framework is needed which incorporates the syste 
appro ch and which provides for decision classification according t 
type nd managerial level. The conceptual framework developed by 
R. N. Anthony (9) fulfills these requirements. This is demonstrate 
in thr systems emphasis referred to in the preceding paragraph and 
the dtcussion which follows. 
thony identifies three main processes in the planning and 
trol ierarchy of the large organization: strategic planning, 
managlment control, and operational control (9, p. 1-23). The 
of this section is to define each of these processes and describe 
brief y their essential characteristics. 
Strategic planning is the process of deciding on objec-
ives of the organization, on changes in these objectives, 
,n the resources used to attain these objectives, and on the 
rolicies that are to govern the acquisition, use, and dis-
position of these resources. ,· 
Management control is the process by which managers 
ssure that resources are obtained and used effectively and 
fficiently in the accomplishment of the organization's ob-
·ectives. 
Operational control is the process of assuring that 
pecific tasks are carried out effectively and efficiently. 
n general, these categories coincide closely with the three 
manag rial levels identified by Kast and Rosenzweig and discussed 
previ usly on pages 30-32. Strat,egic planning represents the high 
(inst tutional) level in the decision-making hierarchy, relating 
organ zation to its environment and setting the course which the o -
ganiz tion will pursue. The dominant managerial function is plann 
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n 
se 
involved in the decision process at this level are top 
manage ent ass_isted by staff. The decisions they face are 
unstructured and irregular. Each problem is more or less unique. 
formation requ,irements are largely external and supplied on an 3 d 
basis, specifically tailored for each plan or problem. 
t concepts are commonly marginal or incremental revenues and 
costs nd opportunity costs. 
the organizational level, management control involves imple 
mentat'on of strategic planning,decisions. The management control 
is carried on within guidelines established by strategic 
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g. The focus is on the role of line managers. The manageme t 
process involves planning decisions, as well as control, bu 
ns are made within given objectives, facilities; organizatio 
re, and the like. Hence, the decisions made at the manageme t 
level have different characteristics from those made at the 
ic planning level. By the same token, the information neede 
agement control decisions is of a considerably different cha -
acter employed in strategic planning. The decisions tend 
rring in nature, following a somewhat regular timetable. 
tion needs are more readily determinable, and a substantial 
the information may be routinely accumulated in the account 
it tends to be more internal and historical in nature. 
sions re arrived at subjectively since the optimum relationship 
inputs and outputs cannot be specified. This subjectivity 
plies careful analysis of cost concepts (or other measures) 
necess ry to insure that the information system provides relevant 
for decisions made at this level. Costs are generally 
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categorized as "managed costs," whereas "engineered costs" are typi al 
of th operational control process. 8 The management control proces 
integ ates the upper and lower levels in the system hierarchy by de 
signi g the means of implementing strategic planning and by form.ulat ng 
decis'on rules based on objectives and policies to serve as guideli es 
for 
t the "technical level," the dominant managerial function is 
control, and emphasis is on single tasks or events. 9 Decisions are 
objectively determined, made within the context <)f precise decision 
. l ' 
rules or models, and information inputs are we11..:.defi11ed. 
framework, then, developed by Anthony provides for a three 
way classification of the processes that fall within the broad term 
Planni g and Control Systems. This classification and the distin-
guishi g characteristics of each process are sunnnarized in Table II 
along ith some of the implications for gearing the accounting syst m 
e each process effectively. 
Account in 
E, amination of the processes of strategic planning, management 
ccording to Anthony (8, p.' 22), "managed costs" is a term de -
cript· e of those types of resources for which an objective decisio 
as to the optimum quantity to be employed cannot be made. An ·impor 
tant nagement function is to make judgments as to the ''right" amo nt 
of ma aged costs in a given set of circumstances. "Engineered cost" 
are e ements of cost for which the right or proper amount of costs 
that should be incurred can be estimated on an objective basis. 
though the term, technical, is associated with Kast and oth rs 
(43, p. 129-131), Anthony originally labeled his third main topic 
"tech ical control," rather than operational control, in his early 
work on the subject (8). 
PROCESS/LEVEL 
Strategic 
Planning 
Institutional 
Top Management 
and Staff 
Management 
Control 
Organizational 
Top and Line 
Management 
Operational 
Control 
Technical 
Line Supervisors, 
foremen. etc. 
TABLE II 
CLASSIFICATIONAL REFERENT FOR PLANNING AND CONTROL PROCESSES 
-· __ AND_INFORMA.TLON~_DXCISIDN CHARAC'I'RRIST-I-CS-~···-~ 
DECISIONS 
Broad Informational Inputs & 
Context Characteristics Accounting Imolications 
Goal Unstructured External Emphasis 
Formulation Environmental 
Orientation Unanticipated internal 
Resource Many Variables information 
acquisition Planning Emphasis 
& allocation Predictive Special staff studies 
and analvses 
Goal Rhythmic Internal emphasis 
Congruence. Constrained Historical & predictive 
Subjective Regular & special reports 
Resource Internal Secondary measures 
Allocation orientation Retrospective and pros-
Planning and con- pective measures 
trol emphasis Managed costs 
Data bank aooroach 
Task oriented Stable Internal events 
Programmed Transactions 
Objective More non-financial 
Control emphasis measures 
/ 
Constrained by Primary measures 
procedures, Engineered costs 
rules Real time 
Outputs 
Goals 
Policies and 
precedents 
Decisions 
Implementation 
within policies 
& precedents 
Procedures and 
Rules 
Execution 
Source: Compiled primarily from Robert N. Anthony. Planning artd Control Systems: A Framework for Analysis. 
Boston: Harvard University, 1965. Also, Sherman C. Blumemthal. Management Information Systems: A 
----------~~~~w Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 196-9~.---~-~ 
C) 
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1, and operational control permits some initial generalizatio s 
the demands that each process imposes on the accounting syste, 
al tho, 'gh this is discussed in greater detail in Chapter IV. 
unstructured, non-repetitive problems common to strategic 
depend largely on external information, subjective determi 
, and unique data arrangements. Internal information needed or 
gic planning is normally unanticipated. Even where the probl m 
eseert, it is unlikely that data collected regularly in a form 
for an occas.ional strategic decision will be worth the cost f 
The accounting department may be called upon to partic -
\ 
n staff studies or prepare special analyses to assist in 
gic planning. In general, however, if information required fr 
tegic planning problem is readily available in the accounting 
it is due to either (1) a fortuitous data base selection or 2) 
ct that the information requirements happen to be the same as 
required for a management control or operational control deci 
data is routinely accumulated. 
n subsequent chapters, it will be seen in examination of the 
function that strategic planning decisions are rarely e -
The maintenance function is of.the nature that.it is 
with the ongoing activities of the firm. Maintenance co -
tions are, of course, included in some strategic planning 
ons, such as, the acquisition of a major facility, or decision to 
uct a new plant. The maintenance planning and control system 
is, however, concerned almost exclusively with decisions whi h 
are, y their character, associated with the management control and 
ional control decision categories. The strategic planning 
I l2 
proces~ is included here because it serves to complete the framework 
and, tperefore, provide the appropriate context for consideration of 
the ot~er two decision categories. Management ccmtrol decisions, 
! 
ratherj than operational control decisions, are 
phasis[ throughout this study because they (1) 
are less well-defined in terms of appropriate 
accorded the major eI 
are more complex, (2) 
methods of analysis, ad 
I (3) have a greater impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
maintehance activity because they set the procedures and rules within 
which fhe operational control decisions are made. 
srme researchers into this topic have indicated that a conscio]s-
ly designed internal information system cannot be expected to 
routinbly meet the needs of the strategic planning process because ~ts 
informhtion needs are too unpredictable (9) (11) (21). Others view 
strate~ic decision-making as the area having the most challenge for, 
I 
and dejerving of the most attention from, the information specialis 
and inrormation technology (13). The eventual resolution of this 
questibn is of interest, but it has no significant bearing on this 
search] since the strategic planning process does not form an import nt 
i 
part o/f the subject matter of the remaining chapters. 
Irformation needs of the management control process vary, but 
they a're predictable. Information is typically internal and expres]ed 
in moJetary units. The data needed may call for past, present, or 
future[ measures. Both special cost studies prepared on demand and e-
currij~• summary reports are required. Because of the nature of .J 
decis:iJ,ons, the accounting system should be designed to allow a var1 ty 
of anlyses including some whose characteristics may be unknown"' Th~s, 
the alcounting system should collect and process data in a relatively 
I 
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i.e., a data-bank approach. This applies to th 
process also, since management control systems e-
rive of their source data from operational control systems. W-th 
to the aggregation of data, the AAA's Committee on Foundatio s 
of Accounting Measurement (3) distinguishes primary and secondary ma-
sures. A primary measure is a number that is generated directly by 
quantifying the property of an object. A secondary measure is a 
In 
derived indirectly by an algebraic transformation of a 
ers which are direct measures of some objects or their attri 
The committee (3, p. 26) then states: 
ecause of the heterogeneity of decisions which operational 
ccounting [defined on page 40] must serve, a measurement 
system must be developed which relies heavily upon primary 
easures and at the same time is capable of supplying sec-
ondary measures upon specific request or upon general demand. 
context of Anthony's framework, the latter capability is mos 
in supplying the needs of the management · 'control process. 
information needed in the operational control process can e 
more !early defined and quantified. Frequently, the decisions at 
this sort described by Simon (75) as programmed de 
cisio sand discussed earlier on page 34. Hence, the information 
requi ements are well-defined, especially 
or cl sed decision models, are employed. 
ntly nonmonetary, in real time, and 
where. a manage-control system are either retrospective or 
prosp summarize many separate events. 
Summary 
is chapter has presented a basic framework for classifying 
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I 
activities within the area of planning and control systems. A brie1 
review of the literature in the areas of systems theory, management 
and organization theory, and decision theory was undertaken to provJ de 
theoret ical support for the framework. The role of the accounting 
system was discuss ed in some detail for the purpose of relating it to 
the decision process in general and to the processes of strategic 
planning, management control, and operational control. 
In Chapter IV , the framework is applied to the maintenance 
tern. The systems approach is employed by initially identifying 
maintenance system's environment, goals, and resources, and subsys-
10 terns. Subsequently, the major decision settings facedbymaintena?ce 
managers are specified and examined. This includes classification @f 
each major decision setting according to Anthony's framework, and a 
conceptual analysis of these decisions and their accounting informa-
tion requirements. 
lOThis corresponds to Churchman's conception of the systems 
approach as discussed earlier (p. 23). 
CHAPTER IV 
A CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS OF MAINTENANCE DECISION 
SETTINGS AND ACCOUNTING INFORMATION 
REQUIREMENTS 
Introduction 
i A;s noted in Chapter I, there is general dissatisfaction with t e 
This condition·iJ level bf effectiveness of maintenance management. 
attrib;uted to (1) lack of top management emphasis and attention, (2) 
I 
I 
miscon'.ceptions about the controllability of maintenance costs, and 
(3) iJadequate management accounting data on which to base maintenance 
decisi[ons. A review of the literature on maintenance in Chapdir II 
establ!ished that there is no coordinated body of literature in the 
area of maintenance planning and control programs. Consequently, tlie 
need f;or a decision framework that looks at maintenance decisions iJ 
terms iof their impact on the total organization was suggested SucJ 
1 
. . bet
0
ween /he a framework would take into account the interrelationships 
I 
maintenance activity and other functional units. It would also pro 
vide a reference base for the examination of the information needs 
(incljding accounting analyses) of maintenance decisions. 
I 
~n Chapter III, the Anthony decision framework--expanded to .in1 
i 
I 
elude t~s implications 
accoult1ng system~was 
for informational inputs and design of the 
described and advanced as the basic vehicle 
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for a,alysis of the maintenance activity. In this chapter, such an 
analysis is undertaken. Anthony's framework has the advantage of 
being roadly applicable to large, human organizations. It was forniu-
1 
lated to permit the making of valid generalizations about decision I 
i 
making regardless of the specific type of managerial activity. The 
tion of this general framework to the maintenance activity I 
I 
I for the integration of managerial considerations that are mor1e 
l 
I 
I 
or unique to maintenance decisions. 
e discussion which follows applies primarily to relatively 
I 
large ·ndustrial organizations because their maintenance decisions alre 
more c mplex than those of the small organization. The term "indus-1 
trial,' as used herein, refers primarily to manufacturing, or 
I 
I 
I 
techni ally productive enterprises. This study is not directed toward 
the ty e of organization whose maintenance activities are primarily I 
I 
in nature. i 
I 
i 
chapter is divided into three main parts. First, the mainr 
I 
I dresponsibilities, resources, and subsystems are set forth. 
activity is described in systems terms. Its environment, 
goals 
Second. the major maintenance decision settings are examined along 
with a sociated objectives, alternatives, controllable and noncon-
trolla le variables, and decision criteria, with the ultimate focus 
being he accounting information requirements. In the course of 
examin. ng each decision setting, careful attention is given to (1) 
classi ication of the decision within the Anthony framework, (2) in-
terdep ndencies among decision variables for a given decision, 
I 
(3) in 
I 
errelationships among maintenance and non-maintenance decisiotjs, 
and (4 
I 
I 
consideration of decision models or other analytical techniqu~s 
which· re suitable for resolution of the problem, given that their use 
is omically feasible in the circumstances. A final section 
s the importance of recognizing and identifying cost concepts 
I 
t behavior patterns relevant to particular decisions. 
The Maintenance Subsystem and Its 
Operational Setting 
' 
I 
F'gure 2 in the preceding chapter (p. 26) presented a ~onceptua~ 
! 
model of the business organization as a system. In this model, the ! 
r 
i firm i viewed as an open system interacting with its environment. iit 
I 
is assumed that the objective of the firm is to maximize shareholderl's 
I 
wealth subject to ethical, social, political, and legal constraints.I 
I 
I 
man!-The firm consists of various functional subsystems. Through the 
agement process the activities of the functional subsystems are 
coordilated."o transform the inputs (human and material resources) 
to out~uts in such a way as to accomplish the firm's objectives. 
1 
in-
T e main focus of this study is the maintenance subsystem and ilts 
inter a tion with other subsystems,, particularly the accounting infori-
system, in the accomplishment of objectives established in ' 
accord nee with the objectives of the total organization. 
A modified version of Figure 2 is presented in Figure 6 which em-
phasizes the place of the maintenance subsystem in the organization. 
The prr.duction, engineering, and information subsystems are specifi-
cally included in the model because they are the subsystems which more 
strongty influence, and are influenced by, the maintenance subsyste,. 
Accoun1i~g.is an integral part of the formal information system, ~ndl 
the pr vision of accounting information for management decisions is 1 
Goals 
A 
11 ,, 
.. Ir ,, 
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... 
r--7 
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ResourcEs Q- -------r 
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-
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
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I 
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Soutce· Original 
Figure 6. A Functional Model of the Maintenance Subsystem and Its 
Role in the Total System 
I 
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I 
the maJjor concern of this study. The accounting system depicted in 
Figure! 6 is the particular element of the information system to whicr 
attentkon is directed. The environment affects resource availabilit:y, 
the mabner of resource allocation, and the outcomes of decisions botih 
of the maintenance activity and of the firm as a whole. 
i 
The following discussion is couched in general terms without rel-
1 
' gard t specific types of industrial firms or equipment configuratioln. 
Few ma·ntenance problems are unique to a particular firm. There 
"commoµ types" of problems, although environmental factors, work 
I 
are1 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
loads, failure rates, costs, and the like may differ, the basic probj-
1 lems rrmain. By the same token, information requirements can be I 
expectrd to have certain basic similarities even though the form andi 
timing of reporting will differ among firms. 
Mainte ance Goals, Resources and Subs stems 
' 
Te chief responsibility of the maintenance activity is to 1 
furth+ the objectives of the enterprise of which it is a part. If j 
this ii to be accomplished, maintenance objectives must be establisHed 
within! the framework of the overall objectives. This implies that ~he 
broad foals of the firm must be broken down into a number of opera- i 
tionall subgoals that can be related to factors under the control of 
various individuals. Each goal must be associated with a means by 
which rhe goal may be achieved. Hence, objectives are expressed in 
broad and general terms at the strategic planning level and become 
more ald more specific as they relate to the management control and 
operatlonal control processes. 
A mentioned above, the ultimate goal of the maintenance subsys-
tern is to contribute to the achievement of the organizational goals, 
that i, maximization of shareholder wealth. Since the primary means 
I 
of ach"eving the latter objective is through produ:tion and sale of! 
! 
the or anization's products, the subordinate goal of maintenance is I 
i 
I 
closel allied to production. The goals of the maintenance system ahd 
i 
produc ion system must be consistent. Broadly stated, the goal of tpe 
I 
produd ion system is to meet specified production schedules effec- 1
1 
tively and efficiently with respect to quality, cost, safety, and so. 
! 
forth. In order to do this, the physical production system must be I 
i The maintenance activity assists in a.chievement of pro-! 
I 
ductio, goals through its influence on effective capacity. 
A 1 productive facilities are susceptible to failure or deteri-1 
oratio due to effects of use or the natural process of age. Failur~ 
result in (1) costs to replace or repair the facility and (2) break~ 
i down C StS due to losses in output if equipment and personnel are idre 
i 
and no slack capacity exists. Rather than rely on failure or break-I 
down intenance, preventive maintenance--essentially, maintenance t~ 
I 
preven failure--can be undertaken. Preventive maintenance practicer, 
if app ied indiscriminately, may also result in excessive costs. 
There£ re, a basic problem of maintenance is the determination of the 
balanc --in terms of both effectiveness and cost--between prevention 
of equ pment failure and correction of equipment failure. There are 
then, ihree basic types of costs that may. be initially identified. 
These re the costs associated with preventive maintenance, failure 
mainte ance, and production downtime. Preventive maintenance (PM) 
includ. s replacements, adjustments, major overhauls, inspections, 
costs 
scrap 
is 
or 
of 
of 
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tions preplanned and scheduled on a cycle designated by the 
ring, maintenance, or operating departments to maintain equi 
1
_ 
d facilities in such condition that breakdowns and the need f,or 
I 
cy repair are m;nimized. Failure, or breakdown maintenance ~s ~ I 
I 
quired to repair or replace or otherwise restore equipment o~ 
ies to operational status after failure has occurred. DowntJme 
re the costs which result from loss of machine or equipment 
time due to deficiencies in scheduled maintenance practic,s. 
elude the cost of lost production, delayed shipment, cost of 
1
1 
nd re-work caused by faulty machinery, and cost of excessive 
I 
ration of equipment. I 
e economic decision of determining the optimum level of main-1 
is illustrated in Figure 7. The optimal level of maintenant 
point where the total costs of maintenance, whether preventi~e 
downtime,are minimized assuming a specified level of 
veral aspects of maintenance management hinder the achievement 
e" optimization. First, as previously indicated, the effects! 
I 
I 
tenance decisions cannot be separated from the effects of prot 
and engineering decisions. Thus it is the combined effect of 
engineering, and maintenance decisions which must be 
assess From the standpoint of production, maintenance may be con-
sidere effective if it prevents breakdowns or restores failed 
nt to service rapidly. The accomplishment of these goals may, 
howeve'. , be accompanied by the inefficient use of maintenance re-
source. Second, there is an interaction among decisions within the 
mainte ance system as well as among decisions in the maintenance, 
Dollar 
Cost 
Total Cost 
Direct Cost of 
Maintenance 
(Failure and 
Preventive) 
Cost of Downtime 
Optimum level of 
Maintenance Service 
Amount of Maintenance Service Supplied 
Source Adapted from Howard L. Timms and Michae'.'.. F. Pohlen. The 
Production Function in Business, Third Edition. Homewood: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1970. 
Figure 7. Economics of Maintenance Costs 
produc, ion, and engineering areas. For example, determination of 
mainte ance crew size is related to preventive maintenance policy. 
Likewi e, replacement decisions are related to overhaul frequency. 
Third, maintenance decisions are influenced by financial considera-
tions, such as taxes and depreciation. Fourth, the existence o.f 
lther, bjectives such as worker safety or reduction of personnel 
grieva ces must be considered. Finally, the dete.rmination of the 
extent to which "true" optimization has been attained is a very 
I 12 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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measurit 
~::::[::c:e::::~:::n:::b:::.w::h::.:~·:~:ec~:.methods of 
Flr these reasons, it can be expected that some degree of sub- I 
I 1 
optimi:lation will be experienced in solving "real world" maintenancel 
proble~. 
Maintenance management is concerned with the general economic de-
cision mentioned above, of determining the optimum level of 
mainte; ance. This is a broad statement of the maintenance decision I 
problem, and it does not provide a suitable basis for analysis of thf 
info,tion needs of maintenance management. As a practical matter, I 
it is essential for analytical purposes that this broad statement be! 
i broken down into several component decisions, or decison settings. It 
I 
is the feasible to concentrate attention on these more specific deck-
! 
sion situations for purposes of (1) isolating the decision variables! l ! 
and crlteria, (2) selecting the method of analysis, and (3) determi-
ning tj!ie information requirements of each decision. As these decisi1ns 
settints are examined more or less individually in the next section, 
their rterrelationships with other decisions is emphasized. i 
TI,e resources available to maintenance management consist of meh, 
I 
materi ls, and equipment. Management must attempt to allocate thesel 
limite, resources among competing demands for maintenance services in 
such a manner as to make the maximum contribution to the profit obje~-
tives f the firm. In order to accomplish this, an organization is I 
! 
required that provides for some degree of separation of duties through 
the Miegation of authority and the assignment of responsibilities. 
The or anization of plant maintenance plays an important role in itsi 
Succes.1sl. ful t · I d f th i t t · · t t 1! opera ion. nor er or e man enance ac 1v1 y o 
I I 
I 
provid, the required services and meet its established objectives, 
' 
must b organized to fulfill the needs of its plant environment. 
layout of plant, size of facility to be serviced, and 
i 
I . 
manufacturing activity will have a bearing on the way ~n 
' 
which intenance is organized. However, the advantages and disadvah-
tages f centralization or decentralization, of craft or zone 
ation, and of placing the maintenance function under the en-
ng or production departments or giving it equal status with 
these epartments is not discussed herein. This study is concerned 
with intenance decisions and their information requirements and 
these re largely the same regardless of the organizational pattern. 
e subsystems of the maintenance system which are generally 
' I 
i 
identi iable are those associated with preventive maintenance, break~ 
down m intenance, replacements, manpower levels, job planning and 
schedu ing,. materials, and mechanical services (i.e., construction 
and al eration). These subsystems form the basis for analysis of the 
I 
major ecision settings which confront maintenani!e management. i 
The Maintenance Decision System 
Te basic maintenance decision situations may be categorized 
() Breakdown versus preventive maintenance. 
( .) Repair versus replacement of worn or defective parts or 
units. 
() Provision of mechanical services. 
() Determination of manpower levels and crew size. 
() Use of contract versus use of company personnel. 
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) Determination of job priorities, planning, and scheduling. 
) Determination of optimal maintenance inventory policies. 
though this list is by no means complete, it includes the basiic 
ent control decision settings which characterize and are critii-
! 
I 
I most maintenance programs. Figure 8 depicts these decision 
I 
situat ·ons as a maintenance decision system, hereafter referred to ais 
I 
"MDS." The MDS is composed of the major subsystems indicated in the[ 
figure. These subsystems, in combination with additional under~yin~ 
the 
I 
n networks related to operational control decisions cons~itutie 
al decision system for maintenance. 
r a given item of equipment, a decision must be made as to 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
to develop a preventive maintenance plan or to rely on brea~-
1 
down · intenance. If it is determined, say, by analysis of failure 
s, that preventive maintenance is indicated, then subsequent 
sis necessary in order to determine the optimiil preventive 
! 
ance schedule and appropriate programs and procedures (inspecf-
1 
tion, ubricatiort schedules, etc.) must then be developed to impleme1nt 
i 
ision. The breakdown vs. preventive maintenance decision I 
ces--and is influenced by--the repair-replacement decision. 
Also, hen combined with consideration of the demand for mechanical 
s, the breakdown vs. PM decision has a major bearing on the 
I 
I 
of manpower levels. 
llowing the decision as to the desired manpower level, analyslis 
is ssary to determine whether, in light of overall company objec[I 
tives ,: these needs should be filled by internal personnel or by 
contra t personnel. Decisions must also be made to determine how th
1
e 
I 
manpoj r will be utilized. Job priorities must be determined and eaich 
I 
! 
I 
i 
i 
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Source: Adapted, with significant modifications, from Ruddell Reed, 
Jr. Plant Location, Layout, and Maintenance. Homewood: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967. 
i F gure 8. General Model of the Maintenance Decision System 
' 
I 
I 
: 
~6 
I 
I job must then be individually planned and scheduled. Allowances 
!I 
must a~so be mad~ for emergency work that cannot be planned in 
advanc • 
I 
Inventories of spare parts and other maintenance materials 
must bl coordinated with the repair-replace decisions and with the 
job scledule. Analyses are also required to make decisions as to 
I 
the ec nomic order quantities for individual items, reorder points, 
' 
establ: shment of safety stocks and, in general, the estimation of 
the optimal investment in maintenance materials inventory. 
Nlte that the decisions depicted in Figure 8 are interrelated. 
The MDl is a dynamic system. Feedback causes modifications in 
previols plans and decisions. Thus, although the unbroken lines 
are in icative of the primary decision flow, or sequence, decision-
making is essentially an iterative process due to the continuous 
feedba k of new information both within the MDS tmd from outside 
the MD . 
,e ~nterdependencies of the MDS with other systems in the 
organ1rat1on is indicated in Figure 8 by the use of double lined 
rectangles. For example, the establishment of priorities for 
maintelance jobs is often the responsibility of the operations 
or proiuction department although, such priorities may be modi-
fied fiom time to time through consultation between maintenance 
plannitg and operations. At the same time, the determination of 
job pr~orities is arrived at, in part, through consideration of 
cost i: formation which is developed and supplied by the engin-
eering department and/or the accounting system. As another example, 
the breakdown vs. preventive maintenance decision may depend 
I 168 
on ho! production volume is affected, 
preveqtive maintenance is feasible. l 
particularly when "onstream" 
assification of the decision settings of I the MDS according tol 
' 
the hony decision framework is undertaken as the decision settings 
I 
are mined individually. It will be seen, as might be expected, 
that t ey generally fall in the management control category. It hasi 
I 
been inted out that there is a great deal of dissatisfaction with 
' 
I 
el of success achieved in the planning and control of mainte-1 
i 
nance osts. Such a condition is more likely to exist in a situatio~ 
I 
where here is a predominance of management control decisions. 
i 
Su chi 
I 
I 
decisi ns are more subjective than are operational control decisions
1 
I 
and th decision variables, information requirements, and effective-! 
! 
ness/e ficiency measures are not so easily specified or determined. 
The Br akdown Versus Preventive Maintenance 
Decisi n 
J G ven a process facility and an equipment configuration, main-
tenanc management must attempt to devise. a maintenance program that 
will m nimize the costs of maintenance and downtime given some de- I 
I 
sired evel of effectiveness. An initial concern is the determinatirn 
I 
of the extent to which preventive maintenance practices should be eml 
I 
ployed for various types of equipment. As seen in Figure 7, the tot~l 
I 
direct costs of maintenance are the sum of costs incurred for both 
preven ive maintenance and failure maintenance. The maintenance COSf 
I 
I 
I 
I 1 
nstream maintenance is that which may be performed while the I 
equipm nt is operating. 
i 
I 
curve an be lowered by employing the optimal amount of each type of 
ance service. Few organizations can afford to rely on break-
down 
I 
intenance alone. Breakdown main~enance is expensive both in I 
direct! and indirect costs. Failure of one component of a facil:;.ty mry 
hasten1 the failure of related components. Failure may result in losF 
producl ion, which, in turn, adversely affects the effectiveness of 
i 
I 
I associ' ted personnel. Major repair may be mandatory after failure 
I 
wherea: minor preventive maintenance actions might have avoided suchl 
repair' • Reliance on breakdown maintenance also:imposes a greater 
I 
I burden on those charged with spare parts provisioning since equipmenf 
I 
downti e is increased if spare parts are not on hand at the time of: 
I 
! 
breakd wn while spare parts required for scheduled PM actions can bel 
planne' and ordered in advance. 
I 
I 
F gure 9 is a modification of Figure 7 to represent this decisifn 
• I 
situat, on. In Figure 9, the upward sloping cost curve represents PMI 
costs ·nly; direct costs of failure maintenance are now included wit~ 
I 
downtime and the horizontal axis measures the amount of PM 
supplied. As PM is increased, cost of breakdowns are de-
Typically the rate of reduction in breakdown costs is more 
rapid 'nitially than the rate of increase in PM costs. The objec-
tive to find the level of PM which results in minimum total costs. 
decision setting is characterized by two related questionsl 
For a given type of equipment, is PM appropriate? 
If PM is appropriate, what is the optimal ·PM frequency? 
e foregoing questions are examined in depth by Morse (60), 
Goldma: and Slattery (30), Reed (70), and Timms and Pohlen (82). Th~ 
i 
discussion, especially as it relates to the application I of I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I quant± ative techniques to these decisions, relies heavily on the 
I 
sourcJ mentioned. The ultimate aim in reviewing the quantitative 
i 
method is to specify the information requirements associated with 
1 
their! se. 
Dollar 
Cost 
Total Cost 
PM Cost 
------ Breakdown Costs 
Optimum level of PM 
Amount of PM Service Supplied 
Figure 9. Economics of Preventive Maintenance 
S.me level of PM service will be beneficial for most types of 
equipm nt. For other types, however, PM is not appropriate. In order 
to det. rmine whether PM is or is not appropriate (and subsequently tt 
determ' ne the optimum PM frequency), a variable of interest is the ! 
I 
! 
servic life distribution of the equipment in question. If a 
i I 
I Vl 
I I 
I I 
reasoJ bly accurate prediction can be made as to when a part is going 
to fdt·, the part can be replaced at some oppoi:tune time just prior ~o 
failur. The period of time from when a part is put into service un~ 
I 
til i~ fails is called its 11service life." Service life, however, ib 
i 
I 
not a : onstant for most types of equipment, nor is it the same for 1 
I 
! 
each cpmponent within a particular machine. It follows some sort ofj 
probab,fl' lity distribution about an average value. The distribution o~ 
I 
the s~ vice life of a machine as a whole can be obtained by combining 
the di tributions of service lives of its components. Figure 10 sho}vs 
four d'fferent service life distributions. The functions represente~ 
' 
' 
by the letters a, b, c, and d denote types of equipment with increas{ng 
i 
i 
variability of service life, or failure time. Curve a depicts the up.-
usual }itbation where service life is constant; each machine will : 
operate the same length of time before it breaks down at time T-, th1e 1 x r 
avera~r se~ce life. 
Curve b represents a type of equipment characterized by wear-out 
:1 
failu:·r.· only. No failures are observed in early time periods and very 
few wit! have high service lives. After some period of operation, 
failures begin to occur with increasing, and then decreasing, fre-
quency! At T_, 50 percent will have failed. If the failure 
X 
frequency were plotted against time for this type.of equipment, the 
resultlnt pattern would be the typical normal distribution curve. 
+rvice life distributions of machines with greater variability! 
of brJakdown time are depicted by curves c and d. In both cases, the 
machijf may fail immediately after being returned to service (early I 
) I 
failul1 ) or, in the case of curve c, it is equally likely to fail at! 
.:I ' 
any gi:ven time thereafter. Curve c, an exponential distribution, 
nts a random failure situation; failures occur as a result of 
variations in stress and are independent of the age of the 
Transformers, resistors, electron tubes, and most purely 
nic parts would be included in the random failure category. 
ed in Figure 10, at time T- considerably more than 50 percentl X , 
I 
machines will have failed. Machines with a service life dis1 
I 
I 
tributi.·on similar to curved (hyper-exponential dfstribution) have ~n I 
even 
i 
I 
Percent 
eater variability of service life. 
100 ~ 
I \ 
\ \ 
. \ 
\ \ 
\ \Ve 
a 
Survi:ing \ ' 
' 50 
' 
" ' 
" 
0,.._ ____________________ __.... ______ -:-',.__._ ____ _,,-,-----,-
T- Time (Service Life) 
X 
' Adapted from P. M. Morse. Queues, Inventories, and Mainte-
nance. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958. 
10. Service Life Distributions Expressed as Probability 
Functions, the Probability that Service Life Will 
Exceed any Given Time 
I 
r le I I II was previously mentioned that, total maintenance costs could 
decrea'. ed 
! 
if management could make a reasonably accurate prediction ls 
I 
to whe/ 
i 
I tune p1 
a machine or component will fail, and then provide for oppor-
1
/ 
eventive repair or replacement just prior to failure. The . 
I 
i 
diffic: lty of prediction of service life increases with the variabi-1 
lity o! the service life. Hence, determination of the optimal 
preveri ive maintenance policy is much more difficult for equipment 
i 
with h gh variability of service life. 
! 
More important, in connectior 
with i e question as to when PM is appropriate, Morse (60, p. 160-16~) 
I 
rates that PM is invalid for parts which do not have definitei 
I 
t characteristics or those in the random failure category. H:e 
out that PM will only be a clear advantage for machines with 
riability of breakdown time than the exponential. 
The basic reason is not hard to seek: for exponential 
eakdown-time distributions, breakdowns occur at a constant 
te whenever the machine is operating, being just as likely 
happen just after repair or maintenance is completed as 
ter. Consequently, the only way to reduce the number of 
eakdowns per month (say) is to run the machine less often 
r month; preventive maintenance only reduces breakdowns by 
ducing running time, in this case. This tendency is even 
re pronounced for machines with larger variability of break-
wn time; here breakdowns are frequent just after the machine 
s been repaired, and if the machine survives these, it will 
n a long time (as explained earlier, this can be because 
e cause of breakdown is in some fine adjustment which, when 
:t"ght, stays right, but when a little off, goes bad soon). 
i this case preventive maintenance will usually increase the 
. an number of breakdowns per running time of the machine ( o, p. 165). 
i 1 erefore the decision a.s to whether PM is worthwhile for a pa1T-
1 
I 
ticul~r machine depends mainly on whether the failure pattern is 
I 
predictable, and this pattern is generally associated with a wear-o~t 
type of service-life distribution. 
~4 
I 
e basic information needed by management in making this deci-
nsists of a record of when failures occurred for a given piece 
pment. An equipment record should be maintained that will en 
able nagement, or the management accountant, to plot a survival 
curve nd determine, either by inspection or by use of statistical 
ues, how well the data fit a desired curve. 
course, it may be that the manufacturer of a piece of equip-
a component can supply the necessary information as to service 
d prescribe a PM schedule. On the other hand, the question of 
PM is appropriate may be fairly obvious since most mechanical 
ctro-mechanical equipment will be characterized to some exten 
Nonetheless, for those types of equipment with a 2 by weatout failure. 
less tan exponential variability of breakdown time, knowledge about 
the fa lure pattern is useful since it is necessary to the determina 
tion o an optimal PM frequency--the second of the two questions 
mentio ed earlier as characterizing the breakdown vs. preventive mai -
tenanc decision setting. 
Te objective of a preventive maintenance program is to reduce 
the to al cost of providing a service. The optimal PM policy depend 
on the service life distribution average and how this characteristic 
intera ts with breakdown and PM costs. 3 
2 t should be noted that PM may not be warranted in many situa-
tions here it seems to be the logical strategy. Cason (12, p. 97) 
descri.es an experience where a PM program to replace bearings at fi ed 
inter~:1s seems to be indicated. Analysis of failure experience re-
vealedia random failure situation, however, indicating that preventi e 
replac ment of bearings would have been a serious error. 
3 
n associated problem is to determine optimum crew size, but 
this i discussed later in this chapter. 
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Reed (70, p. 163-165) illustrates an approach to the determina-
tion of optimal PM frequency by starting with a situation where the 
expectrd period maintenance total cost is first established given that 
no PM cis practiced. 4 He then determines the optimal period frequent 
for~ by finding expected period costs for policies of successively 
increa1sing periods between preventive maintenance inspections/repairs 
i 
I 
until fhe minimum point on the total cost curve has been determined. 
In ordrr to utilize Reed's approach, information must be available 
relatire to: 
1. 
2!, 
Frequency of failure. The probability of failure in a given 
period if no PM is practiced must be reasonably determinablie. 
Cause of failure. If equipment is inoperative due to "ad--1 
ministrative" downtime rather than deficiencies in schedulJd 
maintenance practices, the "failure" would not enter into 
the analysis. 
Cost of breakdown (including repairs, lost production, etc.). 
This would be the average cost expected to be incurred in a 
breakdown event. 
4. Cost of PM to reduce or eliminate the failure. This would be 
the average cost associated with performing the PM task and 
would, in some cases, include the cost of lost production. I 
T
1
o determine the expected period cost of a policy of scheduling 
I PM on ~n n-period frequency, Reed uses the following formula: 
I 
4limms and Pohlen (82, p. 393-394), Goldman and Slattery (30, 
p. 71-;90) , and Morse ( 60, p. 165-16 7) use approximately the same ap-
proachi to this problem as that employed by Reed. Goldman and SlattJry 
presen~ a more detailed discussion and illustration. They divide tHe 
costs bf PM into costs of preventive inspection and costs of prevenl 
tive r~pair. Their method of .analysis also requires knowledge aboub 
the "d!eterioration probability" of an item of equipment rather than I 
just.t[·.:e probability of failure. The deterioration probab1."lity is bhe 
probability that at a given inspection an item will be found to re-
quire reventive repairs. Morse provides a more advanced treatment 
(at le1~st in terms of the mathematical analysis employed) of this 
proble~, but the information requirements are essentially the same as 
those bf the Reed ~ethod. 
where, 
1/n [C + CbF] p n 
Fn =pl+ P2 + ... + pn + Flpn-1 + F2pn-2 + 
... + F0 _ 1P1 (the total expected failure 
rate for period n). 
C = Cost of preventive maintenance. p 
Cb= Cost of failure. 
pn = Probability of a failure in period n. 
T determine the expected period cost with nc_ PM, the expected 
period maintenance total cost is computed by dividing the cost of 
(Cb) by the expected number of periods between breakdowns. 
I summary, the breakdown vs. preventive maintenance decision 
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is characterized as follows. The objective is to minimize tl-
tal co ts of preventive maintenance, failure maintenance, and downti e 
for so e specified level of system effectiveness. The noncontrollab{e 
variab e of interest is the service life distribution of the equipmelt 
or, al,ernatively, its probability of failure. The controllable varj-
ables are the amount of PM service to provide and the method of 
alloca ion of PM service. The decision criterion is reduction in 
total ost without loss of system effectiveness. 
With regard to the information requirements associated with thi 
decisi n setting (assuming the use of the methods of analysis dis-
cussed above), equipment records should be maintained showing: 
() Dates of failure or breakdown--to permit determination 
of service life distribution or probability of failure 
in a given planning period. 
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Cause of failure. 
Cost of each breakdown including materials, labor, and 
downtime (the latter amount can be determined accurately 
enough in most cases by multiplying the value of the output 
of the machine per hour of productive time by the number of 
1 production hours lost). 
I 
i (d) Cost of each PM inspection and/or repair including materials, 
labor, and downtime (downtime costs may be associated with 
PM in cases where there is no opportune idle time period 
during which PM can be scheduled). 
breakdown vs. preventive maintenance decision setting falls 
in thei management control classification of Anthony's decision frame-
work. It involves the allocation of maintenance resources. It has a 
plannipg and control emphasis, an internal orientation, and it is sub-
1 
jectivt in nature. Although the quantitative techniques discussed 
above uggest the possibility of a programmed approach characteristic 
I 
of ope;rational control decisions, the inputs (estimates of probabi-
lities and costs) are difficult to estimate reliably. The costs of PM 
services are "managed costs" in the sense that the optimum level ca11J-
I 
not bel objectively specified. 
The accounting system should be designed so that the inforrnati1n 
I 
requir~ments listed above are routinely accumulated and recorded fo:r;I 
each ct. itical type of equipment. Thus, the raw data are available tlo 
manage: ent when this sort of decision situation arises. The accountirg 
syst~r- can further facilitate the management decision process through 
the USf:! of conwuter programs to convert the raw data into the form 
I 
needed! for the quantitative analysis. 
Re air:versus Re lacement of Worn or Defective 
Parts r Units 
I the event of equipment failure or detection of worn or defec 
tive p rts during preventive maintenance inspection, a decision must 
be mad concerning the nature and extent of maintenance work to be 
initia ed. Basically, maintenance management seeks to select repair-
replac ment policies that will minimize total repair cost over the 
useful life of the equipment. Where the choice involves repair vs. 
replac ment of defective parts or units, the costs associated with I 
altern tive policies must be predicted to allow selection of the lowl 
est colt policy. 
wlthin this decision context, there are several different types 
of protlem situations. Some assets are subject to gradual deteriora-
tion oJer their useful lives and others fail suddenly and are eitherl 
not suiject to repair or repair is not undertaken because replacemen] 
is clerrly more economical. This section discusses formulation of re-
pair-r placement policies for both categories of assets. With respelt 
to the first category, Reed (70, p. 156) lists the following basic 
princi les of evaluation and decision under the replacement problem: 
(a) Costs of prior investment for equipment, maintenance, 
o operation are sunk costs and do not influence the present 
d~cision. 
(b) When comparing alternatives each alternative must be 
c pable of satisfying process requirements for which it is being' 
c nsidered. If demands increase over the projected life of onel 
a. ternative to a point that the alternative cannot satisfy demand 
t e decision must be based upon replacement or supplementation to 
met the excess demand at the time it occurs. 
(c) First cost or initial cost of equipment is installed 
c st ready to operate. 
(d) First cost of existing equipment is fair market value 
1 ss removal cost plus any cost necessary to '.repair or convert 
t. satisfy process demands. 
(e) Decision is based upon average annual cost which is t e 
s1 m of investment costs (depreciation and return on investment), 
o erating costs (labor and maintenance), and associated overhea 
("ncluding taxes and insurance). 
(f) Value of production lost during change over (if not 
d rectly recoverable) is part of the first cost of the equipment 
c using the loss. 
also points out that when the question of repair or replace-
ment a ises, three alternatives exist, (1) the'.equipment may be left 
in its present condition, (2) repaired, or (3) replaced. Insofar as 
the ec nomics of the analysis is concerned, the repair problem is 
treate in the same fashion as a replacement alternative. Therefore, 
where chinery and equipment is characterized by gradual wearout 
charac eristics, management will have as its objective the formulati n 
of the optimal replacement policy for such equipment. 
lacement Policies for E ui ment Sub"ect to Gradual Wearout. 
(70, p. 166-168) and Morris (59, p. 56-95) discuss the 
equip replacement problem under two different types of assumptions. 
On the one hand, it can be assumed that the existing equipment is to 
be rep aced by equipment with approximately the same capability. In 
this c se, the objective is to preserve the firm's productive capacity 
at its present level. Alternatively, the objective may be to expand 
the fi m's productive capacity through replacement of existing equip-l 
ment w. 1th superior equipment. The principles of evaluation listed . 
previo sly apply under either the capacity preservation or the capac -
ty exp nsion assumption. However, the capacity expansion decision 
involv s a great deal more uncertainty. If management plans to 
preser.;e current capacity, there is the implication of a continuation 
of somwhat the same activity, probably within the same policy struct 
ture. Generally, capacity expansion decisions involve relatively more 
uncert inty and have a greater impact on the firm as a whole. A capl-
city e pansion proposal may originate with the marketing or long-ranke 
planni,g group. It may involve predictions of demand for new and 
existi g products, perhaps in new marketing areas. 
I establishing the information requirements for these types of 
repair replace decisions, the capacity preservation decision model i 
discus ed in some detail. Additional inputs required for the capaci y 
expans on decision are also specified; however, the problems associ-
ated w th demand and technological forecasting and the like are not 
discus ed. 
I the capacity preservation context, management faces the deci 
sion a to the best time to replace equipment. The formulation of 
approp iate replacement policies is important because it has signifir 
cant e onomic consequences for the firm. Postponement of repla~ement, 
as is rue with postponement of maintenance or neglect of preventive 
mainte ance, may result in increasing production costs to the extent 
that t e firm is unable to remain competitive. 
M nagement's objective in formulating replacement policy is to 
estima,e as accurately as possible the economic service life for a 
given .sset which will result in minimizing the ~verage cost per 
of ser ice. The decision rule as stated by Morris (59, p. 65) is: 
A long as the average cost is greater than the marginal cost o 
e tending the life of the asset by one additional year, do not 
r place; as soon as the marginal cost of one additional year's 
s rvice exceeds the average cost, the asset should be replaced. 
I 
'1 
Te above rule assumes that the sum of the period costs (costs f 
owners,ip, operation and maintenance) are nondecreasing. For most 
machin s, operating and maintenance costs will rise as the machine 
gets oder. The problem is structured quantitatively, after Morris 
(59, p 63-65), letting: 
I 
TC = the present worth of all future costs associated 
n with an asset over n periods. 
I= initial investment. 
c. = total operating and maintenance costs in period j. 
J 
i = rate of return. 
S = salvage value at the end of n periods. 
n 
is assumed that cj ~ cj-l for j = 2, 3, ••• to indicate that 
operation and maintenance costs do not decrease with the age of the 
asset.I Further, since the useful life of the existing asset and the 
replac ment may not be the same, it must be assumed that there is a 
sequen e of identical replacements that continues until the total tire 
period is the same under either alternative. I 
A suming a sequence of identical machines, each replaced after 
period , 
TC 
n [I+! 
j=l 
c. 
[l + i]n 
(1 + i)n - 1 
is has the following interpretation according to Morris. Th 
first air of brackets in the numerator represent the present worth P 
of the expenses associated with a given asset; P(l + i)n, then, 
is 1 to the future worth of P after n periods. The denominator 
repres! nts the interest rate for n periods. ' Hence, TC is the present 
value fan indefinite sequence of payments, P(l + i)n: at the end o~ 
every , periods. 
Te optimal service life N is that for which 
TC(N + 1) .::_ TC(N), and 
TC(N - 1) .::_ TC(N) 
I it is desired to use an equivalent annual cost basis for com 
parisor, rather than the present worth basis, then the decision rule 
referr d to previously on page 80 and expressed in terms of marginal 
vs. avlrage cost would be employed. 
Given values for the initial investment, salvage, and annual I 
ospenertaw+rgthasnd maintenance costs for each alternative, equivalent prel ! can be established. 5 Morris indicates that evaluations ~sing he foregoing formula for TCn are normally done by a computer 
in cur ent applications, and that computer programs for this and othrr 
modelslare available. 
I the capacity expansion context, management wishes to. replace! 
existilg machinery and equipment items with moaeli having improved 
capabi ities. That is, the new machine is expected to perform more 
effect vely, generally from the standpoint of cost, or increased cap -
city, r both. 
A suming that the increased capability is believed to be 
at som time in the future, the decision becomes one of when to re-
place. , Determination of the economic service life of the new machin 
5fnitial investment for the existing asset is its net realizabl 
value tlus repair cost; the initial cost for the replacement is its 
instal .ed cost. 
d 
is part of the problem unless a finite planning horizon is 
e decision model in this case must incorporate in the period 
the present model the cost of lost opportunity due to not 
the increased capability of the replacement. The objective 
is to , ·nimize total costs over the planning period consistent with 
the ca, acity and quality constraints. The decision rule is: replace 
the pr sent model when the cost of extending its use for an addition11 
I 
ceeds the savings which result from delaying the acquisition hf 
model for one year. l 
,e quantitative analysis for this decision setting is presentel 
the 
in det il by Morris (59, p. 65-71) and is not discussed here. The 
info~tion requirements are much the same as for the capacity pre-
servat on problem just discussed. The capacity expansion decision 
model, however, calls for the initial investment, salvage value, and 
period operating and maintenance costs associated with both_the presr 
ent as et and replacement asset to be incorporated in one equation to 
arrive at the present worth of all costs. 
B fore specifying the information requirements associated with 
the re air-replace decision and either capacity maintenance or capa-
city e pansion, several factors which enter into the decision and ma e 
icularly troublesome should be mentioned. This decision sett~g 
requir s management to make many estimates, some of which are extre~-
ly sub ective. Assumptions must be made with regard to the length of 
the pl nning horizon. A number of forecasts must be made as to ·revel 
nue, o erating and maintenance costs, and salvage value for each 
asset. Also, forecasts of technological -progress for classes of 
and equipment are a vital element in the decision model--yet 
of technological obsolesence is extremely difficult to 
quanti In addition, in the model described in this section, some 
is necessary with respect to an appropriate interest rate I 
or rat of return. Further, scarcity of capital may further compli-
cate t e decision by necessitating careful evaluation and comparison 
of an mber of competing projects, some similar and some dissimilar. 
tics 
Te information requirements for the repair-replace decision 
( ) 
as it relates to equipment with gradual wearout characteris-
The amount of the initial investment for both the existing 
asset and the replacement asset. Initial investment for t11 e 
existing asset is its net realizable value (current market 
value less cost of disposal) plus repair cost. Initial 
investment.for the replacement asset is its installed costj 
Estimates of the period operating and maintenance costs for 
. I 
each asset. These amounts may be based in part on the main-
tenance and operating history of the existing asset and in 
part on manufacturer's estimates of cost patterns for the 
replacement machine. 
() Estimates of the salvage value of each asset at the end of 
n periods. 
(.) A specified interest rate or rate of return. 
e characteristics mentioned previously place this decision 
in the management control category of Anthony's decision 
framew rk. There is an obvious planning emphasis. The measures em-
ployed are largely prospective in nature and highly subjective, even 
though'based in part on historical records. Although one of the ob-
jectiv s of this decision is to calculate the optimal service life of 
the eq ipment, the methods of accomplishing this;: are by no means. suf-
1 
ficien ly objective to conclude that this decisi,Jn setting is 1 
charac erized by engineered costs. The informational inputs are not I 
of the. sort that are routinely collected or included in regular, sum-
mary reports (except to the extent that historical operating and 
mainte,tance costs provide a base for estimating future period costs). 
The maragement accounting system should provide the required informal 
tional inputs to this decision setting based upon special cost'analytes 
and reports. Subsequent repair-replace decisions for a given class f 
equipmlnt may become fairly routinized; however, replacement policy ll 
decisiflns should be reviewed periodically to ascertain whether new 
develo ments (i.e., technological and market changes, etc.) dictate 
need fr policy revisions. Information of the latter sort is not 
likely to be the responsibility of the accounting system. The ac-
countirg department should be cognizant of other developments such a 
signifl.cant changes in period costs associated with particular items 
of e]::~:: :::::e:r::: :::~:h::::: .. t:0::::::~t' ~ a::::J~ 
aspect of the repair-replace decision setting has to do with those 
ons where units are subject to complete failure and are not 
to repair. This is true of such items as light bulbs, elec-
bes, certain types of valves, bearings, and the like. 
en equipment is down for repairs or preventive maintenances r-
vice, ertain fixed costs are incurred in getting it returned to 
I 
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servic • Likewise, fixed costs are incurred when replacement of cerl 
tain filed items (such as light bulbs) is undertaken, even though no 
I 
equipm nt downtime is involved. These fixed costs are associate·d with 
men, materials, and tools to the work site and may include tie 
cost o lost production. The significance of such costs may be such 
that qlantity replacement of both good and failed items may be.more 
econom cal than a,simple policy of failure replacement. 
A tually, several policies can be employed in this type of decil 
sion s tting: 
< I> 
(2) 
Replacement of failed units as they fail. 
Replacement of failed units as they fail, and any other 
units that have been in service a specified period of 
time in excess of, say, the average service life of the 
unit. 
() Replacement of all units periodically. 
The ob ective is to select the policy which will result in the lowest 
total ost (or lowest cost per period) and yet maintain system perfo!-
mance lt an acceptable level. The problem, then, is to predict the 
total 1ost of each of the policies listed earlier, given some planning 
horizoj. Two basic approaches to the solution of this problem are 
presenjed. Under either of these approaches, however, it should be 
noted 1hat the information requirements for this,decision setting 
paralll quite closely those listed for the breakdown vs. preventive 
mainte ance decision discussed on pages 68 through 77. The first ap-1 
proach does, in fact, involve the use of the same analytical procedu e. 
Using he formula and notation for determining the expected period 
cost o, scheduling PM on an n-period frequency (p. 75-76), the expec ed 
r7 
period cost of replacing failed units as they fail (policy (1) above~ 
will b equal to the expected period cost given that no preventive 
I 
maintenance is practiced. Or, on a total cost basis, the problem isl 
essent .. 11,.ally ovel r one of predicting successive individual unit failures 
some slecified period of time [such as, the useful life of a motor ! 
(valvek) or an electronic device (tubes)] and multiplying the number! 
i I 
of fait1 ures times the average cost of replacing a single unit to getl 
total ost under policy (1). I 
Elpected period, or total cost, under policy (2) is determined ln 
the sa~ fashion as indicated for obtaining the optimal PM frequencyi 
since lhe cost of replacing a failed unit is S, and the cost of perir 
i I 
odic rrplacement of an operative unit is Cp. The prediction of tota~ 
costs is complicated somewhat under policy (2) because the decision-I 
I I 
maker has to predict the time of each successive failure and, also, I 
the nuLber of other units that have to be replaced because their ser~ 
vice 4fe exceeds the specified period of time beyond the average 
servict life. The estimated number of units to be replaced and the 
cost of each replacement event enable the decision maker to build upl 
I ' 
1 I 
the total predicted cost under this policy. Not only must records b!e 
1 
I 
maintained for the date of failure of each unit, but these records 
have t1 be coordinated with other records as to the length of oper-
1 
I 
ating rime of each good unit at the time of a given failure. This 
essential if all units which have been in service longer than the 
averagl service life (in hours, miles, etc.) plus, say, ten percent 
are tolbe replaced at each failure. . 
U der policy (3), prediction of costs depends on which of two 
basic lituations prevail. If the situation is such that a single 
1 
ils 
I 
causes cessation of operation (as is the case when a 
an electronic device), the prediction of costs hinges on 
when, following each total replacement, the first failure will 
occur. The number of these "first failures" multiplied times the 
averagr cost of each total replacement yields the total predicted 
The re ultant figure, when divided by the number of periods yields 
expectld cost per period under this policy. 
coi:;t. 
I 
tpe 
I 
0 the other hand, if a single failure simply serves to diminisr 
system performance, but does not cause cessation of operation, then! 
I 
I 
manage ent is concerned with predicting how long the interval betweer 
replacflments can be without the system performance falling below min~-
i 
mum ac eptable levels. Replacement of light bulbs fits into this I 
I 
situat1on. Here, management is concerned with setting the percentag~ 
decreale in lighting levels that can be allowed and still be accept-1 
able~ far as system effectiveness is concerned. In order then to 
1 
determine the replacement frequency, the basic item of required info~-
mationlis simply the probability distribution for failure. If p is n , 
r
thepelaprcjbability of failure in period n, then the optimal policy is t 
all items when Ep is equal to the allowable percentage de-
n 
crease in lighting levels. 
0 her policies in addition to those listed on page 86 can, of 
course be proposed. A desirable policy might be to replace only 
failed units periodically. 
I a given problem situation, the application of the approach 
just d scussed may be impractical due to the complexity of the equipr 
ment c,nfiguration. 
i 
In these more complex situations, it is extreme!ly 
I 
diffic lt to come up with a precise mathematical solution; hence, a 
I $9 
altern' tive approach may be employed. This alternative involves a 
techni ue referred to as simulation. Simulation is an experimental 
method of analysis as opposed to a mathematical decision model which 
yields a precise answer to all problems which fall in a given cate-
gory. The idea is to perform an artificial, rather than actual, 
experi ent utilizing the same probabilities as those relating to the 
actual events. Hoffman (34, p. 243-245) gives an example of the use 
of sim lation in connection with the determination of replacement 
policy for tubes in an electronic control device. In his example, the 
polici!s proposed are (1) replacement of failed tubes as they fail, I 
(2) re lacement of all tubes when any tube fails, and (3) replacement 
I 
i 
of fai ed tubes as they fail plus replacement of all other tubes that 
have bllen in service for 1,000 hours (the average service life of thl 
tubes s 850 hours). As is true for the PM vs. breakdown maintenancl 
decisi n, knowledge of the service life distribution of the critical 
componlnt is essential. Given the service-life distribution plus the 
costs lssociated with replacement, Hoffman simulates the tube replaci-
ment sljtuation to. find the policy with the lowest expected cost. In 
his ex mple, the required cost information includes the cost of each 
. I . 
tube, ,he fixed cost of a breakdown, and the variable cost of replace-
ment. Numbers are ~ssigned based on the cumulative service-life 
distri ution for a single electron tube. A computer program is then 
used t select these_ numbers randomly and simulate the failure pat-
tern o the tubes, and thus artificially test the .alternative policiJs. 
The re ults of the simulation yield, for each policy; the number of 
breakd wns and the number of tubes replaced. This information, com-
bined ,ith the cost data listed above, enable the analyst to derive 
I 
~o 
the to al expected cost of each alternative and select the least-, 
cost p licy. 
R placement situations may be more complicated than indicated I 
i 
by Hof man's example; and, in fact, simulation may not be economically 
I 
I 
feas~b1e ~f the eq~ipment configuration is sufficiently com~lex. Th¢ 
servic -life distribution of equipment consists of the service-life I 
! 
utions of all its components. Some of these components may be 
I quite issimilar and have widely divergent service lives. Thus, the: 
proble, becomes one of simulating the sets of service lives of all 
critic 1 components. This becomes quite complicat~d and the amount 6f 
data r quired for a solution may render the simulation approach to tJe 
I 
decisi n process impractical even given the use of an electronic com~ 
. I 
puter. However, given that simulation is judged to be an economically 
I 
feasible decision process, the following general information requiret 
ments 1an be stipulated: I 
(l) The service-life distribution of the component. I 
() Fixed cost incurred due to breakdown. I 
( ) Variable costs of breakdown and replacement. This figure I 
i 
would include downtime costs, probably expressed on an 
hourly basis. 
Tle accounting system should be designed to accumulate data fror 
which he foregoing information requirements can be generated. Thus~ 
I 
the ac ounting system should maintain records showing: 
() Dates of failure. This will permit determination of service-
life distribution if such information is not available frol I 
I 
the manufacturer. I 
i 
() Cost of components. 
( ) 
( ') 
cl) 
; 
I 
~1 
I 
Time required to make replacements and cost per labor hour! 
This would need to be recorded separately for replacement I 
I 
of different numbers of components so that the average cost 
I 
I 
- I 
of replacement of successive numbers of components could be 
determined. 
Downtime cost per hour. 
Fixed costs associated with a breakdown event including 
setup time for the replacement. 
I general, replacement decisions for "sudden death" components 
are ma,agement control decisions. In contrast to the replacement 
decisiln for equipment subject to gradual wearout, most of the infor+ 
mation can be routinely accumulated in the accounting records. Therl I 
is a panning and control emphasis. Subjective judgment is employed! 
I 
Thus, the co~ts associated with I 
both i, selecting the method of analysis and in estimating certain 
elemen s of the input information. 
this d cision setting are managed rather than engineered costs. The 
one po sible exception to the classification of replacement decisionb 
i 
as man gement control decisions is in the rather uncomplicated situ-I 
! 
ation, such as light bulb replacement. Here, the overall level of I 
object vity is much greater, aside from the estimate of the allowablrl 
decrea e in lighting levels, and a progranuned replacement policy can 
be ins ituted. 
I is apparent, in reviewing the foregoing discussion of the rer 
pair v. replacement decision setting, that one particular 
i decision I 
! 
situation may be further removed from the operational control 
ficatiln than another. 
classt 
I 
I 
i 
~2 
I 
Provis·on of Mechanical Services 
D mands upon the maintenance activity arise not only from the 
need t perform "basic maintenance" (i.e., preventive and breakdown 
mainte,ance), but also from the need to perform other services not 
falling within these two classifications. The "other services," re-
ferredjto herein as mechanical services, include construction and 
constr ction modifications, removal and installation of equipment, and 
rearraJgement of facilities. 
~nagement must decide both the amount and nature of mechanical 
servicJs which will be provided by the maintenance activity. 
TJis decision setting is introduced at this point mainly to in-
dicate its place in the primary decision sequence in the MDS. Since 
it is ot a concern here to determine whether or not a particular 
mechan cal service is to be performed, but essentially, to consider 
by whoJ (internal or external personnel) it is to be performed, the 
methodJ of analysis and information requiremen~s of this decision 
settinJ are included in a later section devoted to the consideration 
g contract personnel versus using company personnel for main-
(including mechanical services). 
y large company will have a continuing need for the performance 
of mechanical services. Whether to have this work done by the firm'l
1 
I I 
mainte ance department depends on both the nature of the service andj 
ber of men required for its performance. Large construction I 
projec s may clearly call for use of an external contractor. Smallef 
I 
constr ction and alteration projects may be more profitably assigned! 
to the maintenance department because they absorb what might otherwi$e 
~3 
' 
be idl time. These services tend to take up the slack which exists I 
I 
when t ere are fluctuations in the amount of preventive and breakdown 
mainte ance work to be performed. 
I a given case, however, it may be difficult to assess whether.a 
job is too large, or too demanding in terms of technical specializa-
d the like, to be performed economically by internal maintenance 
el. 
nagement's objective in this decision setting is to minimize 
total osts of preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance, and 
mechan cal services. Two basic alternatives are available to manage~ 
th respect to provision of mechanical services. One pol:.Lcy is 
to sta f the maintenance organization based on assessment of the num"'" ·. 
ber of personnel needed to take care of preventive and breakdown 
I 
I 
mainte ance requirements. Any such assessment must take into account 
the fl ctuating demands for these services and it must be recognized: 
i 
that s me idle time will be logged when demand is) slack. Management! 
in thi case will call on maintenance personnel to supply mechanical 
servic sup to the point that they can achieve full utilization of tne 
depart ent's time. Any need for mechanical services in excess of this 
I 
level ill be contracted out. The alternative policy is to make per~ 
manent additions to the maintenance staff based on an evaluation of 
the am unt of mechanical services that are generally requited on an 
ongoin basis, Management will wish to set the manpower level at a 
point here close to 100 percent utilization can be attained. Again~ 
any oc asional demands for mechanical services that cannot be met by: 
such a expanded staff will be contracted out. 
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In:determining the amount of mechanical services to be supplied 
by intenance department, management will need to estimate the 
mand for mechanical services over some planning period. These 
should be listed on a project by project basis when signifi-
allowance for miscellaneous small projects that can be 
The portion of this total demand that cannot be met with 
maintenance staff must be evaluated in terms of the est~ 
mated c be incurred if the maintenance staff is expanded and 
the mec services performed internally versus the cost of using 
1 personnel. The differential cost of labot will be the main 
factor determining the least-cost policy. Addi·donal factors may 
enter e analysis. For example, the use of outside contractors may 
permit the firm to reduce its investment in inventories of spare parts. 
~tated earlier, this decision setting is discussed further ij 
the determination of manpower levels and the use of I connec 
intern external personnel. It is introduced at this point to 
put it in perspective insofar as the overall maintenance decision sys-
tem is concerned, and to emphasize its interrelationship with the 
aforem ntioned decisions. 
Determ·nation of Man ower Levels and Crew Size 
Fr most plants, labor costs constitute a significant percentag~ 
of tot 1 maintenance cost. The determination of the optimal size of, 
the ma ntenance staff is, therefore, a very critical decision. Exce~-
1 
' 
sive c sts can result from either understaffing or overstaffing the 1 
mainte ance function. 
e decision concerning optimal staffing of the maintenance 
activi y is one which cannot readily be approached from an overall 
standp int. Lewis and Pearson (49, p. 52) present an equation which 
can be used to determine the total number of maintenance workers 
which hould be employed-in a given plant: 
where, 
MH X = ~~~~~;;;__~~~-
2080 - (A+ B + C) 
X = number of maintenance personnel required 
(without separation by trade areas) 
MH = man-hours of maintenance labor. required on 
an annual basis (without separation of super-
vision, control, and clerical personnel) 
A= allowed vacation man-hours 
B = allowed sick-leave man-hours 
C = allowed holiday man~hours i 
i 
I 
Sch a formula answers only a part of the question; it ignores! 
i 
I 
5 
the ve y important consideration of the composition of the maintenan~e 
staff. The authors note that the formula can be a~plied to each tra~e 
requir ment (i.e., plumbers, electricians, etc.) in building up the 
total n-power requirement. Maintenance work assignment may be 
highly inflexible due to special skill requirements and/or union 
agreem nt. Thus, the problem must be approached by deciding how many 
of eacj service skill to employ. An important consideration also isi 
in 
tain 
er of support personnel (supervisors, planners, schedulers, : 
etc.) that are required to complement the personnel involved 
i 
maintenance activities. 
objective of management in this decision setting is to ob-
e optimum balance between the cost of maintenance staffing an,d 
the co· t of downtime. In other words, management seeks to minimize 
total osts where total costs are equal to the sum of the cost of ser-
vice pus the cost of service failure. This is true whether the 
n involves the determination of the size of crew to be employ¢d 
for a ew plant or the making of adjustments in the crew size of an 
establ shed plant. In either of these situations, management must 
predic the maintenance man-power requirements based on an assessment 
of the demand for basic maintenance and for mechanical services. 
R ference to the MDS (p. 66) shows that in terms of the primary· 
decisi n sequence, the staffing decision follows the decision concern-
ing pr ventive vs. breakdown maintenance and, at least in part, the 
decisi n as to the amount of me.chanical services to be provided inter-
nally. 
I making the PM versus breakdown maintenance decision, and sub-
sequen ly, the decision as to the optimal PM frequency, information 
must b available with regard to failure patterns of equipment and 
costs f both PM and breakdowns. In order to develop such costs, a 
necess ry prerequisite is an analysis of the service to be performed. 
For in tance, the cost of PM to reduce or eliminate a failure is de-: 
fined s the average cost of performing the PM task (p. 75). Hence, 
the ta k itself must be studied in some fashion in order to determin~ 
the am unts of materials and labor that it requires and the costs 
thereo • The labor cost element of each PM task must include esti-, 
mates ,f the number of man-hours required and the costs per hour. 
These stimates may be based on "off-the-cuff" conjecture or upon very 
carefu studies in which the maintenance operation is carefully de-
fined nd manpower requirements based on time standards are established 
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for skill. In any case, the antecedent decisions require infor~ 
inputs that also enter into the staffing decision. This 
infor tion as it relates to PM, to breakdown maintenance, and to pro-
rived 
of mechanical services can be combined to come up with a 
ion of the total numbers of men required for both direct and 
maintenance activities. This projection is, of course, de-
adding the separate requirements for each maintenance skill 
plus r quirements for supervisory, clerical, and other support person-
nel. an estimate of the annual man-hour requirement for 
work can be built up, appropriately classified according 
requirements for each trade skill and each type of support 
e foregoing analysis is not as simple as it may sound. The 
ive maintenance activities and the provision of mechanical ser-
vices an be preplanned and scheduled in a fairly accurate fashion. 
Breakd wn maintenance, however, cannot be planned and scheduled--yet; 
the pl nt must be staffed to handle such emergency maintenance. 
seeking to ,achieve the primary objective of minimizing the 
cost o service plus the cost of service failure, management seeks to 
achiev a high utilization of personnel (i.e., a low percentage of 
idle t me) plus a high efficiency level during utilization. These are 
diffic lt goals to achieve even where time standards are employed fot 
mainte ance tasks, because the variances from standard time will tend 
to be reater than those normally experienced for production activi-! 
ties. Hence, even without the added complication of random failures', 
mainte ance management may find it more difficult to achieve high 
9:s 
of personnel and efficiency of performance than might nor~ 
rttally e the case for production management. 
o approaches (which may be used in combination) to the staffing,. 
size, problem are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Again, these approaches involve quantitative decision models, one of 
which the first to be discussed) is more deterministic than the 
other. Following presentation of the method of analysis in each case, 
the ormation requirements are specified. 
B th approaches recognize the fact that the maintenance crew size 
has the characteristics of a queuing or waiting line problem. 
Under ertain circumstances, the queuing situation. may be amenable to 
direct mathematical solution through the use of probability theory. 
A seco d method of analyzing queuing problems is through the use of 
ion •. It 'may be desirable at times to combine these two ap-
s. A third approach, which is not discussed herein, is to 
ent physically with the system. For instance, a maintenance 
superv sor might simply try varying the crew size for a given mainte-
nance, ask, observe the results, and ma~e a decision as to the best 
altern tive. 
Q euing theory or waiting line theory is primarily concerned with 
proces es which have the characteristics of having random arrivals 
(i.e., arrivals at random time intervals), and the servicing of "cus:.. 
I · -6 tomers may also be a random process. 
6 
rrival rates and service times may, of course, be uniform. 
If so he queuing situation is fairly easy to analyze. Uniform ar-
rivals and service times are not likely to be encountered in 
mainte ance. 
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I there are costs associated with waiting in line, and if ther~ 
are co ts of adding more service facilities, the objective is to min!-
mize t e cost of waiting and the cost of providing service facilities 
and pe This is precisely the objective as previously outlined 
for th s decision setting (p. 95-96). In maintenance, the "customers" 
to be erviced are machines. "Arrivals" are the breakdowns or other 
demand for service such as preventive maintenance inspections and re-
quests mechanical services. The number of servicemen (maintenance 
person to be supplied is the variable of interest in the current 
decisi Computations lead to such measures as the expected 
number of machines waiting to be serviced or the expected waiting time 
of the arrivals. These measures can then be used in cost computations 
to det rmine the optimal number of servicemen which are to be pro-
vided. 
P and mechanical services are of such a nature that some control 
can be exercised over arrivals for service. This is not true, how-
ever, ith respect to breakdowns. Therefore, the main concern in 
employ ng queuing analysis is in terms of breakdown maintenance. The 
time o, breakdowns (one type of arrival) cannot be controlled. Arri> 
val, oj failure patterns, may be completely random for many service-
types stems. 7 Failure patterns give rise to queuing or waiting line 
system when they occur with some type of time distribution. Even 
though the failures are randomly distributed, their average can be 
calcul ted if a long enough time period is used. 
7 he arrival rate, or as it is referred to in the maintenance 
contex, the failure~ represents the average rate at which break-
downs ccur and require service. 
vicing time may also be randomly distributed. For a given 
10;0 
I 
i 
I 
I 
situati n, or type of repair, a machine may be repaired in ten minute!s 
on one ccasion, while the next repair may require two hours. Again, 
the data are available, the servid.ng rate (rate at which 
nee personnel can handle the demands for repair) can be deter-
d expressed as an average rate per unit of time. 
Waiting systems vary according to their chara::::teristics. Wagner 
(85, p. 837-875) discusses these characteristics and how they may vary 
from o e system to another. The more important of these 'characteris-
tics, summarized in terms of their relationship to maintenance 
include: 
(1) The number of servicing units--variation exists in 
e number of maintenance personnel (and other maintenance 
cilities) that may be available to service failed equipment. 
there is more than one server available, a multiple-service 
c annel system exists. If a failed item must be serviced by 
to or more servers in sequence, the system is multiple-phase. 
(2) The distribution of arrival times--failures may 
a fairly predictable fashion or may follow a completely 
(3) The queue discipline, or the manner in which failed 
chines are to be serviced. In many queuing situations service 
i on a first-come, first-served basis. For similar machines 
p rforming the same function, this may be true in maintenance; 
hdwever, it is more frequently the case that maintenance personnel 
a e assigned to service failed equipment based on priorities re-
c gnizing the urgency of the servicing required. Priorities are 
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g nerally based on the critical nature of the equipment and thei 
c sts of downtime. One aspect of the queue discipline which is 
t generally encountered in maintenance is the situation where· 
arrival chooses not to join the queue because it is too long. 
though, the situation may occur where management decides to 
s nd a failed item outside the plant for service because internal 
p rsonnel cannot get to it quickly enough. 
(4) The size of the population to be serviced. In many 
q euing situations the population is infinite (e.g., customers to 
b serviced by a gasoline station). Mathematical analysis is 
g nerally simplified if an infinite population can be assumed. 
Sch an assumption may be feasible in maintenance where the 
pulation of machines to be serviced is quite large. If the 
pulation is small, the mathematical analysis is more complex 
cause the size of the waiting line materially affects the 
rate. 
(5) The distribution of times required to perform the 
intenance service. 
though a number of different patterns for arrivals and service 
quirements may occur in practice, it is commonly assumed in 
ations of applications of queuing theory to maintenance prob-
at both failures and service-times follow a random pattern (41, 
p. 409) (34, p. 251) (82, p. 405). 
A random pattern of failures, where the number of potential fail-
ures quite large and each is independent of the others can be 
depict d by curves such as those shown in Figure 11. 
f(t) 
5 
(tile 
int rval 
bet een 3 A = 5 
sue essive 
fai ures) 
2 
1 2 
1 2 3 4 5 t 
S urce: Adapted from Harvey M. Wagner, Principles of Operations 
Research, Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969. 
F gure 11. Exponential Failure Distribution f(t) = Ae-At. 
en the failure pattern is random, it simply means that the 
lity of a failure in the next time period is independent of t~e 
e last failure occurred. As indicated by Wagner, when failures 
are as urned to be exponential, the number of failures in any given 
time p riod n is a random variable which follows the Poisson distri-
bution one of the most common distributions in probability theory. 
e Probability distribution of the number of failures n in any 
interv 1 of length Tis Poisson (85, p. 846): 
for n = 1, 2, ••• 
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were, 
A= failure rate per unit of time 
e = 2.718, the base of the natural logarithm 
1/A =meantime between failures 
Combin ng A and T by multiplication yields the expected number of 
failur sin any time period t. For example, if A= 3 (the average 
number of failures per day) and T = one week, then the average number 
of faijures per 7-day interval is 3 • 7 = 21. ·Also, 1/A represents 
the men time between failures, which in this case is 1/3 of a day 
(that s, one failure on the average every eight hours). 
R ndom service times also follow the Poisson distribution with a 
mean rte per unit of time ofµ (as commonly designated). If the unit 
of tim Tis 8 hours andµ is equal to 4 services or completed repairs, 
then t e average service time 1/µ is 2 hours or T/4. 
A indicated earlier, the characteristics of waiting line systems 
vary c nsiderably. In general, however, the variables of interest in-
elude: (1) the probability distribution of the number of units in the 
system and their waiting times, (2) the probability of all the mainte-
nance ervers being occupied or idle, (3) the probability distribution 
for th length of the idle and busy periods for each maintenance work-
er, an (4) the probability that the queue will exceed a specified 
length (85, p. 842). As necessary, then, formulas must be developed 
that w 11 adequately describe the characteristics of the waiting line 
8 
system 
8 or the mathematical development of such formulas, see Bierman, 
et al. (10, p. 348-351), Johnson, et al. (41, p. 411-414), and Wagner 
(85, p 841-875). 
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To illustrate the application of mathematical analysis to a 
I 
waiting line problem and to integrate the previous discussion in terms 
gle illustration, an example developed by Reed (70, p. 169) is 
d. 
d gives an example of a simple type of waiting line problem 
(the e complicated the problem the less likely it will be amenable 
t solution by mathematical analysis). The assumptions under-
ed's illustration are: 
(1) Equipment failure follows a Poisson distribution with a 
mean failure rate A, 
(2) Machines are serviced on a FIFO basis. 
(3) Servicing time by a fixed crew is a random variable z, 
following a negative exponential distribution such that 
g(z) -µz = µe , z > 0 
andµ is the average rate of service. 
G en that there are N machines and k service crews, Reed uses 
the following formulas to make his probabilistic calculations: 
(1) The probability of no machines waiting for or being 
serviced in an interval tis; 
N 
Po= 1 - L fn. 
· n=l 
() The probability of n machines in the queue or being 
serviced is: 
NI p =------
n nl (N - n) o < n < k 
N! Pn = ~~~~~~~~~~ 
(N - n)! k! k(n-k) ( ~ r p , 0 k < n < N. 
() The expected number of machines in the queue or being 
serviced is: 
E(n) 
N 
=I 
n=o 
np • 
n 
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Te expected hourly cost of downtime, Cd, is E(n) times the cost 
per ho' r of downtime per machine; the hourly cost of maintenance per-
sonnel C, is k times the hourly maintenance labor rate times the 
m 
number of men in the crew; hence, total cost, TC equals Cd+ Cm. The 
optimu number of crews, k*, to serve N machines is that number which 
minimi es TC. Assuming six machines, a mean service rate of µ for one 
mainte ance man, A/µ= .1, Cd= $32, and Cm 
las yi ld: 
$5 per hour, the formu-
n 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE III 
PROBABILISTIC CALCULATIONS FOR EXPECTED NUMBER OF 
MACHINES WAITING FOR OR BEING SERVICED 
p p p 
n n n 
k+;,, 1 k = 2 k = 3 
------------
0.4845 0.5688 0.5702 
------------
0.2907 0.3413 0.3421 
------------
0.1454 0.0853 0.0855 
------------
0.0582 0.0028 0.0011 
------------
0.0175 0.0013 0.0001 
------------
0.0035 0.0003 0.0001 
------------
0.0003 0.0001 0 
+ k rep esents the number of maintenance men 
Source Ruddell Reed, Jr., Plant Location, Layout, and Maintenance. 
Homewood: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1967, p. 170. 
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To dete mine the expected number of machines waiting for or being ser-
' I
I 
viced requires. the use of formula (3) on the preceding page. For 
example, fork= 2, E(n) = 1(.3413) + 2(.0853) + 3(.0028) + 4(.0013) + 
5(.000) + 6(.0001) = .5276. Therefore, TC= Cd+ Cm= .5276 ($32) + 
2($5) - $26.88 per hour. Similar computations fork= 1 and k = 3 
yield J28.85 and $31.55 per hour respectively, indicating that the op-
timum dumber of maintenance men is 2. 
A mentioned, the case described above involves several limiting 
assump ions and applies only in the simplest sort of waiting line situ-
ation. It involves, as do many maintenance problems, a special case, 
The aslumption of random arrivals for service, given that there are a 
very s all number of machines in the population complicates the proba-
bilistlc calculations even in this simple case. Such calculations 
becomejextremely cumbersome even using a computer when there is a I 
large but finite) number of machines to be serviced. This is due to 
I the fart that anytime the source population is finite, then the rate' 
of arr vals must decrease as the number of machines in the system 
(i.e., either waiting or being serviced) grows (41, p. 407). When the 
number of calls for service is limited due to there being a small 
I 
number of machines in the population to be served, there are no well!.. 
i 
definer general expressions for Cd, the cost of service failure, or,' 
altern tively, the waiting line cost which is a function of the calls 
for vice and the distribution of their service times. If the num-
her machines in the population is quite large, it may be feasibl~ 
lop the mathematical analysis as though the population were 
e. Otherwise, the task of determining Cd is extremely complex. 
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Red's model, as well as more complicated models illustrated by 
others are useful in many cases because, although containing restric~ 
tive assumptions, they can be used to provide approximate quantitative 
informI\tion and some :ualitative information about the behavior of 
more c mp.lex systems. 
I Ii any situation where mathematical analysis is employed, the 
~ characteristics (e.g., the average number of machines in the 
systemj the average waiting time, the probability that all service men 
are ocJupied, the order of service, number of service channels, etc.) 
must b, carefully specified or approximated. Observations should be 
made to\ assure that the model conforms reasonably well to any assump-
tions bout arrival and service-time distributions. If the arrival 
and ser ice rates are not consistent with standard statistical distri-
butions, or the queuing problem is otherwise so complex as to make 
mathema1ical evaluation via equations extremely difficult, then it may 
be desikable to employ simulation analysis, using Monte Carlo tech-
niques,\ as discussed earlier, in the replacement decision setting. 
Be1ore summarizing the information requirements for the crew size 
decisioI\, the simulation approach is outlined briefly. 
Fo some waiting line problems, a mathematical model may be too 
complex or no mathematical algorithm may exist. In such cases, it may 
9Ijlustrations of the application of mathematical analysis to 
several types of queuing situations are given by Wagner (85, p. A59-
A73), T:itmms and Pohlen (82, p. 407-408), Hapeman (35, p. 248-250), and 
Morse ( 0, p. 157-174). These situations include (1) single machine, 
single hannel (repair crew), (2) multiple machines, single channel, 
(3) mul iple machines, multiple channels, etc. In general, the situ-
ations ·11ustrated are based on assumptions of first-in, first-out 
service and exponential distribution of arrival and service times. 
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be fea ible to formulate the relationships that characterize the prob-
lem so that the system's performance can be simulated with a model. 
Timms 181, p. 105) suggests that the most wide-spr~ad decision systems 
that h ve been modeled and run as computer simulations are those in-! 
' i 
queuing situations. Concerning maintenance in particular, h! 
I 
refers to a United Airlines project, begun in 1954, to simulate the ; 
"opera ion of the entire maintenance situation" at one of United Air-
lines' stations. In terms of the MDS, simulation, generally by the 
Monte arlo technique, has been employed for deter1nining optimal re-
pair-r placement policies, for scheduling maintenance, for determining 
crews ze, and for management of maintenance materials inventories. 
rl discussing the application of mathematical analysis of a 
queuinl model for crew size decisions, it was indicated that such an 1 l i analys s was feasible only in relatively simple situations. The furr 
ther r moved a problem is from the one-machine, one-crew situation, I 
and frlm restrictive assumptions about the pri6rity of service, the' 
size o the population to be serviced, and the distribution patterns 
of fai ure and service times, the less likely it is that a determinis-
tic mathematical model can be employed. 
vlrgin (84, p. 57) asserts that non-trivial maintenance proble~ 
have nlver been considered within a queuing environment. He lists the 
followtng barriers to building such a queuing model: , 
F rst, two types of arrivals occur. Arrival times for 
[ cheduled] maintenance are constance, requiring infinite 
p ase Erlang distributions while breakdown arrivals would 
r quire an entirely different Erlang distribution. Second, 
s nee the number of machines (the arrival population) is 
f nite, each machine must be identified with an individual 
arrival channel. Third, priorities in the service channel 
m st be established for either preventive maintenance or, 
r pair. Fourth, switching from the preventive maintenance 
i 
I 
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ting line to the repair line will occur if machines 
kept operating after the scheduled maintenance period 
n the maintenance crew is busy on other units. Con-. 
si ering all of these factors, it does not appear that 
mathematical analysis of such a queuing model is possibl_e 
until considerable advances in queuing theory emerge. 
I 
I: spite of Vergin's position with regard to approaching the 
queuin, problem, there is considerable support for the use of mathe-
matica~ analysis via queuing models as indicated earlier on page 101 
Such mldels, even though they involve restrictive assumptions, can 
providj information about the behavior of complex systems that will 
lead t1 better maintenance decisions than might be achieved using a 
"seat-of-the-pants" approach. 
sJmulation models can be effectively utilized in situations where 
the diJtribution of arrival and service times does not comply with one 
of the standard forms for which analytical solutions have been devel~ 
I 
I 
1 
oped. It can also be used for systems requiring special sequencing 
I 
of service operations and for systems where priority of service is as-
! 
signed on t.he basis of some decision rule. 
E amples of maintenance simulation by the Monte Carol technique 
are gi en by Hoffman (34, p. 239-243), Reed (70, p. 175-179) and Ver-
gin (8 ). Of these, Vergin presents the most complex model. His 
simula,ion mqdel deals with a multi-machine maintenance-repair model 
and is aimed at determination of both optimal crew size and optimal ' 
mainte~ce scheduling. 
1tvergin points out that computational procedures have been 
develo,ed and may be found in the literature for several failure 
distri,utions including the normal, gamma, Weibull and Erlang 
distri,utions. 
I 
ulo 
R ther than describe the simulation method for determining opti; 
mum er 
I 
detail, it is noted here that the minimum requirements 
are distributional data of the affecting 
i 
If studies are made of the~-
tribut on of times between failures and of the distribution of times I 
I 
! 
requir d for service, then the Monte Carlo process can be employed td 
take rJndom draws from these known distributions, thus generating a ! 
histor]I of arrivals and service times in the same proportion as thes~ 
events occur in the actual distributions. Having generated the arrif 
val an service times by the Monte Carlo process, the operation of the 
system can be simulated for some selected period of time, say, 10,000 
hours. Basically, this involves moving arrivals (failures or PM in-
specti ns) into the system, determining when they are serviced, and 
recordfng the characteristics of the system that are of concern (i.e,, 
idle ol waiting time of the failed machines, idle time of maintenance 
men, ajd the length of the waiting line). 
Tme information requirements of this decision setting are basi-
l ' 
cally rhe same under either the mathematical analysis or the simulation 
approalh to solution of a given problem. Because of the wide variety 
of maiftenance systems and work situations that may be encountered, 
only tie general information requirements associated with the manpower 
level rlecision can be listed. These include: 
() Dates of failure or breakdown for each machine and dates 
of preventive maintenance activity. 
(,) Time required to return the machine to service after each 
failure or PM activity. 
on a 
so. 
1 1 
() Costs of maintenance service for each failure or PM 
activity. This may include some fixed element of cost 
of providing the service plus variable costs associated 
with the utilization of different numbers of maintenance 
men. 
() Costs of service failure. Essentially, this is the cost 
of waiting for service, the downtime cost in terms of 
lost production, idle time of operators, etc. 
The accounting system should be designed to accumulate and recofd 
clntinuing basis the data listed above if it is feasible to do! 
Tle costs must be classified in a manner suited to the decision 
models presented above. Fixed and variable costs must be identified 
(for i ems such as lubricating oils, replacing worn 
cost of a PM event 
I 
components, etc.') 
and re orded separately. For example, the variable 
or the variable costs of a breakdown event (including the average cost 
of material destroyed because of the breakdown), rather than just the 
total ost of the event should be available in the accounting record.s, 
ain, some of the data requirements may not be routinely accumu-
lated ·n the accounts. In the case of downtime costs, calculations 
can be made to determine the incremental profit for the output of the 
machine expressed as, say, X dollars per hour of productive running: 
time. 
~e cost inputs listed in items (c) and (d) are necessary to 
deteriine the total costs associated with a given crew size. Items 1 
~J i (a) ajd (b) above enable the determination of the failure distribut~on 
and tHe mean time between failures, and the service-time distributions I 
I 
as we 1 as the average service time. The distributions may conform[to 
I 
ll!2 
I 
! 
a math matically expressible distribution curve, such as the exponen~ 
tial, r they may not. In the latter case, simulation, as opposed to 
mathe tical analysis will ordinarily by the preferable approach. 
nal information may, of course, be required in a given case. 
For in tance, some maintenance work may have to be performed in a 
specif ed sequence or on the basis of established priorities (to be 
discuslled in a later section). 
D termination of maintenance manpower levels and specific crew 
sizes Ijs a management control decision. The costs involved are managed 
costs. Although quantitative models have been presented as a means of 
provid ng information to management to aid them in making manpower de-
~isiont, the models are not deterministic. The decisions are quite 
subjec ive; the optimum relationship between inputs and outputs cann~t 
i be spe ified. Emphasis is on both planning and control. Secondary,! 
rather than primary measures predominate and these are derived from' 
both r gular, sunnnary reports and from special cos.t studies and re-
ports. 
Tie interrelationships of the manpower decision with other main~ 
tenance and production decisions should be reemphasized at this poin~. 
i The si e and composition of the maintenance force depends on the total 
demand for maintenance service. The demand for maintenance services 
varies however, depending on the decisions of management with respe,ct 
i 
to bre kdown vs. preventive maintenance, preventive maintenance sched-
uling, and provision of mechanical services. These decisions have 
been c nsidered in previous sections of this chapter. Other decision 
settin[ s (see Figure 8, p. 66) yet to be examined also have an impact 
on man ower levels. I Use of contract or external maintenance person~el 
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the maintenance force requirement. The effectiveness and 
of job planning and scheduling also has a significant eff~ct 
ower levels and costs. 
Use of Contract Versus Use of Com an Personnel 
C osely related to the determination of optimal crew size is the • i 
decisi n concerning the use of internal or external maintenance per-: 
sonnel Mentioned earlier in the discussion of provision of mechanital I 
' 
servic s, this decision generally is made with respect to specific 
maintelance activities. It is unlikely that the large industrial pl~nt 
will f nd that it is either economical or practical to try to get by• ! 
with n permanent in-plant maintenance force. At the same time, it 
may no be desirable to follow a policy of using only internal perso~-
nel. the goal of maintenance management is to provide required 
I 
servic sat the lowest cost. In order to meet this objective, use of i 
I 
a combination of internal and external maintenance personnel may proYe 
most ehonomical. 
. clrtain uncontrollable factors may restrict manageme:nt in this 
decisiln setting. For example, they may simply have no alternative 
such 
the 
the 
area. 
use e 
spect to the use of contract personnel due to the fact that 
rsonnel are not av.ailable. This may be true with respect to 
personnel in general or it may apply only to ! 
ilability of specific types of services or skills in the locJl 
agreements may also limit management in their freedom Jo 
personnel. However, given that such an alternative doJs 
generally make separate evaluations in terms iOf 
indiv·dual projects or types of maintenance activities and the type 
i 
I 
1114 
I 
and am unt of maintenance skill involved. In any case, the costs 
associ ted with each alternative should be identified, gathered, andl 
I 
zed before the decision can be made. 
the discussion of manpower levels in the preceding section, it 
was urned that optimal cre'W sizes were determined based on analysis 
r costs associated with use of internal personnel. Costs de-
rived from this type of analysis must still be compared with costs oif 
having the service provided externally. 
nerally, the differential cost of labor will be the most criti-
cal the accounting information requirements--assuming 
negoti tions pertain to a continuous contract--of this decision in-
elude the following: 
(a) Costs of internal maintenance labor, including both direct 
and indirect costs. Wage rates, 
record-keeping costs, additional 
general clerical, etc.), and the 
mination of this cost element. 
I 
fringe benefits, additio~al 
! 
I 
support personnel (plannirs, 
I 
like enter into the dete:ir-
Only costs which will differ 
between the alternatives should be considered. If mainte~ 
nance supervision will be the same for both in-plant or 
external servicing then such costs are not relevant to 
analysis. 
lb) The differential costs of maintenance materials inventoriis, 
i 
tools, and construction equipment. If contract maintenan~e 
is used, the firm may be able to reduce its investment in 
spare parts inventories and eliminate the associated handling 
! 
i 
and ordering costs; the investment in tools may be less be-
cause the contractor supplies his own tools; expenditures 
I 
I 
1b 
for construction equipment may be reduced if, say, the 
contractor provides the equipment on a rental basis. 
Differential costs of downtime. Use of external personneL 
may involve more delay in initiating repair following a 
breakdown. On the other hand, total downtime may be mini-
mized by use of contract maintenance if the contractor can 
supply extra men on an around-the-clock basis if necessary. 
Obsolescence costs. Reed (70, p. 156) describes the cir-
cumstances under which this particular type of cost must 
be considered: 
With certain equipment (particularly data processing 
equipment) rental and service are often combined in 
a single contract. If the equipment is purchased not: 
only must the normal costs of owning and maintaining ! 
the equipment be compared to the rental and service 
cost, but consideration must be given to the proba-
bility of improved equipment becoming available 
which should be secured (but if secured would result 
in a significant loss on the present equipment). 
One method of allowing for this is to estimate the 
probable loss if present equipment is obsoleted and 
multiply this by the estimated probability of ob~o-
lescence in any year as the estimate of that year's 
cost of ownership due to the risk of o.bsolescence. 
Costs of deferred maintenance due to differences in flexi-. 
bility of maintenance scheduling. If a firm has a fixed 
I 
number of maintenance personnel, it may be impossible, say:, 
i 
I 
to follow an "optimal" PM schedule because the required nu\n-
. I 
her of men is not available at the time a particular shutdown 
I 
and PM repair should be performed. Deferring the PM activity 
increases the probability of a breakdown and incurrence of 
costs in excess of those which would have otherwise been ex-
perienced. Under contract maintenance, the necessary number 
1 6 
and type of craftsmen can perhaps be supplied on demand, 
scheduling is more flexible, and costs of deferring mainte~ 
nance work may be avoided. 
Te cost elements mentioned above, when compared with the costs 
to be ncurred under the contract provisions, provide management with 
a majol informational input on which to base their decision. 
Tlis is a management control decision characterized by subjective 
estimates of costs and subjective judgements concerning qualitative 
factorl, such as the impact of the decision to use contract mainte-
nance on the morale of the in-p+ant force. The emphasis is on both 
planni g and control. From an accounting standpoint, the cost infor ... 
mation outlined above must be provided by means of special reports 
based ,n studies and analyses of the costs relevant to each specific 
decisiln. Some of the basic data exists in the historical records. i 
I . . : 
For instance, hourly wage rates and fringe benefits of in-plant per-! 
sonnel enter into the decision. This information, appropriately 
I 
I 
modified for known or anticipated changes, combined with managerial 
estimarl e~ of personnel reductions to be achieved through use of con-
tract intenance contributes to development of the costs referred to 
in it, (a). 
Most of the cost information, however, is not routinely accumu-1 
l , I Records of downtime costs and cost~ lated !n the accounting records. 
of def ~ring maintenance are seldom maintained. Such costs, along 
with t e costs of obsolescence, are difficult to quantify. In any ! 
he management accountant should be aware of the fact that this case, 
is ad cision which rests upon an analysis of certain differential 
co~ts nd he should be able to identify and develop these costs. He 
1 7 
will, r course, have to rely on managerial estimates of the magni-
tudes f certain changes under a given alternative and be able to 
expres the effect of such changes in terms of costs. 
Orher qualitative factors will be considered by management in 
reaching a final decision. The problem of the effect on morale of the 
and 
best 
force was mentioned earlier. Also, management may be con-
about the proper motivation and effective utilization of 
t maintenance workers (65). 
of Job Priorities Plannin 
plant has available only a limited amount of maintenance re-
These resources must be allocated among numerous demands for 
Management must have some means of assigning priorities tq 
I 
s for maintenance work in order to allocate their maintenance 
I 
' 
es (men, materials, tools, and equipment) in such a way as to, 
cilitate plant operation and to do so at minimal overall cos~. 
iorities for maintenance work may be assigned by production, by 
ance, or by consultation between the two (49) (63) (65)., The 
topic f priority determination has received relatively little atteri-
tion the literature. It is discussed to some extent by Newbrough 
(66, p. 299-318) and Harding (32, p. 37-38), but the approach observed 
I 
in most published materials on the subject is to assume the existende 
of pri rities without giving consideration to how such priorities 
should be established. 
cost 
I 
management control decision which requires individual! 
The decision is also influenced by subjective consi-
ns such as safety factors. 
rding presents the following formula for calculating the 
ing priority of a machine (32, p. 37): 
SP= PP(PD - !OH)+ DT(IPW + OC) 
Where: SP = Scheduling priority 
PP = Product Profit (incremental contribution 
to earnings) 
PD = Product demand 
!OH = Inventory on hand 
DT = Down time (required for the overhaul) 
!PW = Idle production workers (hourly basis) 
oc = Overhaul cost (on an hourly basis, craftsmen 
and material cost) 
H describes this scheduling priority as giving the relative 
value rf each machine--the higher this value, the higher the prioritr· 
Assumirg that tools, parts, and materials are available for, say, atiy 
I 
I 
two ta ks being considered, work will be authorized first on the I 
I . . I 
machine having highest priority. Harding also discusses the situation 
where t machine breaks down, and the decision must be made to deter-
mine if a maintenance job already in progress should be interrupted in 
order lo work on the breakdown, or whether the breakdown should just; 
be plaled in the schedule according to its priority. This particular 
decisiln requires a comparison of the scheduling priority (as calcu-
lated y the preceding formula) of the down machine with costs incurfed 
i 
in sto, ping work on the machine currently being serviced or repaired[. 
The la,ter cost is calculated as follows (32, p. 38): I 
DCEBI = PPMUC (PD - !OH) - PPMBO (DR + DTMUC + 2TBT) + (IPW) 
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Where: PPMUC = Product profit (incremental contribution 
to earnings of machine under consideration) 
PD= Product demand 
IOH = Inventory on hand 
PPMBO =·Product profit of machine being overhauled 
DR= Down time remaining (on equipment being 
interrupted) 
DTMUC = Estimated down time of machine under 
consideration 
TBT = Time to break off work on the equipment 
being overhauled and transfer the men, • 
materials and tools to t·!:te breakdown equip:.. 
ment 
IPW = Idle production worker (cost. of equipment 
being interrupted) 
I the downtime cost (or scheduling priority) of the equipment 
broken down exceeds the cost associated with interruption of the in-
progress work, then the job being worked on should be discontinued in 
order o assign men, materials, tools, etc., to work on the breakdowp. 
item. 
N wbrough describes a quantitative ranking index for maintenance 
expenditures (RIME) derived from computing numerical values for (1) I 
I 
each p ece of equipment or unit in the organization and (2) each mai~-
' 
tenanc job or project to be done. 
E ch machine or unit is ranked on the basis of three factors: 
(1) pe cent utilization, (2) percent profitability, and (3) a process 
factor based on how much other equipment is affected by downtime on 
the itjm under consideration. The percent utilization factor is based 
on the assumption that the more an item of equipment runs the more ih-
i 
portan it is. Percent profitability is the item's incremental I 
contri,ution to profit expressed as a percentage of total plant pro+t 
dollar. The process factor is included to make sure that the ranki~g 
index akes into account possible downtime on other equipment. 
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I 
e relative ranking of each job or project is determined by 
rating: 
(1) deferred maintenance cost increases 
(2) lost-production costs 
(3) excess labor cost 
(4) quality cost 
(5) safety factors 
factors obtained by ranking the equipment and the pro-
multiplied together to get the RIME index which sets the 
for maintenance jobs. 
decision techniques described above are but two of many pos-
sible pproaches to the assignment of priorities to maintenance 
demand • Any approach must take into account as a basic determinanti, 
the dot"I time cost per hour connected with each maintenance job. This 
cost h s been discussed previously; its main components are the cost: 
,, 
of los production and costs of idle time for production workers. 
I 
f deferring maintenance may also be an important factor. The 
ng costs should be developed as they pertain to each type of 
ance request so that appropriate priorities may be established. 
other factor is the time required to complete the maintenanc~ 
job. onsider, as a simple example, the situation where machines A! 
and B reak down at approximately the same time. Repair of either i 
I 
l 
requires the same number of maintenance men and the same 1 
l 
! 
are involved. Downtime cost per hour of machine A is $600 arid 
I 
for B, it is $1,000. The expected repair time is six hours ! 
I 
' 
for ma hine A, 20 hours for machine B. Management must decide which 
1- i 
machin~ to repair first. Based solely on comparison of downtime co~ts 
1!21 
I 
! 
r, machine B should be repaired first. However, given the d~s-
in repair times, machine A should be repaired first because 
this uld result in additional downtime costs of only $6,000 (6 hours 
at $1,000 per hour) over what will be experienced an~.ray. If machine 
Bis repaired first, then machine A will be idle for 26 hours rather 
than six hours. The additional 20 hours of downtime results in addi-
tional downtime costs of $12,000 (20 hours at $600 per hour). 
Proper planning and scheduling of maintenance activities are 
vital! important to the control of maintenance costs. Since mainte-
nance resources are limited, they must be used efficiently to attairt 
the desired level of service at least cost. 
Since planning and scheduling of maintenance activities rely 
on information requirements which are generated in response. 
r decisions discussed in this chapter, they are discussed on\y 
here. 
indicated in Chapter I, maintenance is commonly thought of as 
not being susceptible to planning and scheduling because demands for 
are unpredictable. It is true that a maintenance schedule 
cannot be followed with the same degree of precision as is achieved 
with production schedules, but a major portion of maintenance work can 
be planed and scheduled in a highly accurate fashion. Breakdowns, by 
definiltion, cannot be scheduled (although as has been pointed out, 
I 
their 
wns may occur in a predictable pattern). I Plans can be made for I 
i 
ccurrence, however, and management must take this into accountl 
I 
duling, in setting manpower levels, and in establishing inverl-
tory r1equirements for tools, spare parts, and other maintenance 
materi ls. 
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' 
Te work that can be planned and scheduled includes preventive 
ance, mechanical services, and major maintenance projects such 
al overhauls and turnarounds. The more work that can be planried 
and scheduled the more likely it is that manpower will be utilized ef-
fectivtly (less idle time, less "make-work"), and that materials stores 
controt will be improved. , 
Scheduling problems differ widely among plants and different types 
of schtduling problems will typically be ,encountered w:1.thin a single 
plant.I. A master schedule may exist for major maintenance projects 
planned during the year, while day-to~day schedules may be prepared 
for pu1poses of assigning men to specific jobs. 
prl erequisites for successful scheduling include ( 1) an effective 
work oder system, (2) an effective stores control system, and (3) ef-
fectivl manpower assignment control, including coordination of craft;s. 
Flr each job, scheduling will be facilitated if certain basic i 
data arl e routinely compiled for each item or equipment. These info)-
mation requirements include: 
(r) Equipment description, number, and location. 
(I) Planned or desired maintenance intervals. 
() Actual dates of inspections, PM, or overhaul. 
Estimated time for each maintenance task. 
Estimated time and sequence of each separate step in the 
performance of the maintenance task. 
Manpower requirements expressed in number of hours per 
classification. 
Priority of the machine. 
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' I 
heduling accuracy will also be increased by the employment of: i 
andards for those jobs where the development of engineered time 
ds is feasible. 
to accumulation by the accounting system of the in-
listed above, the management accountant should be capable of 
ng the maintenance manager through his familiarity with a nu~-
technical aids to scheduling, including Gan:tt charts, critical 
path panning (CPM or network analysis), and PERT/Cost. Such techni-
cal ai~s are not discussed here since they have received exhaustive 
treatllnt elsewhere in the literature (7) (41) (55) (80). 
Deter nation of O timal Maintenance Inventor 
Polici s 
I~ order to insure that maintenance activities can be carried qut 
in a wl,y that will facilitate the production functiOn, inventories ~f 
mainte[ance materials, tools, and spare parts kust be maintained. The 
costs ~ssociated with management of maintenance inventories are much 
the sare as those for raw materials or finished goods inventories. 
Manage~nt's objective in this decision setting is to minimize the to-
tal of two opposing types of costs--the cost of carrying plus the 
cost of not carrying adequate quantities of inventory. The topic ofi 
inventory management has received a great deal more attention in th~ 
! 
' 
ture than have many of the decision settings discussed previo~s-
this chapter. Although the literature mentioned is generally 
not d·rected specifically to maintenance inventory management, the 
I 
s of analysis are the same. A thorough coverage of these meth-
1 
available from numerous sources (34) (35) (36) (41) (55) (60j 
I 
I 
I 
(85), 
' I 
1~4 
I 
I 
i 
I 
nd will not be presented in detail here. However, the overall 
i 
I 
is summarized in the following pages prior to classificationj 
decision setting and specification of the accounting informa-! 
tion r quirements. 
mentioned above, management is basically concerned with mini~ 
the sum of two types of costs. The cost of carrying inventories 
typica ly includes the cost of capital, related taxes, incremental ih-
surancrl Costs, warehousing, ordering costs ( the latter consists of sut 
elemen s as the incremental cost of related cleric.11, receiving, andl 
handlilg activities along with such elements as th~ impact of quanti!ty 
discoults and freight differentials), and spoilage and obsolescence. 
The colt of not carrying adequate inventories includes costs of stock-
outs, fast sales and.customer goodwill, foregone quantity discounts, 
uneconomic production runs, and extra purchasing, handling, and tran:s-
1 1 portatli..on costs due to "rush" orders. These are the cost figures, I. 
then, I hich management should have available iµ. facing this decision; 
e problem boils down to answering two fundamental questions: 
How mu h to order? When to order? 
Tri answer the quantity question, the costs of ordering (;i.denti-) 
fied a ove as part of the carrying costs) must be balanced against the 
remainlng cost of carrying inventories at the necessary service leveil. 
Thus, ood inventory management attempts to m;inimize the total of I 
sets of costs. The methods employed to achieve this goal I these 
I 
vary f om the very crude "rule-of-thumb" approach to models of intei-
mediat sophistication to probabilistic models involving complex 
dynami programming algorithms such as those described by Wagner (851). 
· 1!25 
I 
al rule-of-thumb approach is illustrated by the following decli-
le: Wheri the inventory of a given item is down to what is I 
red a one month's supply, order a three months' supply. A morel 
I 
of int rm.ediate compleltity is the economic order quantity (EOQ) modell 
I 
I 
which s frequently found in use even though it involves a number of! 
' ' g assumptions about inventory demand, forecast errors, and t~e 
I 
I like ( 1) (55). The answer to the second question of when to order f 
I 
depend on the rate and variability of usage (demand), the replenish-I 
ment 1 ad time, and the desired level of service. These elements, 
when c in combination, lead to the establishment of the re-i 
I 
order oint (ROP). 
T e EOQ model may be of questionable validity because it assume;s, 
I 
among ther things, that (1) the rate of usage is known and constant, 
(2) pu chase price is independent of quantity purchased, (3) ordering 
of the product is independent of ordering other products, (4) lead 
time o replenishment time is known, and (5) capital resources are 
I 
unrest icted. . i Adjustments can be made in the model to allow for sitµ-
i 
I 
I 
ations where some of these assumptions are violated. For instance, 
the mo el can readily be expanded to allow for quantity discounts. I pn 
i 
the er hand, the EOQ model may be unworkable if ordering of the I 
I 
I 
can be gained by com'"" 
. I 
produc sis not independent (i.e., if economies 
bining orders for several products from the same supplier). Likewis~, 
in thi! situation, reorder points are not reached independently. 
I is readily apparent that the determina.tion of the optimum in 
vestme tin inventory can be quite complicated and it involves a gref1t 
I 
I 
deal o uncertainty. In practice, it is quite common to find a com-[ 
pany e ploying different inventory control methods for different 
item 
prove 
of th 
I 
~26 
I 
items. Since the method used to exe:c·cise control over an I 
I 
to' ! ust be economically feasible, more attention will be given 
1 of high value or critical items than to low value items. 
i 
~c 
is is a device for separation of inventory items for 
ng,. and control purposes. This concept reflects the 
I forecastj,.ng, 
I 
! 
need to i 
I 
er the dollar volume of individual inventory items in relatioJ 
dollar volume of total inventory. i Inventory management is im-
by varying attention and effort in relation to the importanc~ 
i 
I items in inventory. Importance is normally identified in te~ms 
of an ual usage and dollar volume. 
I he ABC inventory value classification is based on the fact th~t 
most ompanies have a distribution of annual dollar usage of inven-
torie items similar to that portrayed in Figure 12. Connnonly 10 to 
, I 
20 pe cent of the items in inventory account for 75 to 80 percent of 
. I 
the i vestment in inventory. These are the A items. fTohreon70
1
ype
1
r
0
cepnerl,-
or so of items falling in the C category may account 
i 
cent of the annual dollar usage. In this example, the remaining 10i 
I 
. I 
to 20 percent B items constitute 10 to 15 percent of the dollar valle 
of in entory. Since dollar volume is related directly to inventory: 
I 
i 
costs, potential savings are greatest in the A classification. Henqe, 
I 
i 
better inventory control procedures are used for this category, whi1e 
I 
inventory policies are used for C items since clos~ 
not so essential. l 
ere are, however, items that are functionally critical to opl 
s regardless of their cost. For instance, the lack of an 
I 
sive pump part, required infrequently, may cause significant I 
I 
losses in production. In control of maintenance inventories, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i27 
I 
impor ance is more likely to be identified in terms of stockout cosi 
I . I 
rathe. than high dollar volume of usage. Regardless of the criterion 
• . I 
I 
ford termining importance, the ABC categories'.defirte the items of I 
I 
i great st economic impact and indicate where varying control procedu~es 
may b appropriate. A simulation model may be used for critical items 
I 
while a simple "two-bin" system may be used for C items. 11 
80 
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ventory 
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S urce: Richard A. Johnson, William T. Newell, and Roger C. 
Vergin. Operations Management: A Systems Concept. 
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1972. 
Figure 12. ABC Inventory Classification System 
! 
1 
'The two-bin system is one in which predetermined quantities of 
a give stock item are placed in two separate bins. When one bin is 11 
emptie' and usage from the second bin is begun, a purchase order is 
writte for a new supply. The second bin contains a sufficient quan-
tity t allow for normal usage between the order and delivery date 
plus t e safety stock. 
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i 
I 
A, . mentioned at the beginning of the discussion of this decisiorl 
I 
I 
settin, management's objective is to minimize the sum of the costs of 
I 
carry!' g inventories plus the costs of not carrying adequate inven- I 
tories (subject to resource constraints and operating objectives). l 
! 
I 
review of the composition of these two costs as listed on page 124 re-
veals number of cost estimation problems. Among the costs of 
I 
I 
carryi g, the incremental costs of insurance, taxes, and warehousing 1 
. I 
1 
may be. estimated quite accurately. The cost of capital, or the costi 
I 
associ ted with the funds tied up in investment in inventory, is mort 
diffic lt to determine. This is an opportunity cost--some value mus~ 
be ass ciated with the lost opportunity of using the inventory funds; 
in oth r ways. The determination of this cost requires the use of 
I 
some i terest rate--generally either the current borrowing rate or t~e 
i 
expect d rate of return on investments. Obsolescence and deteriora-1 
I 
tion c sts, in addition to being difficult to estimate, may vary widely 
among ifferent items of inventory. Perhaps the most ill-defined c+t 
input s the cost of stockouts (a cost of not carrying adequate in- I 
: 
I 
ventor; ) , particularly where it is necessary to estimate lost sales 1 
and lo s of customer goodwill. For maintenance inventories, howeverl, 
I 
rticular cost may be more realistically determined than for 
goods inventories. Costs to be considered include costs of 
on the equipment involved, loss of labor productivity, cost 
of rusi orders, and the like. Additional complicating factors in this 
I 
setting are (1) many of the cost inputs are not available 
from t e accounting records, and (2) costs which are included in the1 
ing records and reports may not be properly classified for dei-
cision purposes. Among others, the accounting records will not refl~ct 
i 
I fag 
I I 
the 0 1 portunity cost of investments foregone because capital is tie4 
up in]inventory, the costs of stockouts, and the cost of foregone qu~n-
i 
tity iscounts. These costs must be estimated on the basis of special 
I 
studi, s and analyses. i 
I 
i 
osts derived from the accounting records may be misleading du¢ 
to th fact that accounting costs are develope:d for income determimi-
. ' ' 
tion nd reporting under generally accepted accounting principles. 
i 
I 
Costs developed for inventory management . I decisions require classifi1 
I 
catio differ from costs ~ollected fo~ external reporting~ F1r 
examp accounting records may reflect costs in the aggregate 
' 
while for decision purposes the cost should be classified into fixed 
and variable components. Many of the costs listed on page 124 are in-
' 
creme tal costs and, as 
i 
such, they may not be reflected .separately $n 
costs 
based 
will 
ounting records. Thus, total insurance, clerical and receiving 
I 
y be shown in the accounts, but for a single item, only the i 
I 
ntal insurance, clerical, and receiving costs are relevant t9 
n-making. Fixed costs., for instance, cannot be changed by a~ 
I ision; hence, they should be disregarded. The EOQ concept i~ 
I 
I pon marginal analysis, and the relevant costs are those whic~ 
of the EOQ decision. 
I 
I 
obtain the optimal quantity in terms of cost minimization, ~t 
I 
I 
I is ssary to minimize the total incremental cost. The equation j. 
which eads to the determination of total incremental costs (TIC) is: 
TIC = EOQ C + _lL S 
2 EOQ 
Where: EOQ = Economic order quantity 
C = Inventory carrying cost per unit per year 
R = Annual required units 
S - Procurement costs per order 
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I 
t> answer the question then, of how much to order--to determin4 
I 
Q--the first derivative of the TIC function is taken, set equa!l 
I solved for EOQ yielding: to ze 
EOQ (2~S) ~ 
s mentioned on page 125, this simple equation can be expanded [to 
I 
I 
allow for some situations which are not in accord with its limiting I 
assumptions. 
answer the question of when to order, information must be avsJil-
(1) the usage rate, (2) the variability of usage, (3) the I 
replen"shment lead time, (4) the variability of lead time, and (5) t~e 
levels of customer (or maintenance) service. 
' 
e reorder point is generally fixed at that amount which is t~e 
d usage during lead time plus the safety stock necessary to 
the variability of usage, lead time, and the desired level 
ance service. Historical records combined with expectations 
are ential in determining what this quantity should be. 
ROP models may have to be modi(ied to include pro-
I 
ail-
I 
01f 
I 
babili tic inputs in circumstances where there is considerable I 
I 
uncert inty. For spare parts inventories in particular, usage rates: 
may be so variable that the linearity assumption of the ROP model is: 
I 
I 
not re resentative of the physical system. Lead times may also be i 
subjec1 to significant variation. In such cases, it is useful to harl e 
I 
a freq, ency distribution of the occurrences with measures of-the mea 
and st
1 
ndard deviation. Records should therefore be maintained con-I 
I 
cernin the usage rates and lead times so that the probabilities 
associ ted with their occurrence can be determined. These probabilities 
1131 I 
Usi~lg would also be part of the required inputs for inventory control 
Monte,Carlo simulation (41, p. 52-58). I 
om the foregoing discussion, it is apparent that the informa-l 
quirements for inventory control decisions vary depending updn 
. ! 
histication of the decision model used. It is also character:-
istic · f this decision setting that most of the informational inputs! 
ed upon forecasts or are provided by means of special cost 
or analyses for individual items or classes of items. Speci!al 
I are required to develop the cost of carrying inventory, the 1 
I ordering, and the cost of stockouts. Components of these 
costs ere listed on page 124; problems associated with their estimar 
re discussed beginning on page 128. The management accountanit 
I 
' 
i should be prepared to make such cost studies as are necessary. Somer 
I 
of the inputs, such as forecasts of usage, must be obtained from oth!er 
I 
el. Other cost elements can be determined by analysis of the 
ing records. For example, the incremental insurance costs 
d with carrying additional quantities of an inventory item 
asi.. 
I 
cap 
I loped by analyzing the insurance account to see how costs be-[ 
I 
response to changes in the amounts (or dollar values) of I 
. I 
invent ries carried. Historical records should be kept in sufficienF 
I 
I 
detail to enable the development of the desired cost estimates. Forl 
I 
exampl, records should be maintained on quantities of spare parts, I 
anl d compon: nts, materials, and tools on hand along with their location 
costs,: quantities used and dates of usage, and quantities received 
along ith the dates ordered and dates received. The latter two itef18 
' I 
enable the analyst to determine the probability distributions of usage 
I 
rates nd lead times. 
ials, 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
1 inventory records must be constantly updated as parts, mate}-
1 
ools, etc., are issued and returned so that the status of each 
known. This is, of course, a king-size job and it is best I 
with an on-line computer system. Such records are essential: 
in ord r to: 
() Issue purchase requisitions as quickly as possible for all 
parts and materials not available in the quantity needed. 
Assure that tools, materials and spare parts availability fs 
coordinated with the work schedule. 
Notify management of downtime. losses due to not having 
materials available when needed for either scheduled or 
nonscheduled work. 
estt-
mates, an internal orientation, and emphasis on both planning and 
is decision setting, then, is characterized by subjective 
i 
I 
contro. The informational inputs are both historical and predictiv~, 
heavily on special cost studies. It falls within the manag~-and re y 
ment c; ntrol category of Anthony's decision framework. Once the i 
decisi ns have been made for a given item or class of items,. the I subt-
sequen activities~ such as reordering, become operational control 
decisi ns susceptible to a programmed approach according to the pro-
cedure and rules developed at the management control level. In oth~r 
words, as long as the system is monitored to detect the need for 
change: , a computerized system can be used not only to maintain quanr 
. I 
and to automatica~ly 
I 
tity r cords, but also to optimize inventory levels 
issue urchase orders at programmed reorder points. 
the 
or 
it 
each 
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Maintenance Cost Classification and Behavior 
tis commonly recognized that cost classifications which are 
le for costing products and for financial statement presentation 
I 
ten not appropriate for the decision needs of management. In• 
i 
terature on cost and managerial accounting, one finds repeated 
is on the need to distinguish costs based on whether they are'. 
!!able or uncontrollable; direct or indirect, fixed (capacity) 
I iable, joint or separable, etc. McFarland (57, p. 81) expresses 
. . I 
sway, "In order to plan and control the costs assigned to hiJ:\l, 
I 
I 
I 
anager needs to know the sources from which costs arise and hdw 
costs should behave in response to major independent variable!:!!." 
i 
i 
Consi eration of cost behavior patterns is as important for maintenapce 
I 
decis.ons as for production or other decisions. Although distinctidns 
s sort have been stressed at various points in the preceding I 
I 
analyses of maintenance decision settings, there are certain characi 
l 
teristics of maintenance costs that need to be specifically noted. I 
First, one of the major cost-influencing factors is the produci 
tion 1 vel of the plant and many costs are appropriately classified :as 
tain 
that 
off. 
or fixed depending on how they respond to changes in the i 
i 
I f output. Some maintenance costs may not behave in this same 
I 
, however, because of the tendency to postpone or defer cer- I 
I 
intenance activities, especially those which require shutdowJ 
pment, during periods of high production. It is not unlikelJ 
intenance costs in total will decline during peak production I 
and increase due to catch-up efforts when production slacks! 
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i 
alysis may reveal that, although total maintenance costs dropi 
! 
i 
a period of high production, some types of costs, such as PM ! 
I 
ions and "oµstream" repairs actually increase, but the increa(se 
than offset by the fact that shutdowns and overhaul of machi;-
e · deferred. It is useful to divide certain maintenance costs! 
I 
I 
to be ased on specific jobs rather than the level of plant output. i 
I 
i 
tance, replacement of failed items entails fixed costs (set-up 
I 
I 
., I 
costs), but other costs vary depending on the quantity of items to ole 
I 
Analysis of alternative policies (s~e discussion, p. 85-911) 
the optimal replacement policy requires that the fixed I 
i 
I 
cost components be distinguished.· The accounting syste~ 
should provide for appropriate classification and accumulation of sulch 
costs. 
S cond, because maintenance costs are illusive and benefits dif1 
I ficult to gauge accurately, they are conunonly thought of as fixed anr 
I 
uncont ollable costs. Many companies, in fact, rely entirely on 
fixed udgets for maintenance (63). As indicated in the previous 
sectio s of this chapter, maintenance costs are controllable and man~ 
I 
policy and an effective information system are the most i 
import nt determinants of maintenance cost-effectiveness. 12 
F nally, it is essential that decision-makers and management 
.ants be careful to take into account incremental (marginal) 
costs opportunity costs. The incremental costs may not be 
1 Finley (28, p. 86) estimates that as much as 70 percent of 
mainte ance costs are controllable costs, and can be reduced by man-
agemen without decreasing performance. 
I 
! 1~5 
I 
I 
obtaitj ble directly from the accounting records, while opportunity 
costs; enerally are not recorded at all. The management accountant 
be prepared to develop such costs when necessary. 
·, I 
Sunnnary 
is chapter has described the maintenance system, its interde-! 
ies with other systems, its goals, resources, and sub sys terns. i 
i 
I 
The ba ic maintenance decision system (depicted in Figure 8) was shof11 
I 
to con ist of a number of interrelated decisions which fall in the [ 
manage ent control classification of the Anthony decision framework.' 
Each d cision was analyzed in terms of (1) management's objectives iµ 
making the decision, (2) the decision variables, and (3) quantitativ~ 
I 
I 
::~:: nd::::::no:r:::::.analytical techniques suited to aid the mair-
1 
formation requirements were specified for the various decisioh 
1110dels and the role of the accounting system (and the manageme~t I 
I 
accoun ant) in providing such information was delineated. I 
I 
C apter V consists of a description of field studies of mainte-! 
I 
nance ctivities in selected petroleum refineries. The field studie:s 
I 
were c nducted by the writer in order to obtain a background knowledige 
of.ope ational maintenance systems. 
i 
I This background knowledge pro- I 
vided n essential base for researching the decision needs of 
mainte ance management. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF FIELD STUDIES OF SELECTED 
PETROLEUM REFINERIES 
Purpose of the Field Studies 
the previous chapter, the maintenance activity was describe~ 
in of .its goals, resources, and subsystems. The maintenance 
system was shown .to consist of several major interrelated 
settings. These decision settings were examined individualJly, 
giving consideration to management goais, decision variables and er~-
teria, and methods of analysis. Based upon this examination, the 
trial 
. I 
n settings were characterized in terms of the Anthony decisiqn 
I 
rk and the accounting information requirements of each decis~on 
were specified. I 
! 
I 
order for the writer to gain the necessary insight into indtjs-
i 
intenance activities, in-depth field studies were conducted 1at 
! 
I 
d petroleum refineries. The field studies served the followi~g 
I . 
They provided the researcher with a perspective of opera-
tional maintenance systems and their relation to the 
organization as a whole. 
They provided an exposure to current practices in mainte- I 
nance management and decision-making • 
136 
cant 
I 
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i 
They enabled the researcher to investigate the role of thel 
accounting system in facilitating the maintenance planning! 
and control functions. 
~ndicated in Chapter I (pages 10-11), petroleum refineries 
lected for use in the field studies because they have signifi: 
intenance costs, and they generally have substantial resource~ 
in coping with the maintenance problem. Hence, they can be 
d to have relatively well-developed and effective maintenance! 
s. Given the objectives of this research project, and the pu~-
' 
! 
poses f the field studies as listed above, a limited number of studtes 
I 
ctive maintenance management systems could reasonably be expe~-
make the maximum contribution to the research effort given the 
time ad resource constraints on the researcher. i 
the 
I 
this chapter, the maintenance management practices employed lin 
ineries are described. The purposes in doing so are: 
( ) 
I 
to describe, in terms of the major decision settings set [ 
I 
forth in the preceding chapter, the approaches to decisio11iL 
making which were observed in the refineries. 
! 
to indicate in particular the extent to which quantitativei 
! 
I 
decision models such as those discussed in Chapter IV werei 
being employed in the decision process. 
() to point out the types of information which were made 
available to maintenance management for the purpose of 
serving their decision needs, and the extent 
information coincides with that specified in the concept 
analyses in Chapter IV. 
I 
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(4) to note the role of the accounting system and the manageme;nt 
I 
accountant in supplying information to maintenance manage-I 
ment. 
i 
I 
i 
I 
attempt is made to evaluate on a comparative basis the I effi-1 
I 
I 
and effectiveness of the maintenance management of the 
ies studied. 
e following section sets forth the approach used in conducting 
I 
the fi ld studies. This is followed by a general description of thei 
ies included in the studies (i.e., their size pr productive 
capaci y, organization, etc.). Later sections describe the methods, 
used i making the types of management control decisions analyzed in: 
Chapte IV and depicted in Figure 8. Attention is directed in each 
case t the informational inputs employed in the decision context an~ 
how an by whom the information is supplied. 
Design of the Field Studies 
S udies were conducted at four petroleum refineries (each oper-
ated b a different company) in three different states. Telephone 
calls nd correspondence with company officials were used to obtain 
permis ion to conduct the field studies. The time spent in studying! 
I 
I 
ividual refineries varied from a maximum of approximately teni 
! 
days t a minimum of 
refine y studied due 
two days. The most time was spent in the firsd 
to the need for the researcher to gain familiarl 
ity wi h refinery operations, the refinery maintenance activity, and 
to str cture the field study procedure so that it could be conducted 
more e ficiently in other refineries. 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
~ refinery maintenance questionnaire (See Appendix A) was develt 
I 
oped ad used in the last three refineries studied. This questionna:ijre 
I 
! 
led out in advance of the visit to the refinery. Th • I e questl.0'1,-
naire as accompanied by a list of informational materials (see 
Append x A) which the refinery was requested to supply. In two case~, 
I 
some o these informational materials were mailed to the researcher in 
I 
advanc of the field visit. This facilitated the subsequent intervi~w 
proced re in that the writer was already familiar to some extent wit~ 
the re inery and its maintenance organization. 
' 
S bsequent to the first field study,·then, the following proce-f 
dure used in conducting the remaining studies: 
() Arrangements were made via correspondence and telephone 
calls to obtain permission to conduct the study and to set 
dates for the visit to the refinery. Company officials weke 
assured that information obtained would be treated as conft-
dential and that the research report would not identify f 
either the companies or the individuals participating in t~e 
I 
study in any way. 
() The refinery maintenance questionnaire and the list of in-I 
formational materials desired were mailed to either the I 
refinery manager or the mechanical superintendent at the 
refinery. I 
I ( ) The researcher requested that the informational materials be 
provided in advance of the field visit if possible. 
( 1) The researcher requested that an interview schedule be 
arranged with personnel in specified positions of responsi~ 
! 
bility in the maintenance, operations, and accounting 
excep 
blank 
divisions. Permission was requested to record the 
views on tape. 
• efinery officials were in all cases most coo'perative. 
) 
inter-
i 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
With f~w 
i 
ions, requested information was made available.: In some case~, 
I 
I 
copies of forms--cost reports or budgets, for example--were p~o~ 
vided, but for security reasons, reports detailing actual cost elemeµts 
I 
I 
and relationships were withheld. In any case, figures revealed in ~he 
following sections are in most cases approximations. Descriptive ort 
i 
I 
other: nformation which would tend to identify a specific refinery ~s 
General Description of the Refineries 
A indicated previously, four refineries were included in the 
field tudies. In the following sections, these refineries will be i 
referr d to as refineries A, B, C, and D. Selected comparative fig-1 
ures f' r the refineries are presented in Table IV. The refineries 1 
varied in size from a crude capacity of 100,000 to over 350,000 barrels 
per ca endar day. Total manpower varied from 755 to 2,160. The numt-
her of hourly maintenance employees ranged from 185 to 740 men. Thei 
percen age of maintenance hourly workers to total manpower was 21. 4%[, 
34.5%, 24.5%, and 34.3% for refineries A, B, C, ,and D respectively. I 
I 
Such p rcentages cannot be interpreted meaningfully, however, becaus~ 
I 
of var ations in the use of contract maintenance. Also, the mainte~l 
nance 
1
nit of one refinery serviced an adjacent chemical unit owned ly 
pany and ano,ther refinery made use of a "roving" maintenance , 
group hat serviced facilities other than those of the refinery 
I 
proper 
TABLE IV 
REFINERY CAPACITY AND MANPOWER DATA 
Total 
Crude Maintenance 
Capacity Total Hourly 
b/cd Manpower Manpower 
120,000 1,170 250 
150,000 1,275 440 
100,000 755 185 
350,00o+ 2,160 740 
Total 
i 
1~1 
Maintenancei 
Supervisory; 
Personnel ' 
60 
50 
45 
107 
Mainte ance Ob ectives and Or anization 
in 
contrast to the findings of the NAA study referred to in 
I, the refineries included in this study were found to have 
fined organizational responsibilities based on established 
ance objectives and policies. 
jectives for the maintenance activity as a whole were set forith 
I 
I 
ral terms only. Written objectives at this level were avail-[ 
three of the four refineries. To illustrate, a general ' i 
object·ve of refinery A was to maintain refinery units in a conditio~ 
e to fulfill refinery processing and safety goals. 
& finery D objectives included (1) max1m1z1ng the run-lengths of 
units,: (2) perfprming maintenance work in such a way as to meet pro-I 
I 
cess t"ming (getting gasoline, heating fuels, etc., when needed), and 
(3) ma ntaining safety standards. In connection with the foregoing 
I 
obj ec~ ves; refinery, D had establiahed goals based on the number of main-
1 I 
I I 
tenans men required to maintain -the _facilities investment. Charts were 
I 
I 
• • I 
a.vaila le indicating the number of men . required to maintain each $1,000,QOO 
of plat investment (corrected to dollars of a base year). During the 
I 
past f ve years, this refinery had achieved a reduction of approximately 
. . ' 
50 per ent (from 2.95 to 1.50) in the number of maintenance men re-
quired to maintain each million dollars of plant iuvestment. Theim~ 
provem nt goal was set at attaining a three percent reduction per year'; 
I 
Mainte ance cost goals for this refinery were to reduce maintenance~nd 
servic. s costs as a percent of plant investment. Charts indicated tnat 
during the past four years, this figure had been reduced from approxi-
mately 4.5% to 2.9%, while the plant investment (defined as the refin-
ery's vestment today expressed in terms of what the same facilities woald 
I 
I 
have c st in base year dollars) had increased \)y a,.pproximately fifte~n 
I 
I 
percen. An additional index was maintained on materials costs as al 
I 
percen of investment. Goals on each of these performance indices w~re 
they 
to do 
ed through 1976. Another refinery used similar indices, but : 
re based on unadjusted book value of plant investment. 
! 
one refinery~ the overall maintenance objective was simply "to tt\Y 
! 
e job to the best of our ability, and as economically as possible." 
finery and mechanical department organization charts were 
refineries. Figures 13 and 14 are examples of 
"repre entative" organization charts for a petroleum refinery and a 
petrol um refinery maintenance division, respectively. These charts 
are no directly identifiable with any of the refineries participati g 
in the field studies. They are presented to depict common organiza-
tional and authority relationships in petroleum refineries. 
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,!though some distinct differences were observed in the organil 
al patterns of the refineries, in no case did the mechanical 
division report to either the process division or to 
The same general pattern existed in all refineries in 
that .he mechanical superintendent reported to a general superinteni 
dent referred to variously as a plant superintendent, operations 
cupy 
area 
vices. 
will 
or facilities manager) who, in turn, reported to the refin1ry 
The process and mechanical superintendents appeared to oc-
same authority level in each refinery. 
the refineries were organized primarily by zone; refiq-
as organized by craft and did not use the philosophy of zone or 
terials stores management was under the jurisdiction of the I 
in refineries Band C. In refineries A and D, 
ls stores reported to an administrative manager or plant ser1 
I 
her differences in organizational patterns were observed, but 
t be discussed at this point. I 
itten job descriptions detailing the functions and responsib,-
of mechanical department supervisors were available in threejof 
r refineries. The descriptions ranged from very brief outli e 
nts listing principal functions to extensively detailed job 
tions such as the illustrative job description presented in 
Append'x B for the coordinator of planning and control at refinery B. 
itten policies and procedures to facilitate the planning and 
of maintenance costs exist in each refinery. Again, the 
on to detail varied significantly among refineries and with 
I 
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respe
1
t to the particular policy or procedure involved. Refinery A, 
fore ample, had developed a three page itemized procedure for the 
writi g of work orders. This form specified step-by-step the manne 
in which the work order is to be filled out (from the time originat Id 
until losed) and included an illustration. This procedure was sup: 
ed by (1) a four page policy statement regarding the procedu e 
for wr"ting work orders by priority assignment, (2) a policy statem~nt 
ng emergency maintenance procedures, and (3) inter-office cor~ 
ence letters regarding authorization and approval of work ordr1 rs 
er instructional details. 
i The Refinery Maintenance Decision System 
e purpose of this section is to describe the methods ~sed in l! 
ineries to plan and control maintenance costs. This 1s accoj 
plishe through a consideration of each of the· major decision settinlgs 
analy• din Chapter IV and depicted in Figure 8 (page 66) as constitr-
ting t e maintenance decision system. Since these are management I 
contro decisions requiring a great deal of subjectivity and judgmet, 
a vari. ty of approaches and attitudes were observed in connection wif h 
certai decisions. In other decision settings, however, a great dea 
of con istency in both approach and attitude was evident. As each 
decisi n setting is discussed the following questions will be consi-
! dered:I 
I 
c: ) What decision techniques or methods of analysis are 
employed? 
What informational inputs are available? 
the 
deal 
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twas apparent in each of the refineries participating in the 
that a strong emphasis was placed on having "quality" people in 
nagement and supervisory positions. As would be expected in 
decisions which require the exercise of a great 
f informed judgment, there was heavy reliance on individual I 
rial initiative, ability, experience, and "common sense." 
!though the role of the accounting system may be referred to 
I 
anally as each decision setting is considered, a later sectiol 
chapter sunnnarizes the extent to which the accounting system 
management accountant contributed to the maintenance decisi n 
process in the refineries. 
akdown Versus Preventive Maintenance 
1 refineries employed preventive maintenance to some degree to 
insure against mechanical breakdown. There was no uniform interpretr-
1 tion o what constitutes PM. In refinery B, PM was viewed as includfng 
those ctivities directly or indirectly intended to support the self~ 
insura ce program, prevent disaster and breakdown, prolong runs safe1y, 
diagno: e condition of equipment, minimize overhaul work on rotating1nd 
recipr eating equipment, and otherwise prolong equipment life. Thisl 
interp etation conforms rather closely to PM as defined for purposes 
of thi: study (p. 60-61). In refinery C, most of the foregoing were 
consid' red "routine" maintenance; they included under PM the work of 
only o e may who serviced heat exchangers, motors, pumps, and engines. 
l C ncerning the question of whether PM is appropriate for a parti-
e of equipment, only one refinery reported making a formal stu1y 
service"'."life distribution of an item of equipment in trying 
I . 
of 
at the answer to this question. This study concentrated on 
elect.ic motors and was incomplete at the time the writer conducted 
the 
ure 
e value of·such- studies was thoroughly discounted by two int 
while several others questioned on this point felt that su h 
might prove beneficial, but bad not been undertaken. An in-
n group in refinery A was responsible for making service life[ 
ions on equipment, but apparently such predictions were made jon 
is of physical inspections, vibration checks, and the like, 
than by calculating a service life distribution based on fail~ 
• es. 
en though not based on service-life studies, decisions had be~n 
I 
made t discontinue PM on certain types of equipment in refineries B 
and D. In refinery D, for example, the mechanical facilities head 
stated that they had simply become convinced that PM didn't pay off 
for pu,ps and motors. Replacement of bearings in 
on a r gular schedule had also been discontinued. 
rotating equipment[ 
One interviewee or-
served that bearings might be replaced and then burn out thirty mi.nuJes 
later. It was decided that if bearinga on a piece of rotating equipr 
ment hrd been performing well over some period of time, it was best fo 
leave jhe equipment alone and run the bearings and mechanical seals 
until• hey failed. This same refinery had also discontinued regular 
compre• sor overhauls. On compressors, they made a 4,000 hour cJieck 
and to. k action if necessary; some compressors had operated 100,000 
hours ithout requiring overhaul. Basically, these decisions were 
based n experience and judgment. 
I 
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efinery B had concluded that PM (in the sense of taking a 
Wasl motor out of service and rebuilding it) on small electric motors 
I econo ically unsound. They were quite concerned, however, about the 
I 
appro riate PM policy for, say, a 400 horsepower motor. When should 
I 
it be 
like?· 
break 
taken out of service, cleaned up, bearings replaced, and the 
When should money be spent on PM to prevent a more costly J own? In other words, management had decided that a regular 
! 
on electric motors depended on the size of the motor. For 
motors, it was appropriate and economical; for small motors, jt 
Their conclusions, then, were not in agreement with those lof 
I 
D's management. In this situation, a study of the service1 
life istribution of such motors should provide evidence as to whicJ 
better policy in terms of cost-effectiveness. 
: 
e second problem in this decision setting is to determine the 
optimal PM frequency. 
1 refineries studied employed some type of regular. PM sched-
rogram. Management did not, in any refinery, make use of a 
type of quantitatille analysis such as that described in Chapter 
IV (pa es 75-76). · No attempts were made to calculate service-life 
distri utions or determine the probability of failure in a given time 
asons given for not using formal techniques to determine opt~-
mal frequencies included the following: 
It is difficult to assess the value of such an approach. 
How do you know if the results obtained justify the use of 
the complicated decision model? 
: 2) 
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Refineries have too few identical pieces of equipment. Orie 
interviewee stated that, except for their reciprocating c1jm-
pressors, most of their equipment consisted of individual, 
tailor-made items.· 
3) An elaborate system is not that essential since it is de-
sirable to have flexibility in PM scheduling. PM can be 
shuffled around as needed to handle emergency work and 
balance workload. 
refinery C, one man was charged with the responsibility of 
PM schedules based on equipment history and with scrutinizitjg 
I 
the s hedule continually for needed adjustments. I 
n all refineries, the dominant practice was to set PM schedulJs 
based judgment, experience, and equipment history. Heavy relianie 
placed on analytical tools or devices such as vibration anJ-
1 
lyzers (rotating and reciprocating equipment), ultrasonic devices 
(chec ing metal thicknesses), X-ray inspection d,~vices, and tempera-
eeks on heat exchangers. · 
finery D has a strict PM program for turbines, mainly as a 
safety factor, and for equipment safety valves. Both-of these ite 
are on a computer updated system; computer reports are generated de~ 
when, for instance, safety valves on pumps and turbines nee, 
to be. aken off, checked, and replaced. I 
refinery A, the PM responsibility is shared by several grou s. 
The hine craft supervisor is responsible for scheduling PM on ge 
and pressers; refinery engineering compiles and keeps current 
schedules showing equipment frequency and type of lubricat·on 
to us~~ Industrial engineering prepares a schedule for checking 
( 
and the power distribution system, electric motors and 
are under a PM plan set by the instrument and electrical 
supervisors. In this refinery, PM carries a sufficient priority 
scheduling of maintenance people to perform the work. J 
ven though quantitative decision models were not employed to ny 
iable extent in the breakdown versus preventive maintenance dl-
setting, maintenance management in each refinery has a wealtJ
1 
of information with which to work. Ample computer facilities are 
and 
le for handling the needs of each refinery and each company Jas 
I people to assist the mechanical department in recording dat, 
aining reports in such detail as they request. ! 
I 
I 
e information required for this decision setting in Chapter IjV 
I 
6-77) is largely available in each refinery under present re-I 
' I 
methods. The basic document for this information is the work. 1 
Figure 15 shows the work order form used by refinery A (aret 
d by bold lines contain information to be keypunched). I 
e work order is generally designed so that it shows the date I 
I 
i 
se of failure (perhaps identified by a failure code), and ider-
1 
tifies the unit involved. The work order serves as a basis for 
collec ing a. historical record of maintenance costs charged to a 
partic lar unit. 
I T the context of this decision setting where the objective is to 
I 
minimi e the total cost of PM, breakdown maintenance, .and downtime, [ 
loss of system effectiveness, the cost element which is not 
routin ly collected is the cost of downtime. Maintenance people wer~ 
not inlolved in determining product or production losses due to 
time o equipment. Although downtime costs were not routinely 
I 
downt 
i 
I 
i 
i 
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I 
calcul,.ated, the operating, or .. process people, made estimates of thesle . 
costs nd, in two 6:£ the refin,eries, claimed to have accurate estimates 
were 
I important units of th~ dollar cost per hour for each hour thle 
or unit was out of service. 
uipment records in each refinery were quite detailed and efforts 
ing made to improve or extend the data file. For example, an/ 
ew'ee at refinery D observed that they currently had computer I 
ts on maintenance data for centrifugal pumps and turbines. 
re in the process of adding to this list motors, compressors 
t exchangers. Their goal is to have an equipment records 
that will eventually print out maintenance data on each 
iable major piece of equipment. They did not yet have built-rn 
flaggi g techniques for costs, and were, in fact, having trouble get1 
t I i ting c st data into the program. At the time, they had data on numb~r 
of fai ures, reasons for failure, recurring-type things like number ~f 
seals eplaced, and the like. They were working on getting the matef-
d labor costs into the program. Primary assistance in such I 
effortr came from the computing and systems division. 
Re air Versus Re lacement of Worn or Defective 
Parts 
R placement policies for sudden-death components were not dis-
cussed; with interviewees in the fieid studies. The general feeling 
was thi t this was a type of decision situation rarely encountered in 
petrol um refineries. 
T: e decision to repair or replace equipment with gradual wear-
out ch1 racteristics was generally made on a "rule-of-thumb" basis. 
I 
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I 
i 
' I Quant; tat,ive anaiysis su~h as that discussed in Chapter IV (pages 7~-
1 
s not found to be in. use in the refineries. i 
I 
informational requirements for this decision ·setting were Jf 
, I 
which must be.obtained by special cost studies; hence, they 
not be expected to be readily available in the maintenance re-+ 
I 
I 
! 
I 
intenance costs were found to be a significant factor in the! 
I 
-replace decision. In refinery C, one interviewee described 
their policy as one of noting when maintenance costs were becoming 
excessive on a piece of equipment and innnediately putting the probl~m 
item der study. For instance, if a pump began causing trouble 
downtime losses, maintenance costs, etc.) the compu~er 
I 
I 
would e set up to print out a monthly cost summary card on a cumuli-
I 
sis. If it became apparent that the' of upkeep was I cost I 
! 
exceed'ng the cost of replacement, then the pump was replaced. 1 
finery A maintains complete records on equipment condition ij 
i 
the inery engineering department, the maintenance machine shop, ~nd 
the pection department. The engineering department has a comput~r 
whereby pumps, motors, etc., which are experiencing excessi~ 
are set out and flagged. This pro gr.am, which is run eaclh 
six mo ths, reveals when a piece of equipment has exceeded its origi!-
1 · I 
n~l co~t by 20 percent in one year and 50 percent in three years. 
Table shows the form of the printout. Equipment showing up on this 
report becomes a candidate for replacement based on further study. 
Determ nation of Man ower Levels and Crew Size 
I Chapter IV (pages 94-113), the decision concerning optimal 
_._ _____ _ 
.EQUIPMENT 
NUMBER NO. LABOR 
ORDERS. S 
... -· -·----·--
P4920 z 119 
P4917 l 139 
P4903 -------T 131 
·- --· - ---· -P4888 1 76 
------P4886 z 294 
P4854 --- 2· - 240 
----- -----·---· -• ---· -·. P4850 l 185 
P4839 2 323 
- i>4eoa -- --, - 164 
.P4S07 - .... - .. --- ·--- -·-· l 163 
- ---- --- ·-· . -. -- -··· P4798 z 71't 
·------ ------ ---P4173 2 322 
' P4753 4 229 
·' 
- ..... ----. ----
P4752 l 196 
-P475~ -1 ··-·--·--
~93 
....... 
P4749 ~ 311 
P4740 2 867 
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I 
ng of the maintenance activity was discussed. Manpower and clew 
size eterminations were seen to be highly interrelated with other 
maint nance decisions and with decisions outside maintenance, such as, 
tion and capital expenditure decisions. The decision is also 
affec ed by such uncontrollable variables as the local labor market., 
A fir may be very limited in its options to use contract or casual. 
labor to supplement its regular maintenance force. 
It is extremely difficult to gauge the effectiveness of the 
g policy, once it is adopted. 
nceptually, the approach proposed in Chapter IV for this deci-
sion valved the prediction of manpower requirements based on an 
ent of the forecast demand for maintenance services. Such a 
t requires that tasks be studied in order to estimate labor 
requir ments in ·terms of both hours and skills. Information develo~ed 
in thi[ fashion can be combined to e~timate total manpower needs foj r I 
work tat can be readily forecast and which can be scheduled on a 
I 
fairly accurate basis. A major complication is the unscheduled wor~--
breakd wns--and how to estimate the additional manpower needed for 
I 
I 
such 1rk. 
o quantitative decision models (waiting line analysis and MoO:te 
Carlo imulation) i were discussed in Chapter IV as being suitable forl 
I 
use in this decision context, particularly with respect to the esti11¥1-
I tion o. manpower needs for unscheduled work. Such models are ratherl 
diffic lt to adapt to particular circumstances; they necessarily cot 
tain r strictive assumptions, yet they may result in information tha1t 
will 1 ad to better maintenance decisions. 
I 
I 
I 
' 
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I 
I 
·i il of the refineries studied made forecasts in varying degrees 
I 
I 
of de ail of work to be done during the year. Also, maintenance ta4ks 
I 
of a ecurring nature were commonly studied in order to develop est~-
mates for labor hours and materials requirements. Refinery A uses J 
purch system consisting of standardized manpower and time iricre~ 
ments for each job to which the system can be applied. Approxbiately 
35 pe cent of their maintenance jobs are covered by such standards. f 
I 
In thee ~f the refineries, the maintenance procedures for such re- t 
curri 
I 
! 
were written up step-by-step and bar-charted to indic1te 
I. 
seque job steps. Detailed historical records were also maiq-
' • I 
tained on turnaround (TA) jobs on major uni ts. ;Hence, .a substantia~ 
I . ' 
! 
body of information was available in each refinery on which to base I 
predictions of manpower requirements. However, as has been previou~ly 
I 
pointed out, none of the refineries made formal studies on equipmen~ 
I 
to arrive at failure patterns and probabilities, distributions of time 
betwee failures, distributions of times required for service, and ~he 
! 
I 
like. Such information is essential to the use of queuing techniqu~s 
I 
and/or simulation methods. Therefore, no refinery participating in ! 
I 
dy used such quantitative methods in solving the manpower an1 
crew problem. I 
each refinery, staffing of hourly maintenance personnel was I 
i 
deter ined primarily by analysis of the volume of work backlog. Of I 
course, as one interviewee expressed it, adequate manpower levels m4st 
be achieved in regard to attainment of an "adequate maintenance lev,1" 
in the refinery, and what constitutes adequate maintenance is not we~l-
An official of refinery C outlined a procedure f9r assess~ng 
where i refinery stood in reaching an adequate maintenance level. 
lsa 
I felt that the 01,>erating departments, through their re-
. . I for maintenance services, would_reque~t the services necessa,y 
ure an adequate level of maintenance. Second, the planning de-
partm nt would process these work orders and estimate the manpower 
i 
by crafts. They had ·found that skilled planners could I 
. i 
the majority of the work orders they process within plus on 
percent of the manhours actually used, and that on an overdll 
e their estimates came remarkably close to 100 percent on all 
e manpower estimated on the processed work orders other than 
cy type work, work which must be started within 36 hours, pre-
1 
' I . 
maintenance work, turnaround work, and standing work orders jis 
I 
of backlog for the particular maintenance department involveq. 
the backlog under these conditions runs from 6 to 8 weeks 
cy work and work which must be started within 36 hours no 
than 2~4%, on the average, of total maintenance manhours 
then this provides assurance that an adequate level of mainl 
is being achieved. 
emergency and Priority No. 1 work shows a consistent increasje, 
then c nsultations between maintenance and operatia"ns are called fo~ 
to rmine the cause. If a realistic analysis shows that operatioins 
is overanxious in requesting this type of work, then this can 
be by closer policing by operating department management. 
, however, increase in this type of work is due to breakdowns 
' 
requested maintenance services have not been performed/ or ajre 
oorly done, then an adequate maintenance level is not being 
situation must be corrected. 
/ 
/ 
e actual staffing policy for refinery C was to set the 
the power staff on a long term basis, using volume of work 
by craft to insure p.roper staffing by classification. 
I 
weekly computer report on their maintenance weekly 
work force and backlog status. This report provided information bo~h 
in total and by labor or craft classification for the following items: 
(1) Number of Employees. 
(2) Number of employees assigned to non-scheduled work. 
(3) Expected absences, 11pgrades, and vacations. 
(4) Man-days available for work. 
Anticipated emergency and write.,..in work. 
Anticipated Priority No. 1 work. 
(7) Man-days of backlog in total and by craft for: (a) each 
I 
area or zone, (b) shops, (c) standing work orders, (d) wo~k 
I 
orders awaiting material, and (e) all work orders--sum of 
(a) through (d). 
is refinery achieved flexibility in manpower usage through use 
ving crew of about 100 people available for work as needed in 
the company's plants in the area. They also had agreements 
they could work men across crafts to a considerable degree. 
e staffing philosophy of refinery B was to supply sufficient 
nt people to cover maintenance needs plus approximately one to 
cent of capital and mechanical services project work. Their 
hourly personnel staffing in each department was determined by anal! 
ysis of mechanical work load, review of mechanical work backlog, un,t 
und staffing needs, and amount of emergency work and overtim~ 
experi need. A mechanical work backlog was computed weekly; the 
jobs 
felt 
by 
of 
known 
of 
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1 ', provided were somewhat-inaccurate because remaining time on 
.. \ 
progress was not incluq.ed·. Neverthele-ss, the figures were 
I 
a guide for planning revisions to staffing of various crafts'. 
finery A aimed at holding a three-week backlog which w~nagemept 
s "normal" for balanced optimization of their manpower. They 
i 
I 
weekly computer reports on backlog by craft (See Table VI) apd 
I 
work orders. 
refinery D, estimates were made at the beginning of each yea~ 
of men needed for regular maintenance during the year.• 
was based on planned turnarounds and other planned or 
intenance work. Estimates also were made of manpower needs 
unscheduled downtime. Comparisons of actual manhours worked i 
timates were made by week and year to date. The head of the ! 
I 
I 
ance department observed that at the end of the preceding year, 
indicated that their index of manpower usage would be 1. 25 I 
I 
million dollars of plant investment. The goal was 1. 21, a ! 
nee from "actual" of .04, or sixteen manyears of maintenance 
I 
e goal. This was considered to be very close considering siz1e 
tenance force (approximately 750 men). 
i 
is refinery maintains a r~cord of construction backlog, maintei-
ork backlog (reviewed monthly), and a minor capital order (r~-
and renewals) backlog. They were maintaining between 
i 
60,000 manhours of maintenance backlog and 
'rs of backlog in minor capital orders. Based on 
ment felt that these were satisfactory levels. 
I 
20,000 to 40,qoo 
past experiende, 
To achieve I 
flexibility~ this refinery maintained a buffer of approximately 
-'--'----'---___:__-----'---'-----~~~~---'----'--''----'------------'~~~~~~~--'--~~~~---'fillif~I---'---____:_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=--~~--'--~~~~-,--
REFINERY A MAINTENANCE SYSTEM: 
WEEKLY BACKLOG SUMMARY REPORT - OPEN WORK ORDERS 
Craft Field Shop· Total 
662 Equipment 1073.6 18.8 1092.4 
801 Pipe Fitters 3661.8 746.7 4408.5 
802 Machinist 1067.5 861.5 1929.0 
803 Boiler Makers 704.2 152.0 856.2 
806 Welders 798.9 245.0 1043. 9 
808 Refinerymen 1615. 9 35.9 1651.8 
-809 Electricians 1086. 7 279.7 1366.4 
811 Building Crafts 3344.3 372.9 3717. 2 
814 Tool Room 24.0 .o 24.0 
831 Instruments 231.4 264.4 495.8 
-------------~--- --- - I-'-
--- - ----- - -- - - --- - - -· - - - --------- - - ----- - -- a, 
I-' 
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I 
I 
! 
200 ople for construction'activity. By pulling these people off 
I 
canst uction work for turn_arounds _and the l~ke, they were a~le to d'1al 
·· with he peaks and valleys in their maintenance mknpower needs. 
I 
n refineries participating in this study as well as other ref:iln-
eries_with which certain interviewees were familiar, no specific 
'· 
a was known to be in use to determine optimum numbers for main-
e staffing. Failure to use such formulas to predict manpower : 
needs in advance was attributed to the belief that such formulas, oi 
! 
quant · tative methods (e •. g., queuing techniques or simulation models las 
prese Chapter IV) are either (a) too complicated for practic~l 
use o (b) they would produce no better results_than methods curren~ly 
being employed because of the forecasts and estimates involved. An~ 
other deterrent to their use was lack of knowledge about how such 
models could actually be implemented. 
aracteristically a management control decision, maintenance 
g was found to be commonly based upon judgment after evaluation 
tenance work backlog, trends in mechanical overtime, number df 
cy work orders, and frequency of equipment malfunction with re-
sultant unit downtime. 
Use of Contract Versus Use of Com an Personnel 
1 refineries participating in the study utilized contract i 
ance to some degree. Little specific information was obtainJd 
about· he economic analysis on which contracting decisions were bas,d. 
finery Chad a policy of using contract maintenance as little 
as pos ible. Management had made no attempt to formally measure cos't 
nces for in-plant versus contract work, but estimated that they 
163 
.. 
could j o the work with their own men F1t about one-·half the cost to 
, ' 
t. Based on their experience with contract maintenance, they 
.. ' 
' 
ditto be not only expensive, btit inefficient. The only jobs 
ted were those requiring specialized equipment (e.g., high-
e cleaning of he~t exchangers), or involving significant safety 
s. 
refinery B, contract forces were used regularly in-plant to 
specialty jobs, such as painting, earthwork, and major refrac-
Contract people were also used for large and infrequent 
ance jobs and about 98 percent of all capital and mechanical 
servic s project work. The maintenance contract work was considered 
expens ve; productivity was estimated at 50 percent of permanent 
forces, however this had not been studied. Hourly contract rates were 
higher than in-plant rates and contractors apply to the hourly rates 
an ave age percentage markup of approximately 8 percent for insurance, 
8 perc nt for taxes, 10 percent for overhead, and 12 percent for pro-
fit. 
M nagement at this refinery feels that contract work is necessary 
becaus the demand for the sort of work contracted is not consistent 
enough to justify an expansion in permanent forces. Most contract 
work i firm bid. Generally, the plant furnishes all materials. 
Local ontract forces are not readily available; nevertheless the 
contra t labor climate was described as good. 
I 
I refinery D, the decision to use contract work was based on ~he 
of work crews (i.e.' selection, training, and number of people 
d) and the type of work. Janitorial work, painting, scaffold 
work, nd refractory work was contracted. One official indicated that 
164 
much f the contract work was of the sort that in-plant people did not 
want o do anyway. Management felt that contract work was generally 
fairl effective with variatfons in quality depending on the type work. 
interviewee voiced the opi.nion that the refinery would 
probably have to go to more contract work in the future as plant con-
, 
struction begins to slow down (the plant employs almost 200 people for 
I 
construction activity and uses these people for handling fluctuations 
in their needs for maintenance services). 
b priorities were set by operating supervisors in three refin-
In refinery D, priority assignments were jointly determined by 
(operations) and the mechanical department. 
iority determinations are based on losses of production or pro-
duct, uality considerations, safety, or some other type of monetary 
loss. Table VII shows the priority categories of maintenance work in 
refinery A. Although neither of the two quantitative approaches to 
priori y determination described in Chapter IY (pages 117-120) were 
found o be in use, downtime costs (costs of lost production and costs 
of idl time for production workers) and costs likely to be incurred 
by def rring maintenance were taken into account·. The writer was un-
able t determine the exact source or means of estimation of such 
costs; operations supervisors rather than maintenance· management were 
appris d of the amounts. In one refinery, downtime costs were appar-
ently ased on studies by refinery engineering. In another estimates 
were d veloped jointly by operations and process engineering. 
TABLE VII 
REFINERY A: CATEGORIES OF MAINTENANCE WORK PRIORITY 
DESCRIPTION 
Emergency. Limited to work that, if not 
accomplished immediately will result in 
immediate and significant loss of production, 
product, or will endanger life. 
Essential non-deferrable repair jobs where 
production, quality, safety, or a substantial 
monetary loss is currently being sustained. 
Essential but deferrable jobs. Jobs where 
monet'ary losses are currently being sustained, 
but the magnitude is relatively small. Also, 
items on which there is danger of a shutdown 
or loss of capacity. 
Designates desirable but deferrable jobs. 
Number 3 priority jobs will be used to build 
up a backlog of work. 
Designates items that are required, but which 
can be held for a specific shutdown or 
turnaround. 
Work orders for long delivery of material, 
contract jobs, or jobs that can be deferred 
for a prolonged period. 
165 
e percentage of "emergency" maintenance work in the refineries 
from 15 to 25 percent. Work other than emergency work is 
and scheduled to some degree. Each refinery has a carefull~ 
i 
bed work order system. In refinery B, for example, larger 
cal jobs are preplanned by the division engineers for their 
divisi n, smaller mechanical jobs are planned by planners in the 
166 
·, 
cal department. Planning includ~s labor and material cost es-
, required crafts with numbers of men and time, and properiy 
ed job steps. The planner also selects materials and prepares 
ls lists for jobs planned. Standard job plans have been 
ed for approximately 100 repetitive type jobs. These standard 
e bar-charted to indicate manpower sequenci·n.g (e.g., if a pipe-
fitter is needed on a Job, but not until, say, four hours after the 
job is started, then the pipefitter is scheduled to arrive at the job 
site at the time when his services are needed). A schedule of mechan-
ical bs to be done the following day is issued daily. A schedule of 
labor ssignments is also issued daily and is accessible to laborers 
g plants so they can proceed to their work locations without 
Schedule format is by craft, job control number, location, 
unit, nd brief job description. Numbers of men and hours required 
steps, and craftsmen or laborers assigned to each job are 
shown. 
refineries have a similar system for daily scheduling. 
schedules manpower with an on-line system. They utilize 
installation to reassign employees on a day-to-day 
basis. The senior staff planner decides which job, and the CRT is 
It 
to 
given 
effectively move the employees from one supervisor to another. 
serves the planner in other ways. For instance, if he needs 
how many machinists are in 
ay, who they are, and where 
the maintenance department on a I 
they work, or, if he needs vacat~on 
I 
and ab ,ence figures, department manpower totals, craft totals, and the 
like, his information is at his fingertips. 
167 
T rnarounds are planned and scheduled in even more careful detail. 
In ref nery A, a11 operating tmits are s,chedul_ed offstream at predetermined 
ls for inspection and repairs.. _The shutdown intervals are es-
tablis ed by operating management and a -12-month schedule issued~ This 
e is reviewed monthly and adjusted to stock situations andoper-
ating eeds and an additional month added to the errd, thus making it a 
h rolling schedule. The maintenance planning section formulates 
nical work list well in advance of the shutdown, indicating each 
piece f equipment to be worked on with a sequential list of steps to be 
perfor ed. Work orders are issued for each major piece of equipment in 
order jobs can be planned under their purchased standards system 
where applicable and for subsequent equipment history records. The.en-
tire +rnaround is planned on a Planalog board to determine the critical 
path, rumber and length of shifts, and to optimize manpower by crafts. 
Tte Planalog method is also used by refinery B. The Planalog is 
a rath r uncomplicated mechanical device consisting of a slotted board 
laid olt with a time scale fitted with small blocks. The job is 
writteh on each block, and the length of the block represents the time 
the jo will take. Blocks are shuffled back and forth to organize the 
jobs a cording to the shutdown job list. The blocks are then organized 
by era t and a master board is prepared by the shutdown planner and 
d by operations, maintenance and engineering. After final ap-
proval, the board is used as the mf1Ster plan during the shutdown. The 
I 
board ·s updated daily and blocks pushed along if a job slips, or 
I 
remove when a job is completed. This technique appears to work very 
well. The mechanics and supervisors find it much easier to visualize 
than a computer printout, and they consult it frequently during the 
/ 
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day so they know what is going on currently, what job is next, and 
what 
the 
One 
out 
use 
ably 
A was 
bs are on the critical path. 
row diagramming is used at refinery C. Refinery D uses a 
similar to Planalog. They analyze turnarounds in detail, lay 
out on a large chart, and use this means to evaluate progress. 
erviewee indicated that they had used straight CPM techniques 
past and found that their jobs were not too adaptable to it. 
their turnarounds are one or two week jobs and application of 
not considered necessary. On an eight week job they did lay 
critical path, bar charts, and the like. They had abandoned 
critical path scheduling by computer, however, because they had 
hat they could not feed the information into the computer and 
time for it to be useful. Other refineries have ex-
ed this same problem, but a fairly significant percentage of 
ies do use CPM by computer for their turnaround projects (65, 
7) • 
of O timal Maintenance Inventor 
nagement of maintenance materials inventories varied consider-
ong the refineries. 
e stores function was a responsibility of the mechanical de-; 
tat refineries Band C. At refineries A and D, stores was 
i 
he jurisdiction of an administrative or plant services manag~r. 
fineries C and D had all inventories on the computer; refinery 
process of converting to an EDP system at the time of the 
Refinery Bused a manual system. 
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e values-of the maintenance ~terials inventories ranged from; 
approx·mat~ly $700,000 at ~efinery C to $3,000,000 at refinery D. 
ly refinery D used economic order quantity and re-order point 
tions. This refinery had been on an EDP-based system since 
1955 ad had installed a real-time system in 1969. Under their sys-
tem, w"thdrawals were recorded on real-time, withdrawal reports by 
job wee available, re-orders placed automatically, and records were 
mainta"ned on microfiche of the availability of all items stocked for 
a unit. To illustrate the detail of their inventory control records, 
their ystem was set up to provide a materials printout on request for 
each i ventory item. This materials printout showed, among other 
things, the following information: 
() Item description and symbol number. 
(r) 
( ) 
ct 
(lt) 
(1 ) 
Unit price. 
Lead time. 
Bin location and quantity. 
Usage center. 
Minimum inventory. 
Order quantity. 
Rei;,rder point. 
Number of stockouts for the current and two preceding years. 
Standard package quantity. 
Date of issue, date of receipt, quantity ordered, and unit; 
price for the last five purchase orders. 
(1) Comparison of issues for the last three years by maximum 
quantity issued, frequency, and total issues. 
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Monthly issues by frequency and quant~ty for last six 
months in which issuances were made. 
refinery A, where conversion to a full EDP materials control 
in process, they had previously been carrying about 1500 
ems on the computer. This was described, however, as "primarily 
unting record--not available for inventory control, but more or 
money type thing for financial management." In cataloguing 
items or the new system they had already found that duplications in. 
spare rarts were running about 16 percent. This resulted from the 
fact tat different equipment items had common parts which were not 
cross- eferenced. Hence, the same spare part was being stocked in 
four six different places. 
e warehouse s'upervisor indicated that they had discontinued use 
of formulas "because they had learned that it cost money to ware-
house hese things." This statement implied that the supervisor did 
not erstand that inventory carrying costs are taken into account in 
the determination. 
refinery B, the warehouse supervisor determined what items 
be stocked and in what quantity. Decisions were based on stock 
age data obtained from a stock card file. The stock file was 
d quarterly to control stocked quantities and.check items for 
cence. Stockouts occurred occasionally which, although not 
considered serious by warehouse management, were felt 
probleru by field supervision. 
I refinery C, all inventory was on the computer. 
to be a serious 
! 
Maximum and 
quantities were set based entirely on experience. They 
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done man full-time to,this task and he worked closely with 
superv·sors to determine quantities. 
Role of the Accounting System in Maintenance 
Planning and Control 
I general, the participation of the accounting department and 
manage .ent accountants in the maintenance planning and control pro-
s minimal--at least in terms of potential involvement. As 
indica ed in the previous sections, maintenance management was, as a 
rule, ssisted by computing and systems personnet in arranging for the 
record ng and reporting of maintenance data in such d~tail as was de-
sired. Special cost studies and analyses by the accounting department 
were r made. Downtime costs were developed by operations and 
engine people. Accounting was not involved with the economic 
contracting decisions (although this may have been pri-
marily due to the fact that management commonly made contracting 
decisi ns based on convenience, safety, or other factors, and arrived 
at the decision without any formal consideration or analysis, say, of 
the di, ferential cost of labor). 
Te pattern, then, that existed in each refinery was much the 
same. The interaction between maintenance and accounting was limited. 
Operat·ons, engineering, and computing and systems personnel, rather 
than t e accounting division, were most instrumental in providing 
mainte ance management with the information they needed to plan and 
controt the maintenance activity. 
Te following paragraphs re-emphasize this condition to some ex-
tent, ut several situations are also described where the accounting 
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divisi n assumed an active·role in supp.lying mainten~nce management 
with n eded information. Such active involvement appeared, however, 
to be I he exception rather t~an the rule. It refinery C, interviewees in the maintenance department stated 
that i was not part of the accounting department's function to keep 
the hi torical records on equipment which were used to plan and con-
trol c sts. Accounting reported costs, but others (mechanical and 
engine ring) maintained equipment records. Accounting was described 
as rem te and totally unconnected with their computer information sys-
tem. ~e maintenance division dealt directly with the computer center 
about tnformation needs without going through any part of accounting. 
According to the maintenance division supervisor, they received no 
single specially designed report from accounting that assisted in the 
planni[g and control of maintenance costs. Accounting department re-
cords or the refinery itself were described as heing for budgeting 
purpos sonly. At the time of the field study, the maintenance de-
partmeht did not have an actual budget to perform under or try to 
meet. On shutdown work, they likewise did not work under a cost con-
trol brdget for a given unit. Their procedure was to work with labor 
hours nd materials rather than deal with costs. 
refinery A, a very extensive compute~ized reporting system was 
in Cost reporting was handled by the office services department 
(a par of the accounting organization) under the direction of the 
manage of plant services. However, the manager of refinery engi-
neerin was responsible for the computer program that monitored 
costs for refinery mechanical equipment. The computerized 
work oder system appeared to provide adequate and timely information 
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tenance work. Among other things, it gener_ated the following 
(1) Weekly closed work order performance and summary report. 
This report shows actual times and costs versus standard 
\ 
times and costs broken down by craft, area, and zone. 
Weekly backlog report of open work orders by craft. 
Weekly aging of open work orders by location. This report 
shows all open work orders by area and zone, job number, 
unit identification, number of days open, and backlog hours 
remaining. 
Transaction report for all jobs opened the previous week. 
Time reports showing all craft time charged the previous 
week and to what charged. 
Closure report for all work orders closed the previous week. 
Printout of backlog manpower needs for all maintenance work 
based on assigned priorities. 
alyses of costs were performed by mechanical and engineering 
el. 
the time of the field study, one budget was prepared by the 
superv'sor of office services and it covered the entire refinery. No 
e mechanical department budget was prepared, although plans 
process to make the budgeting system much more comprehensive 
in future. 
refinery B, the accounting system basically supplies histori-
cal t information •. Accounting does not participate to any 
significant extent in making cost analyses or studies, nor do they 
participate in budgeting of maintenance costs. 
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efinery D appeared to have had the most success in terms of co-
ive efforts between accounting and maintenance to improve the 
y of accounting information for maintenance management. 
heir computerized reporting system has been developed exten-
sivelJI• Most of the reports generated for the mechanical department 
have Been prescribed by maintenance management and the computing and 
syste s division has worked with them to see that the required data 
are a cumulated and reports generated as requested on a timely basis. 
For eJample, at the end of each week the cost reporting system for 
mecha ical work intercepts all the data for the last week. This in-
elude all the labor distribution that was turned in, all payables, 
1 materials invoices, and summarizes this data into weekly cost 
s. Tapes are maintained which add the weekly data to the pre-
vious year-to-date totals, and new year-to-date figures are included 
in thj cost report. - This is before the data ever gets to the account-
ing dJpartment. 
~t the end of the month, all intercepted data is compiled into a 
run, and by the seventh working day of the following month, 
costs are known for the previous month by unit, by job number 
other classifications. Certain reports, however, had been 
consultation with the accounting department. 
he head of the maintenance department described their earlier 
nance management philosophy as being one of emphasizing control 
or rather than emphasizing control of costs. This was based qn 
the t that by controlling manpower, costs would automatically be 
also. This idea had not been discarded because in many 
ways twas effective, especially because many of the mechanical people 
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interpret data expressed,in terms of numbers of men better than that 
expressed in terms of dollars ·of. cost. Recently, however, they had 
been looking at what was available to them from accounting to help 
pinpoi t costs, recognize major cost contributors in maintenance work, 
and help effect cost savings. Prior to this, accounting had developed 
the system to suit their needs from an accounting standpoint. The 
syste was quite inadequate from a cost control standpoint. The in-
terviewee indicated that there were still many shortcomings in the 
syste and that they still met some resistance from accounting person-
n they advised them that certain information, which perhaps was 
r accounting purposes of collecting costs, was worthless to 
ance from the standpoint of recognizing and controlling costs. 
cited instances where, on the other hand, accounting had made 
cant contributions toward the improvement of reports for main-
management. For example, the mechanical department, with help 
special study group in accounting had developed a weekly per~ 
e report for each first-line supervisor showing how much money 
the su ervisor had spent on various kinds of maintenance, how much 
manpowbr he had used to do it, and the total spent to date. Table VIII 
shows the format of the report. The goals listed in the report are 
establ shed with full participation by the supervisor. The deleted 
portio of the report relates to certain non-maintenance items. Lines 
2, 3, 
(less 
other 
nd 4 of the report relate 
han $1,000 cost), regular 
respectively to minor maintenance i 
maintenance (over $1,000 cost), an1 
! 
echanical (minor capital orders). Lines 10 through 16 relate: 
to con ract work (regular and capital) broken down into maintenance 
work, utnaround projects, construction, and overtime incurred. 
TABLE VIII 
REFINERY D: MECHANICAL COST REPORT BY AREA SUPERVISOR 
AHA 
01120 
-.-----:-----: .. --~ ------- .. - .. -... --------- .--------------------- . ------- ----
LN WORK OESC WEEK YTO GOAL WEEK YTO GOAL WEEK YTD GCAL WK-TOT$ YTO-TOTS GCAL-TGT ZONE 
EQ MEI\ EQ MEN EO MEN LABOR$ LABOR$ LABOR$ MAT$ NAT $ MAT$ $ .. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--
1 TEMP SUP .o .o .o 19225 19225 11 
2 HIN MAIN 9.4 <J. 4 a.2 2035 3645 3205 63 1104 2080 2093 4749 5285 11 
3 REG MAIN .o .4 1.8 168 · 703 -406 1148 574 1851 11 
4 0TH MECH .o .o • a 312 180 . ·492 11 
5 TURNA~NO' .o .o .o 6786 6786 11 
SUB TOTAL 9.4 9.8 10.a 2035 3813 4220 63 27521 3400 2033 31334 16/8 ___ 
-
---- ------
---·---
--=-=;;.: 
----- -
---·----- --
- -
--1.Q. -~ON MN R 
·- -. - -- • 0 .o .2 195 
I.95 11 
11 CCN TA R oO .o .o 11 
12 CON CN R .o .o .o 11 
13 CON OT R .o .o -.0 11 
14 CON MN C .o .o .o 11 
15 CON CN C .o .o .o 11 
16 CON OTC .o .o .o 11 
--
SUB TOTAL .o eO .z 195 
1~r---
-----------· 
----------"" I-' 
AREA }OHL ----~ 9.8 10.1 u.o 2121 4159 4220 63 27576 3603 2134 31735 
7823 -..J 
... 
°' 
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Simila mechanical cost reports are generated weekly for each area and 
zone. 
A joint effort by accounting, computing, and operations resulted 
in as stem of controllable cost reports for the operating divisions. 
This i not a report used by the mechanical department. It illus-
trates, however, the objective of the company, as expressed by an 
interv·ewee from the accounting division, of trying to tailor reports 
for splecific purposes or individuals so that it will not be necessary 
for th m to have to take general reports and make modifications or 
additilnal computations to find out what they need to know in order to 
perforl their functions more effectively. 
Tle following general observations relate to additional findings 
from tle field studies: 
I (~) Such reports as were furnished by accounting to the mechani-
cal de~artment were frequently not supplied on a timely basis. For 
examp+, in one refinery, a closed work order report by WO order num-
ber deltailing unit codes, hours worked, cost of plant labor, cost of 
outsid labor, cost of materials, and total costs, was disseminated 30 
to 60 hays late; it was not cumulative, and maintenance had to combine 
it witl back reports to get total job costs. At a,1.other refinery, ac-
counti g furnished schedules of extraordinary expense for maintenance 
and fo, mechanical services. The reports showed the job number, de-
script·on, unit codes, charges carried forward, charges for the current 
month for labor, material, and contracts), charges for year-to-date, 
and co parison of total job costs to date with estimates. The report 
was di tributed approximately 45 days following the end of the month 
to whi hit pertained. 
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Reports and budgets generally.qid not separate variable and 
_/ 
' 
fixed osts or otherwise distinguish costs based ·on cost behavior 
s. - I 
The accounting division provided no assistance to mainte-
nance 1anagement in the use of technical aids to scheduling such as 
Gantt harts or critical path techniques. 
The internal audit division was all but unknown to the main-
division except in one refinery where the internal audit staff 
made rjgular checks to insure compliance with established policies and 
procedrres for approval of budgets; authorization, approval and writing 
of wor orders; and authorization, approval and writing of supplemental 
ders on over-expended items. They did not concern themselves 
with e accuracy of budget, job, or project estimates, or with the 
veness of maintenance policies, work performance, or decision 
Summary 
is chapter has summarized the results of field studies of the 
ance activity of selected petroleum refineries. The approaches 
to decision-making by maintenance management observed in the refineries 
were r ported and discussed in terms of the maintenance decision system 
in 
Chapter IV. The role of the refinery accounting systems 
iding information for maintenance decisions was also describ~d. 
I 
e following chapter will summarize the research, make recom-i 
! 
mendations about how the accounting system can better serve the 
tional needs of maintenance management, and present recomm.en-
s for further research. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Problem 
A major problem facing many industrial organizations today is the 
effect·ve management of the maintenance function. Maintenance is an 
al activity for business enterprises and it must be carefully 
and controlled in order (1) to protect the facilities invest-
the enterprise, (2) to support the productive activities of 
the erprise, and (3) to accomplish the foregoing at a minimum cost. 
review of previous research studies on maintenance of articles 
in stry and accounting periodicals revealed (1) that there is no 
ated body of literature in the area of maintenance planning and 
programs and (2) there is general dissatisfaction with the 
level f effectiveness of maintenance management. The former condition 
resultj from the fact that published materials generally concentrate 
·on ind~vidual aspects of the maintenance activity. There is little 
e of the existence of a cohesive framework which integrates 
these ·ndividual aspects into a total maintenance decision system. 
ter condition is attributed to (1) lack of top management att~n-
.d emphasis, (2) difficulty in evaluating the performance of I 
i 
ance activities, (3) misconceptions about the controllability 
tenance costs, (4) difficulties encountered in the use of 
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ative methods or decision models in 'maintenance decision-making, 
and (S. inadequate management accounting information on which to base 
mainte ance decisions. 
Purpose and Approach of the Research 
e central purpose of this study was to make a conceptual analy-
sis settings, to specify the accounting 
' tion requirements of such decisions, and, based on the fore-
going, to develop recommendations concerning the means by which the 
nt accountant and the accounting system can contribute to the 
of maintenance decisions. 
this end, in-depth field studies of the maintenance activities 
of cted petroleum refineries were conducted. The field studies 
e writer an exposure to operational maintenance systems and 
an essential base for researching the decision needs of main-
management. 
review of the literature in the subject areas of systems theo-
ry, agement and organization theory, and decision-making provided 
the for adaptation of the Anthony decisic1n framework for use in 
the maintenance planning and control system. The Anthony 
incorporates the systems approach and provides for the 
classification of decisions according to type and managerial level. 
(9, page 1-23) identifies the following processes in the 
and control hierarchy of the large industrial organization:: 
Strategic planning is the process of deciding on objec-
tives of the organization, on changes in these objectives, 
o the resources used to attain these objectives, and on the 
policies tqat are to govern the acquisition, use, and dispo-
$ition of these resources. 
in 
the 
Management control is the process by which managers 
a sure that resources are obtained and:used effectively 
ad efficiently in the accomplishment-of the organization's 
o jectives. 
Q2erational control is the process of assuring that 
s ecific tasks are carried out effectively and efficiently. 
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decisions associated with these processes 4iffer significantly 
characteristics. As explained in Chapter III, strategic 
g decisions are those associated with the highest level in the 
n-making hierarchy and are not of the sort encountered by main-
management. Maintenance decisions, then, fall in either the 
ent control or operational control classifications. The deci-
aracteristics, expanded to include informational input 
eristics and associated accounting implications, of these two 
ications are extracted from Table II and shown in Table IX on 
lowing page. 
is study concentrated on management control decisions, rather 
erational control decisions, because the former (1) are more 
, (2) are less well-defined in terms of information require-
ments nd methods of analysis, and (3) have a greater impact on the 
effect·veness of the maintenance activity since they provide the pro-
and rules within which the operational control process is 
out. 
systems approach to management and organization was employed 
to on the role of maintenance in the total system and its inter-
other subsystems, particularly the accounting information 
syste. A general model of the maintenance decision system was dev~l-
oped. This model (see Figure 8, page 66) depicts the basic maintenance 
TABLE IX 
-----------~c=L'-'A'-'-8'-"--'SIFlCkHeNAL~~~MAftAG~~eN'i'Rfr~~ffi>ERA'fff)N~efflffiffit 
PROCESSES AND INFORMATION-DECISION CHARACTERISTICS 
DECISIONS 
Broad Informational Inputs & 
PROCESS/LEVEL Context Characteristics Accounting Implications Outputs 
Management Goal Rhythmic Internal emphasis Decisions 
Control Congruence Constrained Historical & predictive Implementation_ 
Organizational Resource Subjective Regular & special report_s within policies· 
and precedents Allocation Internal Secondary measures Top and Line Procedu_res and, 
Management orientation Retrospective and rules 
Planning and prospective measures ~ 
control emphasis Managed costs 
' 
Data bank approach 
Operational Task oriented Stable Internal events Execution 
Control Programmed Transactions 
Technical Objective More non-financial 
Control emphasis measures Line supervisors, 
foremen, etc. Constrained by Primary measures 
procedures, rules Engineered costs 
Real time 
--- - --·-· 
' ! 
-
..... 
00 
N 
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decisi n 'se-ttings which fall ,within the management control category of 
-
the Anthony decision framework. 
Summary of the Conceptual Analyses of 
Maintenanc~ Decision Settings and 
_Information Requirements 
of the maintenance subsystem is to contribute to the or-Tre goal 
g~n~zaltional goals by achieving the optimum level of maintenance at 
minim cost. Such a broad statement of the maintenance decision prob-
-
lem is not amenable to analysis either for specification of decision 
criteria or of information requirements. Therefore, this broad state-
broken down into several component decision settings, each of 
as shown in Chapter IV to have the characteristics of a manage-
ment c ntrol decision. 
ese basic maintenance decision settings were classified as 
(1) The breakdown versus preventive maintenance decision. 
(2) Repair versus replacement of worn or defective parts 
or units. 
(3) Provision of mechanical services. 
(4) Determination of manpower levels and crew size. 
(5) Use of contract versus use of company personnel. 
(6) Determination of Job priorities, planning, and scheduling. 
(7) Determination of optimal maintenance inventory policies. 
foregoing decision settings were examined individually in 
(1) a statement of the problem, the alternatives available, 
and nagement's objectives in making the decision, (2) the decision 
I 
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variab es and criteria, (3) conceptually desirable method(s) of analy-
sis, •1d (4) information requirements. Table X illuStrates the form 
of thi] analysis for the breakdown versus preventive mainte11ance de-
cision setting. 
Fr each decision setting, interrelationships with other mainte-
nance lnd non-maintenance decisions were emphasized by reference to 
the mafntenance decision system. 
~je significance of the framework developed in this study rests 
upon i,s usefulness as a reference base for the evaluation of existing 
mainte ance management programs and as a guide to development of im-
provem nts in the planning and control of maintenance costs. 
The Role of the Management Accountant 
and the Accounting System 
Te ultimate aim in examining the decision settings was to speci-
fy the r accounting information requirements. The basic assumptions 
of thil study are (1) that accounting is the measurement-communication 
functi n of the decision process and (2) that the accounting system 
should serve as the basic information system for the management plan-
ning ad.control functions and for the decision models and techniques 
used t0 implement these functions. The management. accountant should, 
at a Jnimum, understand.the information requirements well enough to 
supply the relevant data for use in the decision-making models. Pref-
erably he should be able to originate and manipulate these models 
rather than be simply a passive supplier of untreated data. The ac-
counting system should be designed to facilitate the management 
decisi n process by conversion of raw data into a form suitable for 
TABLE X 
DECISION SETTING: BREAKDOWN VERSUS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 
Problem: To determine the extent to which preventive maintenance practices 
should be employed. 
Objective: To find the level of PM which results in minimum total costs of 
providing maintenance services (sum of breakdown plus PM costs). 
Alternatives: To rely on breakdown maintenance or establish PM program. 
Basic questions: (1) For a given item of equipment, or class of items, is PM appropriate? 
· (2) If PM is appropriate, what is optimal PM frequency? 
Basic question (1) 
Decision Variables: 
Service-life distribution of item 
Method of Analysis: 
Plot service-life distribution (survival 
curve) for item and determine, either 
by inspection or statistical techniques, 
how well the data fit a particular curve. 
Decision Criteria: 
Service-life or failure pattern must be 
·predictable. If the failure pattern is 
random (indicated by an exponential or 
hyper-exponential distribution), PM is 
not appropriate. 
Information Requirements: 
Dates and cause of failure for the 
equipment item(s). 
Basic question (2) 
Decision Variables: 
(a) service-life distribution of item, 
(b) amount and cost of PM service, and 
(c) cost of breakdown--including downtime losses. 
Method of Analysis: 
Calculate the expected period cost of a policy of 
scheduling PM on an n-period frequency. 
Decision Criteria: 
Adopt policy that results in lowest total cost of PM, 
failure maintenance, and downtime, without loss of 
system effectiveness. 
Information Requirements: 
(a) Dates and cause of failure for the equipment item(s). 
(b) Cost of each breakdown including materials, labor 
and downtime. 
(c) Cost of each PM service including materials, labor 
and downtime. 1--' 00 
V, 
"· 
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direct use in, the decision JnOdels. Management should.not have to take 
accounting reports and make modifications or additiona.l computations 
r to arrii.ve at the information, which ,they need in order to per-
·,, 
form eir functions more effectively. 
illustrate the foregoing in the context of Table X, note that 
the ormation for determining the optimal PM frequency for a given 
nt item, or for a bank of similar equipment items, includes 
(among other things) a record of dates of failure and certain downtime 
costs. The management accountant, as an active participant in the de-
cision process, should structure the accounting system, perhaps by 
development of computer programs, to supply not the raw data (dates of 
failurf), but the service-life distributions and failure probabilities 
which must be generated from the raw data before it is suitable for 
use in a decision model such as that presented on pages 75 and 76. In 
additirn, since downtime costs are not routinely accumulated in the 
histor·cal accounting records, the management accountant should con-
duct cfl st studies to develop downtime costs (i.e., costs of lost pro-
ductio , idle labor costs, etc.). per hour for each critical equipment i tern. 
Identification of the accounting information requirements of each 
of thelmanagement control decisions listed earlier provides a basis for 
for ev luating the adequacy of existing accounting systems in meeting 
the in1ormation needs of maintenance management. Of course, if the de-
cision approach used by maintenance management differs significantly 
from tat proposed on the basis of the conceptual analyses in Chapter 
IV, th n the accounting system must be evaluated in terms of how well 
it pro ides the information required by the decision approach actually 
used. The adequacy of the management decision approach is a separate 
.. \ 
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quest ·on; however, to the ext,ent that the management accountant is 
aware of the existence of po_tent;ial~y superior decis'ion models or me-
thods of analysis, he should advise m~nagement of the alternative 
metho sin order to promote improvement in the planning and control 
of ma·ntenance costs. 
It should be emphasized ·at this point that the accounting infor-
mation is but one of the inputs to a maintenance decision. Decisions 
may be made on the basis of other information or considerations. In 
ses, such other considerations may preclude the need for pro-
of accounting information. For example, if certain maintenance 
e contracted out because they involve significant safety haz-
ards, hen economic analysis need not be undertaken. Similarly, if 
ous 
and 
contracted out because the economics of the decision are obvi-
the work recurs infrequently and requires expensive 
cialized equipment), then cost studies need not be developed. 
In cases, however, accounting information is an essential input 
in ord r to enable managers to make informed economic decisions. In 
these ases, it is the responsibility of the management accountant to 
insure that the accounting information is adequate and that it is pro-
vided n a timely basis. 
Additional Findings 
Te field studies were conducted for the purpose of providing the 
writer with a perspective of operational maintenance systems and a: base 
for re ea~ching the decision needs of maintenance management. They 
were n tin any sense an attempt to "validate" the framework developed 
or the conceptual analyses of the maintenance decision settings. The 
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field tudies were limited to only a few companies in one industry; 
hence, the researcher recognizes that the findings of the field studies 
cannot be assumed to be representative of conditions in industrial or-
ganiza ions in general. Nevertheless, the following findings·were 
noted s being of particular interest from an accounting standpoint: 
The management accountant and the accounting system played 
only a minor role in serving the decision needs of maintenance manage-
ment. Cost studies prepared by the accounting department were a 
rarity Maintenance management consulted with the computing and sys-
terns g oup, rather than the accounting division, for the purpose of 
determfning the form, content and timing of reports. Reports furnished 
by accounting were frequently not timely and were not in a form suit-
able ftr direct use by maintenance decision-makers. Such findings are 
in agrjement with previous research in this area (63) (83). 
(!) Reports and budgets generally did not distinguish costs 
based in cost behavior patterns. 
tenan:t) ma~:e::::~:i::ed:::s::nd:::s::: ~::::es:::i::a::: ::o~~: 
order Iuantity determination, or the use of technical aids to sched-
uling uch as Gantt charts and CPM. 
(I) The internal audit staff did not involve itself at all with 
the ma ntenance department in three of the refineries. In one refin-
ery, t e internal auditors checked compliance with accounting 
proced res related to such things as proper approval of budgets; 
authorization, approval, and preparation of work orders; capital and 
expensl guidelines; and proper submission of supplemental work orders 
on ove expended items. They were not concerned with such things as 
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apprai ing the accuracy of budget estimates or the effectiveness of 
mainte ance policies, performance, or the appropriateness of manage-
ment d cision methods. 
Quantitative decision models were seldom used in maintenance 
decisi ns. Reasons given for not using such techniques included: 
(a) It is difficult to assess the value of such methods 
terms of improved cost-effectiveness. 
(b) The methods, in many cases, are considered too compli-
c ted to be practicable. 
(c) Some of the methods are not considered adaptable to 
s ,· tuations encountered in refinery maintenance. 
(d) Equipment configuration in refineries is not such as 
t justify the use of such decision models. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
e following recommendations for further research are proposed 
sult of the findings from this study: 
The framework developed and conceptual analyses of the main-
decision settings are tentative; they are offered for testing 
through further research. Ideally, this would be dorte through depth 
studier of a broad cross-section of industrial organizations. Due to 
the demands of such an approach in terms of time and resources, an 
tive would be to test by means of a properly designed questi~n-
naire ith appropriate statistical analyses of the responses. ! i 
() This study was based on the basic assumptions that (a) ac-
countirg is the measurement-communication function of the decision 
proces , (b) the accounting system should serve as the basic 
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info tion system for the'plann:l.ng and control functions.and for the 
I 
n models and techniques used to implement these functions, and, 
,management accountanr should be an active p~rticipant in, and 
utor to, the management decision process by making cost studies, 
assist·ng in the implementation of quantitative decision techniques, 
and he ping management to recognize and identify cost concepts and 
cost b~havior patterns relevant t~ particular decisions. This concep-
tion of the role of accounting is in accord with that of many other 
accountants (2) (6) (57). 
Ftndings of the field studies, combined with results of studies 
by Turi an (83) and the National Association of Accountants (63) indi-
cate that this conception may be inaccurate. It is recommended in 
this c nnection that research be undertaken (a) to assess more pre-
cisely the role of the accounting system in serving the management 
plartning and control functions and the extent to which the accounting 
system has been supplanted as other information systems and informa-
tion s ecialists have arisen to serve operating management, and (b) to 
determ·ne how accurately the role of the management accountant as per-
ceived by the American Accounting Association's Committee to Prepare a 
Statemrnt of Basic Accounting Theory and as assumed in this study co-
incide with the actual role of the management accountant in business 
organilations (6). How active is the management accountant in the 
manage ent decision process and does his role differ significantly de-
pendin upon the industry, or the managerial orientation of the 
enterprise? If the management accountant is not involved to an ap-
precia le extent in the implementation and use of quantitative decision 
models (e.g., linear programming, EOQ determinations, queuirig analysis, 
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statis ical analysis of costs, 'simulation models, etc.), then there 
are iefinite impl~cations for reorientation of accounting education 
(3) It is also recommended that research be undertaken with 
regard to the expansion of the role of internal auditors to include 
'I 
apprai al of the appropriateness of management approaches to decision-
and structuring of audits to reveal the a<iequacy of the 
tion system in serving the decisions actually being made. 
() Study the implementation problems of decision models, in-
cludinl behavioral considerations. 
(~) An objection to the use of quantitative decision models is 
that i is difficult to assess the value of such methods in terms of 
improv d cost-effectiveness. Research into the cost and value of in-
format.·on models such as those described in Chapter IV is needed in 
order o develop means of determining the validity of this objection 
in a glven situation. 
() An additional area of research involves the development of 
measur s of performance for individual maintenance jobs and the devel-
opment of evaluation indices for the maintenance activity as a whole. 
Conclusions 
Tf is study represents an effort to provide a correlated framework 
for th planning and control of maintenance costs. The framework 
rests upon a conceptual analysis of management control decisions whi:ch 
were slt forth as representing the nucleus of the maintenance decision 
system The significance of the framework is dependent upon the 
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y of the conceptual analyses and the utility of the framework 
as a acticable approach to 11l1;lintenance management. 
,. 
framework should provide ,a basis for evalu,!'!.ti,ng and improving 
existing mainte~ance program and s~rve as a guide to the in-
ion of maintenance programs in new firms. Each organization 
ve individual characteristics which must be taken into account 
design of its maintenance planning and control system. Never-
', a program designed to encompass the basic decision settings 
ed in this framework in a systematic fashion will aid the or-
ion in achieving greater cost-effectiveness from its maintenance 
study has resulted in the delineation of the information 
requirements of the basic management control decisions faced by main-
tenance management. Many of the informational requirements are of the 
sort ich can be routinely accumulated in the historical accounting 
records. The identification of such information requirements provides 
a base for designing the accounting system to accumulate, classify, 
and report maintenance data, both financial and non-financial, in such 
a way as to make the maximum contribution to the planning and control 
of maintenance costs. Such a system would require a data bank ap-
proac with master programs for retrieving desired information in the 
form :equested (e.g., total costs, variable and fixed cost elements, 
controllable costs by cost center, and the like) on a timely basis. 
· lther informational inputs to maintenance decisions are not 
avail~ble from the accounting records and must be ?rovided by means 
of sp cial reports based on studies and analyses of costs relevant 
to ea h specific decision. To the extent that this study has identified 
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-t 
such c sts (e.g., differential costs of downtime in the contract main-
tenanc decision or incremental and opportunity costs in the inventory 
decisi,n), .it will prove useful to the management accountant charged 
with m king special studies related to these decision settings. 
. (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
,; 
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RESEARCH ·sTUDY 
P ING, CONTROLLING, AND ACCOUNTING FOR MAINTEN~CE COSTS 
REFINERY MAINTENANCE QUESTIONNAIRE 
OF THE RESEARCH STUDY: The major purpose of the study is to 
velop a conceptual framework for the planning and control of 
intenance costs with special emphasis on the information re-
irements of maintenance decisions and the role of the accounting 
providing such information. 
OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEWS: This questionnaire is 
sig~ed to serve as a guide for interviewing personnel responsi-
e for various aspects of maintenance management in selected 
troleum refineries. 
Te purpose of the interviews is to provide information about 
t~e current maintenance management practices in the refineries. 
Itterviews will be conducted with maintenance, accounting, and 
o erating supervisory personnel; therefore, those questions which 
a e not applicable to the individual being interviewed should be 
d"sregarded. Written answers to the questions which do relate to 
t e individual's functions and responsibilities are not necessary. 
ile most of the questions require specific answers, others are 
s mewhat general and are included to give an idea of-certain 
interest which may be discussed in the interview. 
CONFID NTIAL: Information obtained in these interviews will be 
eated as confidential; replies to questions are restricted 
the researcher and members of his advisory committee at 
lahoma State University. Material appearing in the written 
r search report will not be' identified in any way with companies 
o individuals participating in the study. 
I. GENERAL: 
1. What is the status of maintenance* management in the 
refinery? To whom responsible? 
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2. Is the maintenance division organized by craft or by zone 
or by combination thereof? 
3. Do you qualify maintenance personnel in more than one 
craft? 
4. Are maintenance men unionized? If yes, how does this 
affect operations (with respect to crew size, promotions, 
overtime experience, use of contract maintenance)? · 
5. How is the size of the overall maintenance crew determined? 
6. Who is chiefly responsible for the level of maintenance and 
for maintenance costs? Operating or maintenance people? 
7. What percentage of maintenance hours are spent on capital 
work (i.e., construction of new facilities, etc.)? 
8. What percentage of the total maintenance budget is used for 
contract .maintenance7 
9. What factors enter in to the decision to use contract main-
tenance? What types of services are performed regularly by 
contract maintenance? 
0. What is your evaluation of contract maintenance? In terms 
of effectiveness? Economy? 
1. Insofar as maintenance work is concerned, what is the pri-
mary concern of the internal audit staff (i.e., are they 
primarily concerned with ascertaining the extent of compli-
ance with established poiicies or with reviewing and 
appraising the effectiveness of performance under such 
established policies)? 
2. How has your company approached the problem or responsibi-
lity overlap and interdepartmental friction? Is this a 
significant problem? 
3. What has been the trend of maintenance costs for the 
refinery over the past ten years (as a percent of operating 
expenses, capital expenditures, current value of equipment, 
or some other measure)? To what may this trend be attri-; 
buted? 
*Maint nance, for purposes of this study, is defined on page 5. 
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II. PLANNING AND SCHEDULING: 
1. What method do you use to plan and sch~dule Turnaround jobs 
(Is there an up-to-date master plan· for all large jobs in-
dicating planned starting date, duration, and completion 
date, by craft and with manning clearly indicated and in-
cluding cost estimates)? 
2. Can downtime be scheduled in such a way as to avoid losses 
in production? 
3. Who determines priorities for maintenance work? 
4. Is there a work-order priority system for all work? 
5. Do you have a craft-time breakdown on each work order prior 
to accomplishment of task? 
6. Do you have a day's planned work for each craftsman, one-
half working day in advance? Approximately how many 
craftsmen is each planner responsible for? 
7. H~w do you determine length of backlog policy? Is manpower 
control tied in to this determination? Do you have peri- · 
odic backlog measurement by craft? What length of backlog 
is considered optimal? 
III. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE:* 
1. Does the refinery have a formal, written preventive mainte-
nance plan? If so, what equipment does it cover? 
2. How do you determine amount and frequency of your preventive 
maintenance? 
3. Do you have any data that show the influence of different 
amounts and frequencies of preventive maintenance on the 
rate of machine failure (breakdown)? 
4. · How much of your maintenance time is devoted, on the 
average, to preventive maintenance activities and how much 
to repairing equipment after it has b.roken down? 
*Preve tive maintenance, for purposes of this study, is defined on 
page 
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IV. RECORDS: 
1. Do you have an "equipment card" for every piece of'equip-
ment (showing preventive maintenance schedule, stores 
inventory and spare parts requirements, inspection 
schedule)? 
2. Do you have a "cost record card" for i:najor pieces of 
machinery and equipment (showing repahs and charges for 
labor and materials costs)? 
3. Do you keep a record of downtime? How do you calculate 
losses due to downtime? 
V. COST ANALYSIS: 
1. Have you developed historical patterns of maintenance 
.costs? For what purposes? 
2. What system of cost estimation and cost control is used 
for shutdown work? 
3. How are cost estimates made for individual work requests? 
4. Do you occasionally estimate costs of deferring maintenance 
jobs? 
5. When considering the acquisition of new equipment, what 
attention (in terms of formal analysis) is directed to the 
maintenance-reliability trade-off (determining the reliabi-
lity and associated maintenance program which will minimize 
the sum of the costs of reliability, maintenance, and down-
time)? 
6. How do maintenance costs enter in to lease-or-buy decisions? 
7. How do maintenance costs enter in to replacement decisions? 
8. What type of economic evaluation is used to determine the 
adoption of an instrumentation technique as an aid to main-
tenance (for instance, how do you determine if it would be 
economically feasible to acquire a vibration analyzer)? 
9. What is the extent of the accounting department's partici-
pation in the economic evaluation and justification of 
projects? 
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VI. BUDGETING: 
1. What types of budgets are utilized for maintenance? 
2. Are costs grouped accordingl to-behavior or control features 
for budgeting purposes (i.e., are fixed costs separated 
from variable costs? Are separate budgets prepared for 
those segments of the maintenance function having distinctly 
different authority relationships)? 
3. Do you distinguish between repetitive, project, and un-
scheduled work in budgeting maintenance costs? 
4. If fixed budgets are used, are they set up by cost elements 
or by items of equipment or equipment groups? 
5. In developing budgets, how are the budgeted amounts deter-
mined? How does the accounting department participate in 
the budget development process? 
6. In budgeting projects, do you budget a lump sum and review 
individual proposals for expenditures as they arise during 
the year? Or do you build up the annual project mainte-
nance allowance by planning individual projects to be 
undertaken during the year? 
7. What types of budget reports are regularly made? Frequency? 
Timeliness? Who is responsible for corrective action? 
VII. MATERIALS STORES: 
1. What is the approximate value of the spare parts inventory? 
2. Do you have an EDP-based stores record system? 
3. How is the spare parts and maintenance materials inventory 
level determined? Do you have controlled stores levels ' 
(order points, quantities)? 
4. What percentage of your maintenance material stores con-
sists of safety stocks or back-up items for which the 
inventory must be maintained at a given level? 
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VIII. WORK ACCOMPLISHMENT: 
1. What types of performance measures and techniques do you 
use in evaluating (in terms of both effectiveness and cost) 
the maintenance activities und.er your jurisdiction? 
2. Do you employ work measurement· standards? What type? 
3. What percentage of maintenance work is covered by work 
measurement standards? 
IX. MISCELLANEOUS: 
1. Do you accrue maintenance expense? Do reports to mainte-
nance management reflect such accruals? 
2. Is the maintenance department charged with general factory 
overhead? 
3. How are maintenance costs charged to divisions or depart-
ments? 
4. How does the accounting consideration of whether a job or 
project is to be expensed or capitalized influence the 
approval, priority, or budgeting of a job or project (e.g., 
is it easier to get a job approved if it can be expensed 
currently)? 
DEFINI TONAL: 
Maintenance - is defined broadly as "what maintenance personnel 
do." Different practices exist from one company to another, 
but maintenance activities may well include repair work and 
overhaul of operating and service facilities and equipment, 
removal and installation of equipment, construction modifi-
cations, rearrangement of buildings and equipment, servicing 
of machinery, equipment and tools to minimize breakdown and 
maximize service life, and certain capital expenditures 
.projects. 
Preventive Maintenance - is viewed as replacements, adjustments, 
major overhauls, inspections, and lubrications preplanned: 
and scheduled on a cycle designated by the engineering, ' 
maintenance, or operating departments to maintain equipment 
and facilities in such condition that breakdowns and the 
need for emergency repairs are minimized. 
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INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS DESIRED FOR FIELD RESEARCH ON 
REFINE Y MAINTENANCE: 
( 1) rganization charts 
a) for refinery 
b) for maintenance unit 
( 2) lant staffing report 
( 3) ob descriptions (functions and responsibilities) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
a) for Maintenance Division supervisory personnel 
b) for Operating Division superintendents (for one or two 
divisions only; for instance, that par~ of the job 
description of the Operating Superintendent-Light Oil 
Division which describes his responsibility for the level 
of maintenance and for maintenance costs in his division 
would be sufficient)". 
intenance objectives, policies, and procedures 
ummary of annual refinery operating expenditures for the last 
hree years 
eriodic maintenance budgets 
ccounting bulletins to Maintenance Divison 
ccounting reports provided to Maintenance Division 
acklog trends or reports 
ork order performance reports 
ther performance reports related to maintenance (e.g., Report 
f.actual vs. estimated total work done by craft, etc.) 
~rend reports (e.g., relating maintenance costs to total costs, 
value of equipme~t, etc.) 
lyample copies of forms (filled in, rather than blank, forms are 
~esired if available) 
(a) Work order 
(b) Warehouse material order 
(c) Mechanical or Maintenance Division Daily Work Schedule 
(d) Work Order Priority List 
(e) Other forms used in Maintenance management 
, i 
APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTION 
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FUNCTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE 
COORDINATOR--PLANNING AND CONTROL 
esponsible for the administration, supervision, and work 
ion of the planners and clerical group. To assist and perform 
work of the Mechanical Department as directed by his 
Or 
eports to the Mechanical Superintendent. 
orks primarily with the Mechanical Division superintendents, 
senio planner, mechanical yard office clerical group, fire and safety 
divis'on clerk, area coordinators, division superintendents, warehouse 
super isors, Manufacturing Accounting, craft supervisors, and various 
staff groups. 
1. To supervise all phases of office work, check all reports 
for accuracy, assign work, and assist clerical personnel in 
routine and special work. 
2. To assist the Mechanical Superintendent and his staff in 
various capacities where services are required. 
3. To assume special duties such as analysis of costs, profit 
objective forecasts and special work which may be assigned. 
·4. To assist all divisions in the interpretation as to class 
of work which is to be performed with respect to accounting 
procedures and regulations. 
5 To make or secure decisions as to accounting procedure on 
conditions in question. 
6 To notify all concerned of any changes in the Controller's 
and/or Manufacturing Departments Accounting Bulletins. 
7 Responsible for preparation of budget tabulations for maint¢-
nance and mechanical services budgets annually for all ! 
divisions in the refinery. Prepare budget comparison report 
against actual expenditures. · 
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,8. To assist mechanica1 personnel to pr~pare budget items and to 
help Justify budget items with necessary supporting data. 
This includes maintenance,, mechanical services, capital, 
furniture and fixtures., and automotive budgets. 
9. Responsible fdr preparation of all Authorization for Expendi-
tures for the refinery. 
10. Responsible for preparation of all completion reports for 
Authorizations for Expenditure. 
11. To prepare all. supplemental A. F. E.'s. 
12 •. Responsible for the preparation and distribution of sickness 
and/or nonoccupational accident reports for salaried 
. personnel. 
13. Responsible for the preparation of time reports for salaried 
personnel. 
14. Responsible for calculating vacation allowables per craft 
for all mechanical hourly personnel. 
' 15. To prepare and maintain records of vacations for all salarie.d 
supervisors. 
16. Responsible for updating the refinery distribution code book, 
approved list to sign warehouse material, and weekend duty 
schedule. 
17. Responsible for the assigning of work order numbers, 
processing and issuing of work orders, and typing and dis-
tribution of work orders as scheduled including the keeping 
of records. 
18. Responsible for the typing and distribution of all daily work 
schedules, turnaround schedules. 
19. Supervises the preparation and distribution of sickness 
and/or nonoccupational a~cident reports and the transfer-
ring of all hourly personnel to and from the Mechanical 
Division. 
20. Handling various phases of Pilot tests, such as giving tests, 
keeping records, etc. 
21. Supervises the recording of expenditures against capital, 
maintenance and mechanical services work. 
out 
polici 
these 
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Coordinator--Planning and Control has the authority to carrY 
responsibilit~es within the limits of Refining and Company · 
sand is-expected to take affirmative action in carrying out 
esponsibilities. 
/ 
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